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Letter from the President
Congratulations on your graduation from the University of Iowa!
Today is an exciting and proud day in the life of the university—when our students, their friends 
and family, and their teachers and mentors celebrate the completion of a University of Iowa 
degree. One of the greatest badges of pride you will wear from this day forward is your degree 
from the University of Iowa. The contributions you will make to the world will be rooted in the 
unique character of a UI education, so when you say you are an Iowa graduate, that carries a 
very special meaning.
No matter where you work and live in the years ahead, we encourage you to stay connected 
and involved through ForIowa.org. There you will find locations of IOWA Clubs across 
the country (and world!) that provide good company for game watches and service 
activities. You can also access alumni resources and networking opportunities, keep up-to- 
date on university happenings by subscribing to the IOWA Magazine and newsletter, and 
join alumni affinity groups to stay in touch with alumni who share some of your most 
important UI experiences.
We will come visit you as well! The UI travels the country every year to bring the campus to 
your community, to share updates about the exciting advances and innovations happening at 
the university, and to give Hawkeyes a chance to gather with each other and celebrate their Iowa 
pride.
As you transition to the next phase of your life, we will continue to think of you as part of our 
university family and hope to always be an important part of yours. And of course, we hope 
you will come back to visit us when you can.
Again, congratulations on all your achievements, and remember, Once a Hawkeye,
Always a Hawkeye!
J. Bruce Harreld 
President
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Thursday 
May 9, 2019
College of Pharmacy
Hancher Auditorium, 10:00 a.m.
College of Education
Hancher Auditorium, 4:00 p.m.
Friday 
May 10, 2019
Graduate College, Doctoral
Hancher Auditorium, 9:00 a.m.
College of Law
Hancher Auditorium, 2:00 p.m.
Graduate College, Master’s
Carver-Hawkeye Arena, 7:00 p.m.
Commencement Ceremonies
Please visit the University of Iowa’s commencement website for 
information including live streaming, videos, Hawkeye Alumni 
engagement opportunities and more at commencement.uiowa.edu!
Saturday 
May 11, 2019
College of Nursing
Hancher Auditorium, 9:00 a.m.
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Carver-Hawkeye Arena, 9:00 a.m.
Tippie MBA Program
Coralville Marriott Hotel and  
Conference Center, 10:00 a.m.
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
University College
Carver-Hawkeye Arena, 1:00 p.m.
Carver College of Medicine, BS
Hancher Auditorium, 2:00 p.m.
Tippie College of Business
Carver-Hawkeye Arena, 5:00 p.m.
Sunday 
May 12, 2019
College of Engineering
Carver-Hawkeye Arena, 12:00 p.m.
Friday 
May 17, 2019
Carver College of Medicine, MD/MME
Hancher Auditorium, 6:30 p.m.
Friday 
June 7, 2019
Carver Dentistry
Hancher Auditorium, 3:00 p.m.
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The University of Iowa 
The University of Iowa is one of the nation’s premier public research universities, with 
33,564 students from 114 countries and all 50 states. Founded in 1847, it is the state’s 
oldest institution of higher education and is located alongside the picturesque Iowa River 
in Iowa City.
A member of the Association of American Universities since 1909 and the Big Ten 
Conference since 1899, the UI is home to one of the largest and most acclaimed medical 
centers in the country, as well as the famous Iowa Writers’ Workshop.
In pursuing its missions of teaching, research, and service, the University of Iowa seeks 
to advance scholarly and creative endeavor through leading-edge research and artistic 
production; to use this research and creativity to enhance undergraduate, graduate, and 
professional education, health care, and other services provided to the people of Iowa, 
the nation, and the world; and to educate students for success and personal fulfillment in 
a diverse world.
The University of Iowa carries out its academic mission primarily through its 11 colleges, 
which offer undergraduate and graduate education, professional education, and 
education and training in the health sciences.
First university in the state of Iowa
First public university to admit men and women on an equal basis
First to officially recognize an LGBT student organization
First to broadcast educational television
First to offer the Master of Fine Arts degree
First College of law west of the Mississippi
First College of education in the country
#38 – U.S. News & World Report “Best Public Universities”
One of the top 250 universities in the world (Times Higher Education)
14 consecutive years on the Fiske Guide to Colleges “Best Buy” list
13 graduate programs ranked among the top 10 in the nation
#13 – Most Loved by Students (Princeton Review)
95% of graduates find a job or are accepted to graduate school within six months
Military Friendly School designation, U.S. News & World Report
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University Leadership
Colleges and Academic Units
Henry B. Tippie College of Business
Sarah Fisher Gardial, BS, MBA, PhD  
Dean
College of Dentistry
David C. Johnsen, BS, DDS, MS 
Dean
College of Education
Daniel L. Clay, BA, MA, MBA, PhD 
Dean
College of Engineering
Alec B. Scranton, BS, PhD 
Dean
Graduate College
John C. Keller, BS, MS, PhD 
Dean and Associate Provost for Graduate and  
Professional Education and Interim Vice 
President for Research
College of Law
Kevin Washburn, BA, JD 
Dean
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Joseph K. Kearney, BA, MA, MS, PhD 
Interim Dean
Roy J. and Lucille A. Carver College of Medicine
J. Brooks Jackson, MBA, MD 
Dean and Vice President for Medical Affairs
College of Nursing
Julie Zerwic, RN, FAHA, FAAN, PhD 
Dean
College of Pharmacy
Donald E. Letendre, BS, PharmD 
Dean
College of Public Health 
Edith Parker, BA, MPH, DrPH 
Dean
University College
Tanya Uden-Holman, BA, MA, PhD 
Dean and Associate Provost for Undergraduate Education
International Programs
Downing Thomas, BA, MA, PhD  
Associate Provost and Dean
University Libraries
John P. Culshaw, BA, MS  
University Librarian
University of Iowa Hospitals & Clinics
Suresh Gunasekaran, MBA 
Associate Vice President, UI Hospitals & Clinics Chief Executive 
Officer
State Hygienic Laboratory 
Michael A. Pentella, BS, MS, D(ABMM), PhD 
Director
Administration 
J. Bruce Harreld, BE, MBA
President
Susan J. Curry, BA, MA, PhD 
Interim Executive Vice President and Provost
Rod Lehnertz, BS, MBA
Senior Vice President for Finance and Operations
Terry Johnson, BA, MBA
Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer
Melissa S. Shivers, BS, MEd, PhD
Vice President for Student Life
Carroll J. Reasoner, BA, JD 
Vice President for Legal Affairs and General Counsel
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Graduation Honors
High scholastic achievement is recognized at graduation in two ways: graduation with distinction (based on grades only) and 
graduation with honors in a particular field (based upon both grades and the completion of special work as outlined by the college 
and the major department).
Graduation with Distinction. The Office of the Registrar certifies to the deans of the colleges the names of students eligible to 
graduate with distinction. To be eligible for consideration, the graduate must complete the final 60 semester hours in residence 
in the graduating college, at least 45 semester hours of which must have been completed prior to the final semester of registration. 
The grade-point average (GPA) upon which distinction is determined includes all work undertaken prior to the opening of the  
final session.
Graduates with distinction in the Colleges of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Engineering, and Business rank as follows:
 With Highest Distinction Highest 2% 
 With High Distinction Next Highest 3% 
 With Distinction Next Highest 5%
Graduates with distinction in University College must complete a total of 45 semester hours in residence;  
30 must be completed prior to final registration. Recognition is determined as follows:
 With Highest Distinction 3.90–4.00 GPA 
 With High Distinction 3.80–3.89 GPA 
 With Distinction 3.75–3.79 GPA
In the undergraduate programs in the College of Medicine:
 With Highest Distinction 3.85 GPA or above 
 With High Distinction 3.75–3.84 GPA 
 With Distinction 3.65–3.74 GPA
In the Colleges of Nursing and Education:
 With Highest Distinction 3.90 GPA or above 
 With High Distinction 3.80–3.89 GPA 
 With Distinction 3.75–3.79 GPA
In the College of Pharmacy:
 With Highest Distinction 4.0 GPA or above 
 With High Distinction 3.75–3.99 GPA 
 With Distinction 3.50–3.74 GPA
Distinction is designated by gold stars worn on the left sleeve. Three stars indicate graduation with highest distinction; two, with 
high distinction; and one, with distinction.
Graduation with Honors Degrees. Students may graduate with both departmental honors and university honors. Departmental 
honors recognizes excellence in a student’s major area(s) of study, whereas university honors recognizes a breadth of academic 
accomplishment. Departmental honors requires additional work by the student, commonly a scholarly project or creative piece 
completed under the mentorship of a single faculty member, that goes beyond the regular requirements for the major. University 
honors requires the completion of a flexible curriculum of honors coursework and experiences, such as research, study abroad, 
or internships, woven into the student’s undergraduate education. Liberal arts and sciences and education candidates who are 
graduating with departmental honors wear white cordons draped over the shoulders, and university honors is recognized by a 
medal on a black-and-gold lanyard worn around the necks.
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Academic Costume
The academic costume code recognizes three styles of gowns: bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral. In May 2000, the Graduate 
College commemorated its centennial year with a new doctoral gown; the main differences can be seen in the trimming, cut, and 
shape of the sleeves. Hoods also denote degrees and may vary; the more elaborate adornments designate higher levels of degree 
attainment. The shell of the hood matches the black material of the gown, and the lining color represents the institution granting 
the degree. University of Iowa hoods are lined in old gold. The color of the velvet hood border indicates the field of study to which 
the degree pertains. At the University of Iowa, only doctoral degree candidates wear hoods. The velvet trim on hoods corresponds 
to colors established in the intercollegiate code.
The Oxford cap is proper for all degrees and can be worn both indoors and out with academic costume. The tassel, worn over the 
left eye, symbolizes the degree to be conferred on the wearer; tassels conform to the code colors for hood trimming. 
Institutional practice may vary from the established code. University of Iowa candidates for degree display tassels corresponding 
to the college from which their degree will be granted:
Business: sapphire blue Liberal Arts and Sciences: white 
Dentistry: lilac University College: white 
Education: black and gold Medicine: green 
Engineering: orange Nursing: apricot 
Graduate: black Pharmacy: olive green 
Law: purple 
University Artifact
The podium placed center stage at Carver-Hawkeye Arena was a gift to the University from the class of 1903. Made from solid 
mahogany, the podium boasts an etched silver placard inscribed with individual graduate names. This historic university artifact was 
restored by the Office of the Registrar in 2016. Graduate names etched on the podium plaque are available upon request. 
Presidential Emblem
The jeweled gold medallion worn by the University of Iowa president during commencement ceremonies 
and other formal academic events on campus was designed as an emblem of the university’s presidency 
by Karen Cantine, UI graduate student in the School of Art and Art History.
Featuring an abstract UI motif in the University’s colors—old gold and black— the emblem was first used 
in the investiture of Howard R. Bowen as the university’s 14th president, during inauguration ceremonies 
on December 5, 1964.
Four-and-one-half inches in diameter, the medallion is worn on a gold chain also designed and made by 
Cantine. Fashioning the emblem from a sheet of 14-carat yellow gold, Cantine outlined in black enamel 
eight UI motifs in raised gold letters in areas radiating from a large topaz in the center.
The central jewel is almost an inch in diameter. A slightly smaller topaz is set in the link that attaches the emblem to the chain  
on which it is worn, and eight small topazes are set around the edge of the emblem, one at the end of each “spoke.’’
Designing and making the presidential emblem was part of Cantine’s work for a Master of Arts degree in metalwork and  
jewelry design.
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Honorary Degrees
The University of Iowa, with approval of the Board of Regents, State of Iowa, confers honorary degrees to individuals who have 
demonstrated extraordinary achievements in such areas as research, scholarship, education, artistic creation, social activism,  
human rights, humanitarian outreach, or as recognized by the faculty as being consistent with the values of higher education.
Honorary degrees may be conferred at commencement ceremonies in the appropriate college or at University convocations.  
Honorary degrees are typically conferred only when the honoree is present. On rare occasions, an honorary degree may be conferred 
in absentia.
The first honorary degree was awarded in 1962; no honorary degrees were conferred from June 1, 1981 to 2007. Over 30 honorary 
degrees have been awarded, and two have been approved, but have not yet been conferred.
For more information on honorary degrees, or to see a list of award recipients, please visit uiowa.edu/honorarydegrees.
Mary Sue Coleman
Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters  
Dr. Mary Sue Coleman is one of the nation’s great leaders in higher education.  Currently, she is president of the American Association 
of Universities (AAU), the premier organization that monitors the academic performance level of the nation’s top research universities. 
In that role, she is devoted to challenges including research funding, enhancing diversity, immigration policy, free speech, and access 
to higher education.
From 2002 to 2014, she served as president of the University of Michigan, which under her leadership continued to advance as one 
of the top universities in the world.  An unshakable advocate for diversity and inclusion, Dr. Coleman took the lead in the Grutter vs. 
Bollinger Supreme Court case on diversity through Affirmative Action at the University of Michigan Law School, and won a landmark 
victory.  In 2009, Time Magazine named her one of the 10 Best American University Presidents, for her emphasis on high-quality 
research and fundraising for public universities. 
The University of Iowa community knows Dr. Coleman best as the university’s 18th president.  From 1995 to 2002, she energized the 
university, enhanced its academic standing among peers, and skillfully led it through a number of challenges—including bringing the 
campus together in the days and weeks following 9/11.  During her tenure, she expanded the health sciences, championed women 
scholars and athletes, and enhanced the university’s writing programs.  She worked hard to make Iowa City the cultural capital 
of Iowa, contributing significantly to Iowa City ultimately becoming a UNESCO City of Literature shortly after her departure.  She 
was instrumental to the success of the “Good. Better. Best. Iowa.” capital campaign, helping to raise more than $1 billion.  She also 
generously provided significant personal support for students through the establishment of the Kenneth and Mary Sue Coleman UI 
Presidential Scholarship.
Dr. Coleman sits on the boards of trustees of the Kavli Foundation for advancing science and support for science, the Mayo Clinic 
Foundation, the Gates-Cambridge Scholars Program, the Society for Science and the Public, and the University of Denver.  She is an 
elected member of the National Academy of Medicine, and a Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science as 
well as the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.  In those roles, she has led major studies on the consequences of lack of health 
insurance within the U.S. and erosion of state and federal support for the nation’s public research universities.  
The University of Iowa wishes to recognize Dr. Mary Sue Coleman for her contributions to higher education research and policy, her 
advocacy for students, diversity and inclusion, and for inspiring all universities to reach for excellence in academic achievement.
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Graduate College
Founded in 1900, the University of Iowa Graduate College manages the enrollment and degree progress for nearly 5,000 students 
from over 100 graduate programs in 10 different colleges spanning the arts and humanities, biological sciences, health sciences, 
engineering, education, physical sciences, social sciences, and business.
The mission of the UI Graduate College is to foster an intellectual environment conducive to exemplary research, scholarship, and 
creativity among graduate students, postdoctoral scholars, and faculty. The college makes every effort to ensure that the graduate 
programs offered by the university are of high quality and stimulate the creation of new knowledge and information, and that these 
efforts simultaneously benefit both graduate and undergraduate student learning. The Graduate College serves as an advocate for 
graduate education, allocates resources that support graduate students and programs, manages policies and procedures to establish 
and assess graduate programs, and fosters interdisciplinary programs.
Doctor of Philosophy
Widad Abdalla   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Samantha Nicole Atkinson   
Informatics
Keerthi Atluri   
Pharmacy
Weidong Bai   
Physics
Sayan Bandyapadhyay   
Computer Science
Kathleen Marie Beck   
Interdisciplinary Studies
Corey Lee Boles   
Occupational and Environmental Health
Kevin Bombardier   
Mathematics
Chelsea Dawn Burk   
English
Paul Joseph Capobianco   
Anthropology
Gregory Scott Child   
Teaching and Learning
Jiwon Choi   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Carlos Cotallo Solares   
Music
Chelsea Jo Crain   
Economics
Nicole Marie Dischler   
Chemistry
Jeremy Robert Edison   
Mathematics
Jennifer Lynn Eldridge Houser   
Interdisciplinary Studies
Benjamin John Foust   
Chemistry
Moustafa Tarek Gabr   
Chemistry
Michael Esteban Gerald   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Wesley Goar   
Genetics
Carla J. Gonzalez   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Gemma Goodale-Sussen   
English
Jay Anthony Gorsh   
Teaching and Learning
Jacob Scott Grant   
Chemistry
Dumayi Maria Gutierrez   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Stephanie Jean Haase   
Genetics
Andrea Rachel Hallberg   
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Michael H. Hayes   
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Alaine E Reschke Hernandez   
Music
Michelle Lynn Hinzman   
Teaching and Learning
Cody Brian Hodson   
Geography
Mark Loren Hopkins   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Wesley Johnathan Hottel   
Epidemiology
Emilia Illana Illana Mahiques   
Second Language Acquisition
Eman Ismail   
Oral Science
Hannah Lee Johnson   
Communication Studies
Volha Kananovich   
Mass Communications
Dong-Hwan Kim   
Mechanical Engineering
Danny Lara   
Mathematics
Injung Lee   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Kyounghoon Lee   
Chemistry
Jacob Mordechai Litman   
Biochemistry
Yiching Christine Liu   
Teaching and Learning
Steven Andrew Long   
Biomedical Engineering
Pilar Marce   
Teaching and Learning
Aaron Peter Mertes   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Mahmoud Ahmed Metwali   
Biomedical Engineering
Rachel Ann Minerath   
Pharmacology
Erin Michele Mobley   
Health Services and Policy
Robert Kyle Morley   
Classics
Stacey Cherie Moultry   
American Studies
Alejandro Muzzio   
Anthropology
Emily Kim Nguyen   
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Joseph Barnett Norman   
Music
Salvatory Stephen Nyanto   
History
Marie Veronica Ozanne   
Biostatistics
Kristin Lynn Panos   
Teaching and Learning
Victoria Shayla Parker   
Pharmacy
Kira Leanne Pasquesi   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Maurice Kato Payne, Jr.   
Chemistry
Ryan Andrew Peterson   
Biostatistics
Katherine Louise Proch   
Neuroscience
Pooya Rahimian   
Computer Science
Justin Scott Reber   
Psychology
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Derek Bradley Rodgers   
Teaching and Learning
Tanja Charlotte Roembke   
Psychology
Hugh Pierre Salehi   
Industrial Engineering
Jeremy Anton Sandgren   
Pharmacology
Megan Elizabeth Schmidt   
Immunology
Tejasvi Sharma   
Mechanical Engineering
Sunaina Shrivastava   
Business Administration
Alexander Harris Sistko   
Mathematics
Clarissa Souza Gomes da Fontoura   
Oral Science
Andrew Nathaniel Steck   
History
Young Joo Sun   
Biochemistry
Laura Elisabeth Szech   
Teaching and Learning
Carlos Ignacio Toro Tobon   
Music
Johanna Mariah Uthoff   
Biomedical Engineering
J. Verniero   
Applied Mathematical and Computational 
Sciences
Reuben Peter Vyn   
Teaching and Learning
Kevin John Wabick   
Mechanical Engineering
Katherine Elizabeth Walden   
American Studies
Sheng Wang   
Statistics
Janet Kay Weaver   
History
Tyler Mathew Weaver   
Biochemistry
Dorthea L. Wheeler   
Immunology
Haley Dianne Wikoff   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Adam Chandler Wiley   
Teaching and Learning
Brittany Williams   
Neuroscience
Geneva Marion Wilson   
Epidemiology
Erin L. Witek   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Arielle Koonyee-Lam Wolf   
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Qing Xie   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Wenjing Xi   
Chemistry
Haowen Xu   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Zhenyu Yuan   
Business Administration
Peng Yu   
Pharmacy
Guiyan Zang   
Mechanical Engineering
Tianlu Zhang   
Second Language Acquisition
Yile Zhou   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Jing Zhu   
Teaching and Learning
Doctor of Musical Arts
Rose Marie Dino   
Nathanael Thomas Antonio Filippelli   
Rebeca Tavares Furtado   
Andrew Charles Gentzsch   
Nolan Andrew Hauta   
Tyler John Hendrickson   
Pui Yan Lau   
Trevor Allen Loes   
Oliver Molina   
Tieyi Zhang   
Doctor of Audiology
Lisa Brody   
Rachael Lauren Carroll   
Paige Virginia Haberman   
Sieon Kim   
Courtney Marie Lansing   
Megan Arleen Rossio   
Bailey Rose Tatge   
Rory Lynette Vose   
Gabrielle Suzette Watson  
Doctor of Nursing 
Practice
Lindsay Marie Brown   
Kelli Ann Buresh   
Rikka Marie Burroughs   
Rita Marie Chapman   
Adam Elliott Culver   
Chetana Daniels   
Matthew Thomas Fleege   
Claire Ann Goeke   
Krista Lynn Hageman   
Courtney Ann Hartberg   
Emily Lu Hast   
Palma Dina Iacovitti   
Neha Jacob Jackson   
Laura Sue Kersey   
James Randall Kinney   
Misty Anne Kleinmeyer   
Trudy Ann Griffeth Laffoon   
Eric Joseph Leadley   
Melissa Mahon   
Channon Lawrence McKibben   
Nicole Kay Meierotto   
Alyssa Kay Miller   
Tami Lynn Miller   
Jenna Renae Moliga   
Janessa Annette Montgomery   
Stephanie Nadine Munier   
Christina Marie Niemann   
Kyla Anne Reyes   
Heather Zimmerman Ries   
Heidi Elizabeth Robinson   
Joshua Peter Roorda   
Sandra Rae Scholten   
Emily Marie Schultz   
Meghan Ashley Wing   
Mellissa Ann Veronica Wood  
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Master of Fine Arts
Lauren DesPrez Abunassar   
English
Toby Leon Widener Altman   
English
Madison Archard   
English
Matilda Charlotte Mora Bathurst   
English
Stephen Beatty   
English
Mary Claire Becker   
Art
Joy Belonger   
English
Abbey Leesa Blake   
Art
Ellen Boyette   
English
Taylor Rae Brady   
English
Mary Katherine Brake   
English
Isabella Casey   
English
Lee Cole   
English
Jose Antonio Covo   
Spanish Creative Writing
Daniel Langford Cronin IV   
English
Carley Nicole Cullen   
Art
Bruna Dantas Lobato   
Comparative Literature - Translation
Dong Dong   
Book Arts
Janelle Affiong Effiwatt   
English
Oded Even Or   
English
Danyang Fang   
English
Sonia Louise Farmer   
Book Arts
Elisa Ferrer Molina   
Spanish Creative Writing
Eduard Forehand   
Dance
Alexa Chinelo Montana Frank   
English
Alexandra Grace Gabriel   
Art
Ines Gallo De Urioste   
Spanish Creative Writing
Adbeel Garcia   
English
Katharine Cecilia Gilbert   
Comparative Literature - Translation
Jasmine Graf   
Art
Charles Green   
Theatre Arts
Sarah Margaret Gutowski   
Art
Eden E. Hall   
Art
Isabel Holland Henderson   
English
Natalia Hernandez   
Spanish Creative Writing
Kamden Ishmael Hilliard   
English
Christine Howe   
Dance
Alexandra Nicole Hval   
Art
Alex Jesko   
Art
Jack Saebyok Jung   
English
Stephanie Duncan Karp   
English
Ariel Mia Iarovici Katz   
English
Julie Kedzie   
English
Anna Marie Kilzer   
Art
Joan Kim   
Art
Andrew King   
English
David King   
English
Kaitlyn Mackenzie Knoll   
English
Jamil Jan Kochai   
English
Lindsey LaRissa Kuhn   
Theatre Arts
Robert Lamirande   
English
Dallin Reid Law   
Comparative Literature - Translation
Michael Allen Logan   
English
Marc Lambert Macaranas   
Dance
Eric Conner Marlin   
Theatre Arts
Sarah Thankam Mathews   
English
Mariana Mazer   
Spanish Creative Writing
Courtney Meaker   
Theatre Arts
Bianca Messinger   
English
David Morton Meyers   
Art
Nora Claire Miller   
English
Aracely Mondragon   
English
Tanner Hall Mothershead   
Art
Isabella Myers   
Book Arts
Peter Orin Myers   
English
Shoko Nakamura 
Book Arts
Carl Napolitano   
English
Aubrey Jean Near   
Theatre Arts
Drew Ohringer   
English
Ekaterina Tilkova Petrova   
Comparative Literature - Translation
Ailey Rose Picasso   
Dance
Angela Pico Pinto   
Spanish Creative Writing
Alexander Cameron Pines   
English
Anna Ilona Polonyi   
English
Bentley Allen Reese   
English
Kiley Cetera-Hopewell Reid   
English
Emmett Lindsley Rensin   
English
Natalia Reyes   
English
Andrew Ridker   
English
Dayon Royster   
Art
Spenser Santos 
Comparative Lit-Trans
Sanjena Anshu Sathian   
English
Nils Andrew Seiler   
Comparative Literature - Translation
Jennifer Shyue   
Comparative Literature - Translation
Cinnamon Spear   
English
Meredith Apthorp Stapleton   
Dance
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Marguerite Angela Sugden   
Theatre Arts
Kelly Ann Swanson   
Film and Video Production
Brandon Lamar Gene Taylor   
English
William Pruitt Temple   
English
Angela Yvonne Davis Tharpe   
English
Frankie Jay Thomas   
English
Mitchell James Volk   
Art
Jacquelyn Dale Whitman   
Art
Jules Wood   
English
Paloma Yannakakis   
English
C Pam Zhang   
English
Sharaf Zia   
English
Master of Arts
Alyssa Anne Adamec   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Melissa Jo Airy   
Art
Huda Thamer A Alaithan   
Art
Maria Annel Alarcon Aldrete   
Art
Daniel Joseph Amodeo   
Religious Studies
Daniel Thomas Anderson   
Library and Information Science
Emma Nicole Backlund   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Tiffany Lynn Baker-Strothkamp   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Clairissa Michelle Barnes   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Samantha Marie Barth   
Library and Information Science
Tiffany Huffaker Berry   
Strategic Communication
Alexis Blaze Beucler   
Art
Day Beyer   
Music
Lindsey Nicole Blair   
Art History
Katy Jo Bolender   
Teaching and Learning
Jenna Cahill Bonistalli   
Art
Eli Jacob Boonin-Vail   
Film Studies
Sarah Boysen   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Jillian Paige Brackett   
Sport and Recreation Management
Russell Allen Buchanan   
Library and Information Science
Betul Cakir Dilek   
Teaching and Learning
Mallory D. Carr   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Brock William Cavett   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Alexandro Cazares   
Music
Megan Ann Chapman   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Nyaradzai Tarukwasha Chisaka   
History
Katlyn Rosalie Clark   
Teaching and Learning
Colter Bennett Cleary   
Library and Information Science
Joseph Alexander Coll   
Political Science
Connor Martin Colvill   
Art
Cassidy Mae Conlan   
Teaching and Learning
Emily Duvall Coonrod   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Nicole May Coulter-Ledbetter   
Philosophy
Payton Nikol Crawford   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Nicole Davis   
Art
Carla Ellen DeWit   
Library and Information Science
Thomas William Elmer Deatsch   
Sport and Recreation Management
Lydia Christine Dempsey   
Music
Reid Emery Dempsey   
English
Kyle Denning   
Sport and Recreation Management
Morgan Nicole Di Napoli Parr   
Psychology
Rayne Vitorino Dias   
Music
Miles Patrick Dietz-Castel   
Strategic Communication
Erik K. Doucette   
Music
Diana Lee Dovenspike   
Sport and Recreation Management
Erin Raye Dwyer   
Sport and Recreation Management
Kevin Christopher Edens   
Music
Tyler Patrick Ellis   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Abigail Helen Elston   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Heyden Michael Enochson   
Strategic Communication
Kandyce Everett   
Music
Shehla Naz Faizi   
Strategic Communication
James Theodore Faulkner   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Alexander Nicholas Ferkey   
Music
Laurie Ann Field   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Jennifer Fisher   
Sport and Recreation Management
Taylor Fisher   
Strategic Communication
Deidre Virginia Freeman Huff   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Sarah Nicole Gillespie Funk   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Ryan David Furlong   
English
Stacey Lee Gee   
Art
Madison Rose Genz   
Linguistics
Jake Gervase   
Sport and Recreation Management
Ryan Michael Glanz   
Psychology
Suzanne Taylor Ashley Glemot   
Library and Information Science
Emily Ann Goetz   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Kelly Marie Guinn   
Sociology
Helen Stewart Haacker   
Strategic Communication
Scott Christian Hage   
Art
Paige Patricia Hamer   
Linguistics
Kayla Marbach   
Teaching and Learning
Genevieve Clarissa Harnack   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Erika Lynn Harper   
Strategic Communication
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Jonathan Walter Hart   
Music
Matthew Lee Hatcher   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Angelina Lauri Hawker   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Donte’ Kenyatta Hayes   
Art
Elizabeth Healy   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Kathryn Elise Heffner   
Library and Information Science
Alicia Margaret Henle   
Library and Information Science
Brittany Nicole Hershey   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Michelle Lynn Hinzman   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Kayla M. Hodgson   
Library and Information Science
Eugenia Ann Dabney Hofammann   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Joshua Mark Holmes   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Luciana Claudia Hontila   
Music
Samuel Hoover   
Linguistics
Hillary HuffordTucker   
Strategic Communication
Xingyu Huo   
Music
Ming Hu   
Music
Samuel Joel Jambrovic´  
Linguistics
Jonathan Christopher James   
English
Cory Jennerjohn   
Strategic Communication
Mauricio Jose Jesus da Silva   
Music
Madeline Rae Judisch   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Christopher Junk 
Political Science
Tyler Ryan Katz   
Music
Maude Kauffman   
Strategic Communication
Sean Matthew Kearney   
Sociology
Christian Kelly   
Library and Information Science
Yasmeen Amina Khan   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Meghna Avinashchandra Khare   
Strategic Communication
Soojin Kim   
Music
Melissa Sue Kinney   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Robert W. Kinney   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Nino Kintsurashvili   
Art
Briar Jameson Kleeman   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Cinnamon Kleeman   
Music
Jacquelyn Knustrom   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Kevin Nicholas Kock   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Swartz Martin Konrad   
English
Amy Margaret Kopale   
Geography
Andrew Joseph Kreigh   
Music
Gabriella Rose Kuester   
Teaching and Learning
Eileen Marie Lancaster   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Mark Thomas Lanning, Jr.   
Art
Toni Lynne LeFebvre   
Music
Kyungho Leem   
History
Bomi Lee   
Political Science
Jacob Aubrey Lee   
Art
Kang San Lee   
Geography
Rachel Lemme   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Jared Robert Liebergen   
Philosophy
Maxwell Taylor Lieberman   
Anthropology
Kaitlyn Lindgren   
Religious Studies
Lingyu Li   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
E Mariah Spencer Lubinus 
English
Yujia Lyu   
Sociology
Elizabeth Maddy   
Strategic Communication
Aileen Sullivan Maderios   
Music
Benjamin E. Mannion   
History
Maggie Martino   
Art History
Benjamin Allen Martin   
Philosophy
Rachael Maxon   
Art History
Adrienne LeeAnn Maxwell   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Ellen Ranae Mays   
Library and Information Science
Leah Justine McGhghy- White   
Teaching and Learning
Chelsey A. McKimmy   
Library and Information Science
Kevin Thomas McNamee-Tweed   
Art
Kelsey Elizabeth McQuown   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Troy Ricardo Mills   
Religious Studies
Ben Mineck   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Andrew David Mistak   
Psychology
Jessica Ann Monnier   
Music
Erin Moran   
Art History
Erik Mitchell Moser   
Library and Information Science
Laura Angela Moser   
Classics
Samantha Mostafa   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Roy Thomas Mould IV   
Teaching and Learning
Laura Danielle Mueldener   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Hanna Kristine Mueller   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Charles Muir   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Mikael Akalu Mulugeta   
Strategic Communication
Lisa Pollock Mumme   
Music
Amira S. Nash   
Teaching and Learning
Nickie Nguyen   
Anthropology
Kaeli Marie Nieves-Whitmore   
Library and Information Science
Neva Nadine Nobles-Alder   
Art
Samantha Noel   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Courtney Catherine Olmscheid   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
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Rebecca Carolan Pape   
Music
Seo Jung Linda Park   
Linguistics
Christopher Patterson   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Javier Perez   
Strategic Communication
Dusty Ann Persinger   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Sidney Pezley   
Strategic Communication
Jessica Ann Pierce   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Shannon Podzimek   
Strategic Communication
Kristen Ponturiero   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Yvonne Christine Potter   
Strategic Communication
Elizabeth Rebecca Powell   
Art
Marcus Andre Powell   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Sarah Ann Pry   
Strategic Communication
Evelyn Pulkowski   
Linguistics
Rachel Rackham   
Library and Information Science
Aralia Olivia Ramirez   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Jorge Enrique Ramos De Jesus   
Linguistics
Maheen Rasheed   
English
Joshua Alan Ring   
Music
Brooke Alexandria Robinson   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Derek Bradley Rodgers   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Sarah Michal Roe   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Marissa Sarver   
Classics
Francesca Scheiber   
Psychology
Deanna Marie Schnotala   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Sharon Rebecca Serper   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Andrea Rae Shultice   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Kelin Martin Silber   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Therese Eileen Slatter   
Music
Terrell Jamarl Smith   
Art
David C. Snyder   
Library and Information Science
Katelyn Rose Sonnee   
Strategic Communication
Mark Joseph Springett   
Sport and Recreation Management
Meredith Taylor Stabel   
English
Benjamin Arthur Staniforth   
English
Laura Taylor   
Strategic Communication
Micaela Rae Terronez   
Library and Information Science
Patricia JoAnn Toben   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Cole Robert Toovey   
Psychology
Corey V. Topf   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Derek VanDenTop   
Music
Conner Arthur Vergoz   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Jennifer Gayle Vess   
Art
Nancy Sue Voggesser   
Teaching and Learning
Kathia Taylor Wampole   
Library and Information Science
Shu Wan   
History
Austin Weidenhamer   
Sport and Recreation Management
Larry Joe Welsh III   
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Emily Michelle Wetherell   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Elizabeth Faye Wheeler   
Art
Claire Downes Whitehurst   
Art
Denali Elizabeth White   
Library and Information Science
Brendan Mark Whitney   
Psychology
Krista Ann Willenbring   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Carly Jean Williamson   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Laura Elizabeth Williams   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Emily Nicole Willms   
Teaching and Learning
Colin Robert Wilson   
Music
Blake James Winter   
Sport and Recreation Management
Judith Grace Atieno Wodzak   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Timothy Christian Wolfe   
Art
Skylar Ann Woodruff   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Joy Melody Woods   
Educational Policy and Leadership Studies
Matthew Luke Yaksic   
Spanish
Jonathan Young   
Classics
Wenqi Zeng   
Linguistics
Rebecca Zilk   
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Brianna J. Zumhof   
Geography
Hudson da Silva Lourenco   
Music
Master of Science
Arwa Ali Alhakami   
Oral Science
Samuel Paul Anderson   
Business Analytics
Matthew Angell   
Business Analytics
Jose Roman Aranda Cuevas   
Mathematics
Kristine A. Arens   
Business Analytics
Jessica M. Baker   
Urban and Regional Planning
Christopher Barnard   
Health and Human Physiology
Elana Rose Becker   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Eric Bell   
Orthodontics
Manju Bengaluru Jayanna   
Clinical Investigation
Randall Leslie Berdon, Jr.   
Mechanical Engineering
Ryan Mitchell Bianconi   
Mathematics
Jocelyn Michelle Borjas   
Urban and Regional Planning
Alyssa Anne Brake   
Health and Human Physiology
Iris Brenner   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Alexander C. Brown   
Business Analytics
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Elliot Landon Burghardt   
Biostatistics
Molly Elizabeth Burkle   
Health and Human Physiology
Umar Butt   
Business Analytics
Jonathan Chapman   
Business Analytics
Hongyan Chen   
Business Analytics
Zhi Chen   
Urban and Regional Planning
William Loren Chew   
Statistics
Shelby Jonell Clark   
Occupational and Environmental Health
Geoffrey Aaron Converse   
Mathematics
Riley Frances Coyle   
Health and Human Physiology
Lucienne Mary Daman   
Health and Human Physiology
Kyle Davies   
Finance
Gia Marie DeBartolo   
Urban and Regional Planning
Sidney Jo DeBie   
Chemistry
Derick Delloro   
Health and Human Physiology
Michael Ross Delp   
Urban and Regional Planning
Paul Ellsworth Divan IV   
Business Analytics
Michael Doody   
Business Analytics
Gregory Mark Dooley   
Mechanical Engineering
Brian M. Dunkelberger   
Urban and Regional Planning
Bryan William Ehlers   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Anthony James Emigh   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Olivia Blanca Felber   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Alexis Lea Finer   
Epidemiology
Lucas Richard Foelsch   
Urban and Regional Planning
Kirsten Taylor Frazier   
Orthodontics
Mohammed Masud Fredericks   
Informatics
Jasmine Kathryn Frias   
Urban and Regional Planning
Jayanthi Babu Gadde   
Business Analytics
Kacey Garber   
Geoscience
Alexis Ann Gatton   
Business Analytics
Hannah Magdalena Geyer   
Finance
Kyle Godwin   
Occupational and Environmental Health
Ryan Thomas Golkowski   
Chemistry
Kyle Joseph Gonsalves   
Interdisciplinary Studies
Radhika Gopalan   
Business Analytics
Reuben P. Grandon   
Urban and Regional Planning
Alexander Steven Greig   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Laura N. Greving-Witosky   
Business Analytics
Arran Connor Gross   
Astronomy
Nancy Gupta   
Clinical Investigation
Tanner Robert Hartsock   
Geoscience
Audrey Blair Haugen   
Health and Human Physiology
Paul Joseph Hechler   
Orthodontics
Kenneth Ivan James Heitritter   
Physics
Derek Jin Hollingshead   
Business Analytics
Chen Huang   
Pharmacy
Keith Michael Huls   
Business Analytics
Benjamin Louis Jacobs   
Statistics
Chanel Jelovchan   
Urban and Regional Planning
Amanda Marie Jensen   
Business Analytics
Sam S. Johnson   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Alexander Junk   
Business Analytics
MaKenzie Kalb   
Business Analytics
Apparao Kalimireddy   
Business Analytics
Yomi Kang   
Actuarial Science
Bogdan Kapatsila   
Urban and Regional Planning
Daniel William Keefe   
Biomedical Engineering
Jenna Mary Kelly   
Interdisciplinary Studies
Michael Krasowski   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Daren Kuwaye   
Biostatistics
Puishan Lai   
Actuarial Science
Miguel Landeros   
Mathematics
Jenna Ellyn Lardner   
Business Analytics
Anna Elizabeth Latcham   
Health and Human Physiology
Kyumok Lee   
Actuarial Science
Emily Anne Legel   
Urban and Regional Planning
Connor David Leichtle   
Health and Human Physiology
Katherine Ann Lindaman   
Business Analytics
Daniel Andreas Lippert   
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Jessica Choi Lu   
Informatics
Karthic Sankar Mahadevan   
Business Analytics
William Marquart 
Chemistry
Larkin McCormack   
Geoscience
Monica Elizabeth McFadden   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Don Joseph McKendry   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Matthew Meulemans   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Hossain Mohiuddin   
Urban and Regional Planning
Erin Morley   
Occupational and Environmental Health
Murugan Nambiar   
Business Analytics
Gulnara Novbatova   
Biomedical Science
Virginia Nuckols   
Health and Human Physiology
Fernando de Carvalho Oliveira Neto   
Urban and Regional Planning
Joshua J. Orgill   
Oral Science
Alan Michael Ottenstein   
Mathematics
Adam Palmer   
Business Analytics
Aman Panwar   
Chemistry
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Manas Avinash Pawar   
Finance
Matthew Paul Pelham   
Business Analytics
Anthonie Perla   
Health and Human Physiology
Benjamin Robert Perlson   
Industrial Engineering
Bryanna Rose Petentler   
Mathematics
Courtney Petersen   
Health and Human Physiology
Kasey Pfab   
Business Analytics
Alex Polenberg   
Mathematics
Alessandra Amelia Pratt   
Occupational and Environmental Health
Matthew James Purdy   
Occupational and Environmental Health
Dharmesh Vinodray Purohit   
Business Analytics
Natalie Puschak   
Health and Human Physiology
Michaella Erin Raglione   
Chemistry
Ronilo Ragodos, Jr.   
Mathematics
Michael Christopher Rendleman   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Henry Reyes   
Translational Biomedicine
Elizabeth Marie Reynolds   
Health and Human Physiology
Talal Riaz   
Computer Science
Shamus Kirkwood Roeder   
Biomedical Engineering
Sidhartha Roy   
Mechanical Engineering
Jason William Ryan   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Shahram Samardar   
Business Analytics
Josephine Helen Schamp   
Translational Biomedicine
Kayla Mae Schneider   
Health and Human Physiology
Sarah Rebecca Schulman   
Business Analytics
Ryan Gerald Schweitzer   
Urban and Regional Planning
Keegan Patrick Shay   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Haley Ann Simmons   
Health and Human Physiology
Jordan Jared Simpson   
Finance
Ankur Singh   
Business Analytics
Gurjap Singh   
Mechanical Engineering
Lyubov D. Slashcheva   
Dental Public Health
Rachel Annette Smoak   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Barbara Jean St Marie   
Translational Biomedicine
John von Maur Staak   
Business Analytics
Oliver David Stroh   
Industrial Engineering
Nathan Anthony Sultan   
Health and Human Physiology
Yoon Joo Sung-Cho   
Statistics
Liyang Sun   
Statistics
Yijia Sun   
Informatics
Le Tang   
Mathematics
Marcus Charles Tatum   
Biomedical Engineering
Alexandria Carol Taylor   
Informatics
Stephen West Taylor   
Health and Human Physiology
John Eric Terrel   
Chemistry
Seth Alexander Thomas   
Urban and Regional Planning
Conrad Sever Thompson   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Nicholas Thomas Trapp   
Translational Biomedicine
Neelima Lakshmi Velamuri   
Business Analytics
Evan Taehoon Walser-Kuntz   
Biostatistics
Chunlei Wang   
Statistics
Chuyi Wang   
Statistics
Yuru Wang   
Informatics
Anam Waqar   
Business Analytics
Michelle Naomi Weitz   
Biostatistics
Thomas P. Welk   
Orthodontics
Jedediah Donald Wendell   
Business Analytics
Isaac Robert Lee Werner   
Epidemiology
Erica Wiener   
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Jeremy Williams   
Urban and Regional Planning
Melanie Coleen Willis   
Health and Human Physiology
Kenneth Wilson III   
Business Analytics
Clint Wire   
Orthodontics
James D. Woodell   
Integrated Biology
Qing Xie   
Statistics
Hunza Zainab   
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Xingyu Zhou   
Statistics
Master of Science in 
Nursing
Eric Michael Frost   
Betty Arlene Mallen   
Kimberly Sue Moore   
Abby Rose Rail  
Master of Accountancy
Michelle Lea Bahou   
Micah D. Bang   
Andrew Steven Blackford   
Reid Botkin   
Jack Ryan Dargis   
Michael Gabriel DeAngelis   
Mathias Finseth   
Adria Loreen Klaty   
John Thomas Loecher   
Ryan David Milroy   
Karina Morales   
Andrew Grant Peterson   
Marisa Ann Powers   
Ryan L. Rubin   
Blake Lee Scott   
Matthew David Slykhuis   
Eric Devon Wells  
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Master of Social Work
Megan Marie Angotti   
Julianne G. Bohnenkamp   
Mikayla Boland   
Rebecca Jane Booth   
Nicholle Hope Britt   
Ashley Marie Brown   
Elizabeth Kathryn Bryant   
Shaunda Christina Marie Campbell   
Olivia Carrow   
Renisha Catron   
Leah Marie Cox   
Stephanie Bristol Crandall   
Tyler Michael Crawford   
Michael Daley   
Jessica Grace Elliott   
Maria Chinweze Enujiofor   
Elizabeth Anne Fitzgerald   
Kara Fries   
Holly Danielle Hassman Fueston   
Elizabeth Colleen Funk   
Patricia Gallegos   
Emily Bridget Gearhart   
Elizabeth Darlene Gerdes   
Johanna Lyn Grenko   
McKenzie Grimm   
Sofia Melis Gumusoglu   
Sara L. Gustason   
Madison Leeann Hall   
Heather Jo Hermanson   
Bailey Ann Hesseltine   
Melissa Beth Hirsch   
Lindsay Sue Hohertz   
Hope Antoinette Hugghins   
Jason Brian Hunt   
Kathleen Michele Issa   
Sarah Jane Jacobs   
Andrea Rae Jayne   
Elizabeth Trout Lily Marilla Kapp   
Victoria Jeane Keith   
Sarah Cathleen Koenen   
Kyla Marie Larson   
Lance Timothy Lashley   
Rebecca Anne Ludin   
Lorena Lujan   
Madeleine Grace Marshall   
Miranda Mathis   
Michelle Renee Mattingly   
Meghan Renee McCray   
Macy McKendree   
Michelle Diane Mehrens   
Margaret Olin Meloy   
Joshua Blake Meyers   
Elizabeth Mooney Miller   
Kaylee Jean Miner   
Mona Elhaj Mohamed   
Jessica Mountain   
Sharyl Murphy   
Faith Nasby   
Toni Maria Nicoletto   
Leslie Ann Olson   
Anna Pepping   
Marcy Lynn Perlowski   
Miranda Ann Peyton   
Kara Dawn Pick   
Michelle Lynn Ponce   
Britney Marie Randolph   
Matthew David Reinert   
DeAnna Lynn Rice   
Zarah Elizabeth Roberts   
Joseph William Robinson   
Bobby Jo Salm   
Chadron Mary Stalkfleet   
Taaron Michelle Stinocher   
Wanda Lorraine Strunk   
Katherine Marie Swenka   
Daniel Mark Tallman   
Zara Rosalene Teichroew   
Emma Kay Tilley   
Cara Leanne Voll   
Kristen Ann Wayson   
Dana Marie Weinstein   
Delphine Linda Weiss   
Megan Werbach   
Mary Katherine Wisnieski   
Caitlin Elizabeth Wordekemper   
Sierra Wyse  
Master of Arts in 
Teaching
Alex D. Butter   
Teaching and Learning
Samuel Jacob Gire   
Teaching and Learning
Neal Patrick Hausmann   
Teaching and Learning
Anthony Martin Hoover   
Teaching and Learning
Grace Junkins   
Teaching and Learning
Michaela Ann Just   
Teaching and Learning
Kyle Steven Kerger   
Teaching and Learning
Akash Kesari   
Teaching and Learning
Nicholas John Lodi   
Teaching and Learning
Alexis Jeanne Madsen   
Teaching and Learning
Amy Michele Mercer   
Teaching and Learning
Zachary James Weigel   
Teaching and Learning
Specialist in Education
Sara Elizabeth Wise   
Psychological and Quantitative Foundations
Master of Computer 
Science
Pranjal Abhyankar   
Apoorv Aditya   
Richard Connery Blair   
Soumyajit Chakraborty   
Peng Chen   
Willem Joseph DeJong   
Rentian Dong   
Leon Grund   
Nima Hamidi Ghalehjegh   
Heather Ann Kemp   
Nabeel Ahmad Khan   
Abhijeet Anil Kharkar   
David James McDermott   
Vivek Mishra   
Sean Meikle Mullan   
Linh Thao Pham   
Muhammed Ali Sit   
Qianhang Sun   
Alic Ross Szecsei   
Shuang Xu  
Master of Health 
Administration
Zach Ahrens   
Ryan Clark Callahan   
Daniel Alexander Carpintero   
Layne Martin Croney   
Garrett Alec Danelz   
Hannah Fink  
Ashley Marie Holstun  
Matt Thomas Jerome  
Ellie Christine Keuter  
Brayden Matthew Longnecker  
Benjamin Ryan Mohr  
Ryan William Qiu O’Malley  
Jonathan Michael Ortega  
Marisa Polonsky  
Jamison Robinett  
Mackenzie Sue Schutz  
Robert Skogsbergh  
Douglas Cameron Steeples  
Elizabeth Kay Theisen  
Ryan Todd Tinnes  
Winnie Uluocha   
Health Management and Policy
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Master of Public Health
Gabrielle Marie Abouassaly   
Whitney Bash-Brooks   
Monika Reddy Bhuma   
Delaney Paige Bounds   
Don Brathwaite, Jr.   
Kirsten Lee Carstarphen   
Laura Censi   
James Donald Chambliss   
Sarah Chicchelly   
Gosia Sava Clore   
Kelsey Coffman   
Emma Claire Cole   
Courtney Keath Dawson   
Adaeze Jackie Emecheta   
Alejandra Escoto   
Shannon Lynn Findlay   
Ellen Gackle   
Jordan Gabriel Graff   
Jinny Jingyun Guo   
Haley L. Hannant   
Alexander Aaron Hart   
Josie Dawn Hentzen   
Jim Kacer   
Rylee Kae Kerper   
Katherine Jean Kilzer   
Andrew Patrick Kuenstler   
Evin Hunter Luehrs   
Henna Ruth McCoy   
Katherine Lynn McCullough   
Francesca Katherine Milavetz   
Sarah Christina Murray   
Abigail Grace Narayan   
Lindsey Mae Norman   
Elijah Taylor Olivas   
Jasmine Mylanie Padilla   
Michael J. Parisi Mercado   
Ju Hyun Park   
Anthony Nguyen Pham   
Matthew Poch   
Evelyn Samantha-Tian Qin   
Katie Alison Rumsey   
Monisa Saravanan   
Nicole Schubert   
Abbey Linnea Smith   
Jay Daniel Stadelman   
Kenni Sterns   
Seamus William Taylor   
Nicole Leigh Therrien   
William Truman Thomson   
Elizabeth Venit   
Alexa Walker  
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Bachelor of Business 
Administration
Benjamin Andrew Ahlers   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Lane Tyler Akre   
Finance
Madaline Elizabeth Alberts   
Management
Hassan Ali   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
*Jordan Robert Allen   
Management
Ethan Altmayer   
Business Analytics and Information Systems 
Finance
Julian Paul Ampey   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Jake Allen Amundsen   
Finance
Norvin J. Anariba   
Management
Cali Sha Andersen   
Management
Erik M. Anderson   
Finance
Joseph Michael Anderson   
Accounting
Michael Scott Anderson   
Finance
+**Nicole Elizabeth Anderson   
Economics   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Andrew Louis Anthony   
Finance
Adam David Arthurs   
Finance
William Matthew Arthur   
Finance
Amanda Kylie Austin   
Marketing
Jonathan Baikov   
Finance
Andrew Charles Ball   
Finance
Joseph Scott Basche   
Marketing
Drake Erich Bauer   
Management
Ethan Paul Becker   
Business Analytics and Information Systems 
Marketing
Samantha Margaret Beckman   
Marketing
Gabriella Taylor Bendfeldt   
Marketing
Tara Mason Bendre   
Marketing
Jacob Bernhard   
Finance
Senad Besic   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Elizabeth Anne Blodgett   
Management
Daniel Aaron Bly   
Finance
Clint Andrew Bobowski   
Finance
Zachary Boehlje   
Marketing
Carter Boekholder   
Marketing
Blake Michael Bogenrief   
Finance
Alexander Robert Bohanek   
Finance
Megann J. Bohlken   
Finance
Anthony S. Bongiorno, Jr.   
Finance
Dillon Bong   
Marketing
Joseph Evan Borris   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Alec Norman Bouchard   
Finance
Madeline Bowman   
Management
Nicholas Brand   
Finance
Bailey Dickinson Bravard   
Marketing
***Kiersten Irene Breneman   
Accounting 
Finance
Molly Brennan   
Marketing
Ben Brockman   
Marketing
+Jason Thomas Brown   
Finance
Liliana Grace Brown   
Marketing   
Management
Conner Douglas Buchanan   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Ryan Joseph Bucz   
Business Analytics and Information Systems   
Finance
Alexis Piper Budd   
Management 
Marketing
Sara Marie Bultsma   
Finance
Konner Kenneth Bundt   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Donald James Buonavolanto   
Accounting
Richard L. Burleson   
Management
Alex Michael Burns   
Finance 
Marketing
Collin Burns   
Management   
Finance
Jack Erich Burns   
Finance
Carter Joseph Bussey   
Finance
Jack Cain   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Mingxuan Cai   
Marketing
Henry B. Tippie College of Business
The University of Iowa first offered courses in economics and business in 1858. The School of Commerce was formally established in 
1914 and was later renamed the College of Business Administration in 1921.
We hold the gold standard of accreditations, The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB), and have 
maintained the accreditation for more than 90 years (since 1923).
The college was renamed the Henry B. Tippie College of Business in 1999 in recognition of a significant gift from 1949 alumnus Henry 
B. Tippie. Today, there are more than 4,000 students in the college working toward Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA), Master 
of Accountancy (MAc), Master of Business Administration (MBA), Master of Science (MS), and doctoral (PhD) degrees. With more than 
50,000 living alumni around the globe, the Tippie College of Business continues its long tradition of having an impact on the world.
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Stephanie Callahan   
Management
Joe Caltiere   
Finance
Wyatt Jake Cannegieter   
Management
Chunqing Cao   
Accounting
Jaden Carey   
Finance
Nathan James Carle   
Management
Cory Nolen Carlson   
Management
Ross Matthew Carpenter   
Marketing
John Michael Carstensen   
Economics
Jack Lyman Carter   
Finance
Joseph Edward Cassano   
Marketing
Andrew James Cerney   
Finance
Jiayi Chang   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Shi Hang Chan   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Alexander Huei-Jay Chao   
Finance
Jackson Chase   
Economics
Chao Chen   
Marketing
Cindy Chen   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Shenshuai Chen   
Finance
Shiyuan Chen   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Yanran Chen   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Yuying Chen   
Finance 
Accounting
+Zhaoying Chen   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Helen Choi   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Adrian Chong   
Economics
+*Jiyun Angelique Chong   
Accounting
Chen-Yu Chou   
Finance
Stephanie Lee Cho   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Carson Christiansen   
Management
Payton Claire Cimler   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Zachary Corbin Clark   
Marketing
Noah Thomas Clasen   
Business Analytics and Information Systems 
Marketing
Tristan Nathan Donald Coaldrake   
Finance 
Management
Shayna Cohen   
Marketing
Jilleen Elizabeth Connolly   
Marketing
Ryan Anthony Conrad   
Marketing
**Sean Thomas Conrad   
Management
Matthew Thomas Conway   
Finance 
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Andrew Thomas Cook   
Management
Andy Ryan Cook   
Marketing
Nicholas C. Corcoran   
Finance
Jacqueline Frances Cornell   
Marketing
Emmett Corrigan   
Finance 
Accounting
Kimberly Jeannette Cortes   
Management
Marketing
Jack Lloyd Courter   
Finance
Kelsey Jean Cousins   
Management
John Thomas Cox   
Finance
Christopher McHugh Coyne   
Finance
***Caden McCallister Crandall   
Management 
Finance
Emily Ann Crosson   
Marketing
Thomas Robert Crum   
Finance
Dang Cuifan   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Garrett Culligan   
Finance
*Zaccary Andrew Curtiss   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
*Adelaide Hayes Daly   
Marketing
Samantha Marie Danielson   
Marketing
*Jacquelyn Nicole Danover   
Honors in Accounting
Nicholas Paul Daunheimer   
Economics
Grant Mitchell Davidson   
Marketing
Brooke Elizabeth Davis   
Marketing
Kyle Evan Davis   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Robert Andrew Davis   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Samuel John Dayton   
Marketing 
Management
Michael Edgar DeBianchi   
Finance
Aaron Joseph DeNucci   
Finance
Payton Kayla DeSalvo   
Marketing
Joseph Thomas DeSio   
Economics
Giamarie Agnes DeStefano   
Accounting
Jenna Elise Di Pino   
Management
Cameron Anthony DiBiaso   
Accounting
Ashley Diedrich   
Finance
+Olivia C. Dieschbourg   
Honors in Management
Morgan Diestler   
Marketing 
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Anna Elizabeth Dirth   
Business Analytics and Information Systems 
Accounting
Hannah Marie Dobrowski   
Management
Kiera Alise Dominguez   
Marketing
John Declan Donahue   
Finance
Jake Jeffrey Donald   
Accounting 
Finance
Shuyan Dong   
Finance
Yangfan Dong   
Business Analytics and Information Systems 
Accounting
Lindsey Joanne Doty   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
+***Logan Drake   
Economics
*Brian Joseph DuSatko   
Business Analytics and Information Systems   
Accounting
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**Alexander Robert Duff   
Accounting
Jeffrey Robert Duke   
Marketing
Erik Robert Dumer   
Marketing
*Bryce Eldon Dunlap   
Marketing
River Zane Dunne   
Finance
Savannah Elizabeth Dutcher   
Marketing
John Joseph Duzansky   
Accounting 
Finance
Kyle Matthew Dybas   
Finance
Andrew Dylo   
Management
Brian John Eck   
Finance 
Economics
Emelia Lauren Edwards   
Marketing
El Hadj Mahieddine El Keurti   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Rachael Ann Enabnit   
Finance
Tessa Marie Engen   
Accounting
Patrick John Ergastolo   
Finance
*Brian Patrick Esterquest   
Marketing
Tycho Dailey Falk   
Finance
Madison Marie Farrell   
Management
Steven Fredrick Fassnacht   
Finance
Jake Martin Fay   
Finance
Jacob Noah Federici   
Marketing
Bailey Christopher Fellenzer   
Accounting
Taryn Rae Feller   
Finance
Yifan Feng   
Finance
Joel Alberto Fernandez   
Accounting
Timothy James Fetters   
Marketing
Amelia Fini   
Marketing
Keegan Edward Finn   
Marketing
Sean David Finucan   
Finance 
Economics
Kasey Ann Firnbach   
Management 
Marketing
Andrew Fischer   
Marketing
Thomas Josef Fischer   
Marketing 
Finance
*Alexander Taddei Fisher   
Finance 
Economics
Kelly Flynn   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Benjamin David Forman   
Finance
+*Sarah Sales Francisco   
Honors in Marketing
Tyler Michael Frandsen   
Management
Timothy Robert Franken   
Finance
Danielle Frey   
Finance
+*Jeremy Scott Friedman   
Honors in Finance
Katherine Ruby Frye   
Economics
Kevin Michael Fuchs   
Finance
Patrick William Fullenkamp   
Marketing
+McKenzie Lynn Fuller   
Marketing
Whitney Fuller   
Accounting
Addison William Furry   
Management
XueYao Fu   
Accounting
Alec Gaffin   
Marketing 
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Rachel Gage   
Marketing
Abigail Suzanne Gainer   
Accounting
Eduardo E. Gamboa   
Finance
Guici Gao   
Finance
Shan Gao   
Finance
Alexis Garduno   
Finance
John Garrity   
Accounting
*Julia Garry   
Finance
Mitchell Patrick Gaul   
Finance   
Accounting
Alexios John Georges   
Finance
Robert Liam Gerstein   
Finance   
Accounting
Alex Brian Gibson   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
**Paige Marie Gibson   
Accounting
Kristin Haley Glesne   
Economics
Jordyn Lacee Glotzer   
Marketing
Rachel Sierra Godwin   
Marketing
**Sam Goldsberry   
Accounting   
Finance
Braden Allen Gonsoski   
Accounting
William David Gonzalez   
Finance
Joseph Thomas Gordon   
Marketing
**Abigail Sophia Gorsche   
Finance
+**Carly Gosch   
Accounting
Travis Alan Graff   
Finance
Marc Charles Grayeb   
Finance
Dana Caitlin Griffin   
Marketing
Connor James Gronski   
Finance
***Cole Michael Grossman   
Finance   
Accounting
Clare Colleen Gullekson   
Accounting
Yujie Guo   
Finance
Megan Elizabeth Gustafson   
Marketing   
Finance
Andrew Campbell Guth   
Finance
Dustin Gwee   
Accounting
*Peter Joseph Hadfield   
Finance
Autumn Marie Hagemaster   
Management 
Marketing
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Chris V. Hahn   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Spencer Janne Hall   
Finance
Ryan Franklin Hand   
Management
**Heidi Elizabeth Hannenberg   
Finance   
Accounting
Matthew James Hanson   
Marketing
Christopher John Hanten   
Economics   
Finance
Yu Hao   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Yu Hao   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Morgan Elizabeth Hardiman   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
T’Shailyn Monai Harrington   
Management
Brooke Alexandra Harris   
Finance
Christopher John Hartman   
Accounting   
Finance
Madelyn Elizabeth Hartnett   
Marketing   
Finance
Scott Thomas Hartzell   
Finance
Matthew Allen Hayes   
Finance
+***Abby Lynn Haynes   
Economics
Honors in Marketing
Martin Alan Heckman   
Finance   
Economics
Noah Andrew Heitshusen   
Finance
Christian David Henderson   
Finance
Mystic Henningsen   
Management
RaVaughn Asia-Jahnee Herbert   
Marketing
Jintao He   
Finance
Weian He   
Finance
Yanhang He   
Finance   
Accounting
Alexis Higley   
Finance
Michael Gerard Hillsman   
Finance
Megan Elizabeth Hixson   
Marketing   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Khoi Hoang   
Finance
Adam Joseph Hobbs   
Finance
Andrea Elaine Hoeger   
Finance
Christian Jay Hofbauer   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Alyssa Rose Hoffmann   
Marketing
Michael Aaron Hoffman   
Marketing
+Elly Hofmaier   
Honors in Marketing
Quinn Honomichl   
Marketing
Luke Honsey   
Finance
Connor John Hounsell   
Marketing
Strad Alan Houtakker   
Finance
Sydney Elizabeth Howard   
Finance   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Jackie Huang   
Management
Junjie Huang   
Finance
Wei Huang   
Economics   
Finance
+Lauren Ashley Hudson   
Honors in Economics
Andrew Hughes   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Christina Hui   
Marketing
Makayla Jane Humphrey   
Accounting
Victoria Marie Hunger   
Marketing
Kevin William Hutt   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Gongheng Hu   
Finance   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Katherine Anne Iles   
Finance   
Accounting
Austin Lee Isaacs   
Marketing   
Management
David Peter Jackowski   
Finance   
Accounting
Alec Edward Jackson   
Finance
**Cole Grant Jackson   
Accounting
Madeline Anne Jannes   
Marketing   
Management
Trevor John Jansma   
Finance
Peter William Jefferson   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Daijia Jemerson   
Accounting
Mingjun Jiang   
Economics
Xin Jin   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Carly Rose Johnson   
Finance
Ian Michael Johnson   
Finance
Sydnee Alese Johnson   
Management
Stefhanie Jonina   
Finance
Taylor Jordahl   
Management
Andrew Jeffrey Joren   
Finance
Haley Marie Kalejs   
Marketing
Marina Nicole Kallas   
Accounting
Grant Kamperschroer   
Marketing
Sandeep Kantamneni   
Management
Taylor Rose Karels   
Finance
Brandon Scott Karoff   
Management
Patrick Thomas Kaufmann   
Finance   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Margaret Rachel Kaufman   
Marketing
Clare Keating   
Management
Amy Keech   
Marketing
+*Emma Katherine Keefe   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Zoie Aleksandra Kehrli   
Marketing
Michael Ray Kemerer   
Finance
Natalie Marie Kenley   
Marketing
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Nile Scott Khwaja   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Reese Alan Kilburn   
Marketing
Dong Yun Kim   
Accounting
Jacob James Kinnetz   
Finance
+Michael Joseph Kiraly   
Accounting
***Robert Kleczynski   
Accounting   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Charles Zachary Kliegl   
Accounting
Matthew Aaron Klippert   
Finance   
Accounting
*Joshua Hunter Klyn   
Finance
Samuel Douglas Knuth   
Finance
Yifan Kong   
Finance
Gabriella Devorah Koren   
Management
+**Chase Louis Koschmeder   
Finance   
Accounting
Faith Elizabeth Kramer   
Management
Jared James Kramer   
Finance
Samuel C. Kreul   
Finance
Sarah Mercedes Kromminga   
Finance
Kaitlyn Kuehl   
Accounting
Garrett Douglas Kuhn   
Finance
Emily Ann Kwak   
Finance
Jordan Huang LaCerte   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Cooper Gabriel LaRue   
Finance
Hairi Lai   
Finance
Julia Lampe   
Marketing
Jonathan Andrew Langerud   
Management
Sarah J. Langholz   
Finance
Elizabeth Lannin   
Marketing
Thomas Joseph Lapinski   
Finance
Jacob M. Lappin   
Finance
*Aubree Helen Larson   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Jessica Lynn Larson   
Marketing
Jeremy Brian Leander   
Marketing
Gying Jea Lee   
Finance
Aaron Joseph Leggero   
Finance
Amber LuAnn Leisinger   
Marketing
Kyle Leuang   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
**Stephen Matthew Levine   
Finance
Chau Le   
Finance
Alexander Siang-Hua Lian   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Adolfo Linares III   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Madeline Jane Lindquist   
Marketing   
Management
Gaozhe Lin   
Finance
+***Jiaming Lin   
Honors in Finance
Sean Michael Liszka   
Finance
Matthew Thomas Little   
Marketing
Junyi Liu   
Accounting   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Tiancheng Liu   
Finance
Yaoyun Liu   
Finance
Yun-Hsin Liu   
Business Analytics and Information Systems   
Finance
Kaitlyn Olivia Livingston   
Marketing
Jinyang Li   
Marketing
Leyuan Li   
Finance   
Accounting
Qingyang Li   
Business Analytics and Information Systems   
Finance
Shifei Li   
Finance
Weiyi Li   
Finance
+Xinyi Li   
Finance 
Honors in Business Analytics and Information 
Systems
Blaire Logan   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Mara Kristen Lorber   
Management
Benjamin James Lorentz   
Economics
Leah Lorenz   
Accounting
***Jason Charles Lowry   
Finance   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Alex John Luchowski   
Finance
Cole Matthew Luehrmann   
Management
Yao Luo   
Management
Aoxiang Lu   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Keliang Lu   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Renjie Lu   
Marketing
Tyler John Mackey   
Finance
*Nicholas Carl Magnini   
Finance
Bertha Mahama   
Economics   
Finance
Brendan Patrick Maher   
Finance
Alex John Maksymiak   
Management
Joshua Kylam Malik   
Finance
Nathan Michael Maly   
Management   
Finance
Michael Mandsager   
Marketing   
Management
Ryan Manglos   
Business Analytics and Information Systems   
Accounting
Robert Anthony Manso   
Finance
Matthew Marciano   
Management
Mitchell Montgomery Marek   
Marketing
Marisa Ann Marshall   
Marketing   
Finance
Qianyu Ma   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
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Xiaoyue Ma   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Ziyin Ma   
Accounting   
Finance
Jake David McCann   
Finance
Trevor Christian McCann   
Management
Brendan Michael McCormick   
Management
Marketing
Mason Mark McCune   
Business Analytics and Information Systems   
Accounting
Jack McDevitt   
Accounting
Cole Christopher True McDonald   
Finance
Cole McGill   
Marketing   
Management
Colleen Julia McGough   
Management
Natalie Rose McGovern   
Marketing
Brendan Patrick McGuire   
Management
Sean James McGuire   
Management
Melissa Marie McIlhon   
Finance
Catherine Maureen McLaughlin   
Marketing
Liam Hart McLaughlin   
Finance
Michael Edward McManus   
Marketing
Elisabeth Meade   
Accounting
Xavier Medina   
Finance
Robert Medlicott   
Finance
Madison Lynn Meeker   
Finance
Kenneth Mende   
Finance   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Thomas Michael Merfeld   
Finance
Kashelle Renae Merritts-Armey   
Marketing
Victoria Lynn Merritt   
Marketing
Alexander John Messer   
Finance   
Economics
Zoi Metternich   
Marketing
Rebecca Alison Meyer   
Marketing   
Finance
Joseph John Milani   
Management
Adam Alexander Miller   
Finance   
Economics
Dakota W. Miller   
Finance
Wayne Mooc   
Accounting   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
*Mariah Elizabeth Moore   
Accounting
**Evan James Moorman   
Economics
Ivan Morales   
Finance
Juan Morales   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Matthew Muller   
Finance
Andrew John Mulligan   
Accounting
Vyjayanti Munagala   
Economics
Meghan Marie Murphy   
Marketing
John Patrick Neary   
Economics
Robert McRaith Nelson   
Economics
Nicholas James Neumann   
Finance
Brett Neustrom   
Marketing
Mark Nicholas Newman   
Economics
Nicholas James Newsome   
Business Analytics and Information Systems   
Finance
John An Nguyen   
Marketing
Kathy Phuong Nguyen   
Management
Xin Yie Ng   
Finance   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Jenny Ni   
Economics
Alex Thomas Nolan   
Finance
Samantha Rae Noonan   
Marketing
Guinevere Ann Lapid Nueva Espana   
Finance
Colin O’Connell   
Economics
Brendan Todd O’Connor   
Finance
John William O’Donnell   
Finance
Shannon Rose O’Hara   
Marketing
Eoin Connor O’Leary   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Daniel Edward O’Malley   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Adam James O’Neil   
Finance
*Taylor Harper Odekirk   
Marketing
Isabelle Paige Olek   
Marketing
Bailey Rose Ann Oppelt   
Marketing
Matthew John Overstreet   
Management
Andrea Lynn Palazzo   
Finance
Rachel Madeline Palmer   
Marketing
Hannah Nicole Peake   
Marketing
Shannnon Mary Pedersen   
Marketing   
Finance
Timothy Arthur Peiffer   
Economics
Zian Pei   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Bo Peng   
Business Analytics and Information Systems   
Finance
Kevin Pascual Perez Venegas   
Finance
Landon Phelps   
Finance
+**Katherine Mary Phillips   
Finance
Daniel Dominick Pinelli   
Marketing
Maddie Noel Pokora   
Marketing
Jenna Kate Pokorny   
Finance
Brandon Devyn Prather-Huff   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
+**Jarrett Kaler Purdy   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Haofei Qian   
Marketing
Litao Qian   
Economics
Chunzhi Qiu   
Accounting   
Finance
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Xinhao Qiu   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Reilly Nicole Quick   
Accounting   
Finance
Jake Duffy Radel   
Marketing
Cristina Belen Ranslem   
Marketing
Madison Mae Recker   
Finance
Alexandra Ann Reiher   
Marketing
Marcus Scott Reiser   
Finance
Tim John Ridgway   
Accounting
Connor Riordan   
Finance
Salvatore Maxfield Rizzo   
Finance
Kyle Michael Romas   
Finance
Adam Nicholas Roper   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Griffin Michael Rosenboom   
Finance
Marketing
Brady Lee Ross   
Management
Amanda Marie Rostenbach   
Accounting
Oliver Allen Rost   
Marketing
*Chase Rourke   
Honors in Finance
*Nile Rourke   
Finance
Shasha Ruan   
Finance
+Charles James Ruff   
Finance
Honors in Business Analytics and Information 
Systems
***Sydney Elizabeth Ruggless   
Accounting   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
John August Russo   
Finance
Matthew Thomas Sadler   
Finance
Javier Sandoval   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Faviola Santana   
Management
Sarah Nicole Sapp   
Finance
Taylan Layne Sauerbrei   
Finance
**Jacob Nicholas Schafer   
Finance   
Accounting
Amy Marie Schellenberg   
Management
Grant Steven Schlabaugh   
Finance
Evan Andrew Schmidt   
Management
Marketing
Kelly Kathleen Schmidt   
Accounting   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Nathan Daniel Schmidt   
Accounting
Ryan Nicholas Schmidt   
Accounting   
Finance
***Kelsey Marie Schmitt   
Marketing
Kevin Andrew Schmitt   
Finance
*Isaac Thomas Schmitz   
Finance
Grant Robert Schneeberger   
Finance
Conor Thomas Schneider   
Finance
***Koy Christian Schneiter   
Finance
Dylan Schreder   
Management
James Schroeder   
Accounting
Haley Marie Schulte   
Accounting
Hayden Schultz   
Business Analytics and Information Systems   
Finance
+**Jessica Nicole Schultz   
Accounting
Madison Amelia Scott   
Management
Nathan Charles Scurio   
Accounting   
Finance
Brent Maras Segvich   
Economics   
Finance
Sudarsh Sekhar   
Finance
Austin Shaffer   
Marketing
Jianzhang Shao   
Business Analytics and Information Systems   
Finance
Michael James Shaw, Jr.   
Finance   
Economics
Drake Andrew Shepard   
Management
Marketing
Alec Sheppard   
Finance   
Economics
Zachary M. Sherman   
Marketing
Jacob Shiltz   
Finance   
Management
Kyle Timothy Shimp   
Finance
Andrew Ford Shipman   
Marketing
Xiaojun Shi   
Business Analytics and Information Systems   
Finance
Xinyi Shi   
Marketing
Devin Brook Shores   
Marketing
Jason Robert Shounick   
Finance
**Alec Joseph Shultz   
Accounting   
Finance
Michele Ann Siamis   
Marketing
Trent Sichelski   
Finance
Daniel Lawrence Sieck   
Finance
Nicholas James Simone   
Marketing
Cameron Douglas Sims   
Marketing
Mitchell James Sitzmann   
Business Analytics and Information Systems   
Finance
Rebecca Kae Siverhus   
Marketing
Jacob Ryan Sloss   
Finance
***Drew Alan Smith   
Finance
Eric Bradford Smith   
Marketing
Haley Kay Smith   
Management
Megan Rachael Smith   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Ryan Jeffrey Smith   
Management
Holley Anne Smorczewki   
Marketing
Tyler Alan Soenksen   
Marketing
Christina Spaeth   
Marketing
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William Albert Spencer III   
Finance
Gregory Spies   
Finance
William Spooner   
Business Analytics and Information Systems   
Finance
Vasundhara Srivastava   
Finance
Kristin Lea Staley   
Management
Samuel E. Stalkfleet   
Finance
Elizabeth Grace Stam   
Marketing
Brayden Elijah Starnes   
Management
Hannah Therese Stendebach   
Finance
Addison Drake Skinner Stewart   
Finance
Marketing
Tanner Elliott Stewart   
Finance
Andre Stokes, Jr.   
Finance
Quintin Ryan Storm   
Finance
*Samantha Stuba   
Marketing
Jackson Todd Subbert   
Marketing   
Economics
Steven Suchomel   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Michael Stephen Sugg   
Finance
Yuan Sui   
Finance
*Jihong Sun   
Finance   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Matthew John Suther   
Finance
Ryan Howard Suyak   
Management
Qiuyi Su   
Accounting
Suzanne Elaine Switzer   
Management
Luke Taaffe   
Finance
Olivia Marie Tasler   
Management
Reyes Zayne Taylor-Ly   
Marketing
Tengku Amatullah Alya Binti T Mohd   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Travis Thomas Thiltgen   
Marketing
*Madalyn Darlene Thomas   
Accounting
Rachel Winter Thompson   
Marketing
Daniel Andrew Tollas   
Accounting   
Finance
Joseph Edward Tomczuk   
Finance
+Elyssa Meghann Tracy   
Accounting
Ashley Mae Trawicki   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Cortney Triphahn   
Management
Griffin William Trout   
Finance
+Alexis Nicole Tudor   
Finance
Carrie Lyn Turner   
Management
Richard Clark Turner II   
Finance
Arielle Turok   
Accounting   
Finance
*Ni Tu   
Finance   
Accounting
Michelle Lorran Uhwat-Vicicondi   
Marketing
William Joseph Ungs   
Accounting
Jacob Paul Unmacht   
Finance
Bailie Uppena   
Accounting
**Taylor Lynn Van Blaricom   
Management
Caleb Van Zee   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Owen Daniel Vander Velden   
Finance
Quincy Marie VanderMeulen   
Marketing
Lewis Robert VanderWaal   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Erica Kay Vavricek   
Finance
Reese Jackson Vedder   
Marketing
Matthew Alan Vertin   
Accounting
*Daniel Thomas Vickers   
Economics
Kathleen Ann Vineyard   
Marketing   
Management
David Michael Viola   
Marketing
Hallie Marilyn Vlahos   
Economics
Ryan Christopher Voggesser   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Shelby Marie Vroman   
Management   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Jeffrey Allan Wacha   
Management
Matthew James Walker   
Management
John Michael Walsh   
Economics   
Finance
***Mariah Anne Walsh   
Accounting   
Finance
Jaclyn Grace Walters   
Marketing
Grant Sydney Walter   
Management
Guoshuai Wang   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Haoqing Wang   
Finance
Runxin Wang   
Finance
+*Shangguan Wang   
Honors in Business Analytics and Information 
Systems
Xiaohan Wang   
Finance
Yihui Wang   
Business Analytics and Information Systems   
Finance
Yixin Wang   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Yuan Wang   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Zeqi Wang   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Zequn Wang   
Finance   
Accounting
Zhounan Wang   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Zijian Wang   
Accounting
*Daoqi Wan   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Alec John Weber   
Finance
+Hui Wen   
Accounting   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Lindsey Wessel   
Marketing
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Anna Marie White   
Accounting   
Finance
Sydney Ellen Wientjes   
Marketing
Anthony Robert Wild   
Management
Andrew Patrick Wilkinson   
Finance
Christian Jacob Williams   
Marketing   
Management
Karley Hart Williams   
Management
Molly Williams   
Marketing
Caleb Alexander Wilson   
Business Analytics and Information Systems   
Finance
Rachel Renee Wirth   
Management 
Marketing
Tyja Rakaio Wise   
Accounting
Benjamin Earl Wojtynek   
Finance   
Economics
Abigail Joy Workman   
Marketing   
Management
Michael Wormley   
Management
Kristyn Patricia Elizabeth Wright   
Accounting
Taylor Wulfekuhle   
Marketing
Yi Wu   
Accounting
Rongkang Xiang   
Finance   
Accounting
Zihan Xia   
Finance
Bibo Xie   
Finance
Xianchen Xin   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Ruijing Xiong   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
*Mengying Xu   
Finance
Muyao Xu   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Qinglin Yang   
Finance
Yutong Yang   
Marketing
Haohui Yao   
Marketing
Pengzhen Yin   
Finance
Zou Yiqin   
Finance
Marshall Young   
Finance
Changbo Yu   
Marketing
Jinyan Yu   
Finance
Qin Yu   
Finance
Xiao Yu   
Business Analytics and Information Systems   
Finance
Yixuan Zang   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Zoe Mia Stellina Zecchin   
Finance
Justin Zeimet   
Finance
Mengyu Zeng   
Finance
Mo Zeng   
Finance
**Fei Zhang   
Finance   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Huilin Zhang   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Jian Ye Jason Zhang   
Finance
Jingbo Zhang   
Accounting
Liangzi Zhang   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Tianyuan Zhang   
Business Analytics and Information Systems   
Accounting
Xiaoyu Zhang   
Marketing
Yuling Zhang   
Management
Qing Zhao   
Economics
Dongdong Zheng   
Finance   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Yan Zheng   
Accounting
Ting Zhong   
Finance
Xiazijing Zhong   
Marketing
Bo Zhou   
Finance
Jingyi Zhou   
Finance
Mengmo Zhou   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Ranyi Zhou   
Accounting
Rong Zhou   
Finance
Zhihao Zhou   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Zhihao Zhou   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
*Yingxuan Zhu   
Accounting
Yulei Zhu   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
Nicole Zlotnikova   
Accounting   
Management
Zachary Zoltani   
Business Analytics and Information Systems
*Michael Edward von Estorff   
Finance
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Doctor of Dental Surgery
Benjamin Kam Alpen   
Katelynn Amend   
Leah Nichole Barshinger   
Kenneth D. Bartholomew   
Colby B. Beck   
James Charles Betz IV   
Ian T. Blahnik   
Brendon Thomas Boerm   
Kathleen J. Bohr   
Alexandra J. Bold   
Elaine Christine Boosalis   
Brooke Elizabeth Brown   
Mary Bucklin   
Joshua Mark Colvin   
Ryan John Coon   
Natalia Dacin   
Ashley Marie Daniels   
Michael P. Dietzel   
Adam Dixon   
Eduard Doumanian   
Brandon Dowty   
Nicholas Stephen Economos   
Reed M. Faldet   
Abigail G. Fincel   
Bryer Elijah Fritsch   
Ashleigh J. Gillespie   
Marisa A. Heisterkamp   
Kali Jo Hildebrand   
Noah C. Hollinger   
Joshua D. Hones   
Marcellus Timothy Horsch   
Eric M. Jones   
Supreet Kaur   
Elizabeth S. Kennedy   
Sarah E. Lindblom   
Lauren Marie Loney   
Blake Michael Louscher   
David Robert Lyle   
Logan A. Mallicoat   
Grant David McCaulley   
Sarah M. McGowan   
Olivia R. Meier   
Chet Joseph Meneely   
John R. Mettler   
Gabrielle Neilson Moen   
Elise B. Montesinos   
Grace Sutton Moore   
Peter J. Nemmers   
Brett J. Nestman   
Nghia Thien Nguyen   
Kyle J. Nicholson   
Ryan S. Olson   
Tara Elizabeth Palmer   
College of Dentistry
Dental education began at the University of Iowa in 1882 with 14 students, four faculty members, and a budget of just over $1,000. 
Patients were treated in an improvised clinic equipped with borrowed barber chairs. Today, the College of Dentistry is among the 
leading dental schools in the United States. The college offers academic programs in all dental advanced education programs, 
including opportunities for continuing education, full courses of study for dental and graduate students, and PhD-level programs.
The college has a long history of graduating students who become nationally prominent clinicians, dental educators, and researchers. 
More than 4,600 living alumni perpetuate the college’s tradition of excellence as they distinguish themselves with contributions to 
their professions and our society.
Emmanuel Joshua Patrick   
Elizabeth Marie Pfohl   
Amanda Phan   
Amanda Lee Piche   
Mark Robert Polle   
Carl Reed Reitz   
Lydia Ileana Rodriguez   
Michael Paul Rohlf   
Adam David Ross   
Ryan Rucker   
Ashley Ann Scarrow   
Dillon Wesley Schloerb   
Derek D. Schwartz   
Tara L. Sears   
Prachi Shah   
Matthew Joseph Sieverding   
Katherine R. Sislow   
Madeline Micheline Stead   
Austin M. Steil   
Kelsey Strand   
Brandon Alan Throckmorton   
Michelle Tsai   
Vanessa General Wadden   
Kyndra Kae Weber   
Andrew Brown Welling   
Brittanie Kaye Wilson   
Melanie M. Womachka  
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College of Education
The UI College of Education is the top-ranked college of education in the state of Iowa and is also recognized among the best in  
the nation with its secondary-education teacher education program in the top 2 percent and the elementary education program in the 
top 6 percent nationally.
The college traces its roots to the University of Iowa’s founding in 1847. Teacher education was the only program specifically called  
for when legislators created the State University of Iowa, just 59 days after Iowa became a state.
The College of Education offers teacher preparation programs based on bachelor’s degrees. Elementary education is a College  
of Education major leading to a Bachelor of Arts degree. The wide variety of secondary education programs combine a liberal arts  
and sciences bachelor’s degree academic major with teacher preparation coursework. Currently, the college enrolls approximately  
550 students in teacher education programs that prepare them for licensure in elementary education and seven secondary  
education areas. 
Every Hawkeye teacher graduates with a Teacher Leader Certificate that sets them apart from every other teacher in the nation 
because of the advanced training and professional development students receive in the areas of assessment, technology, and 
diversity/community engagement.
More than 550 graduate students are enrolled in programs that consistently rank among the nation’s top 20. Graduates can be  
found serving as counselors, psychologists, principals, superintendents, student development experts, testing specialists, and 
educational administrators.
Bachelor of Arts
Sydney Victoria Acri   
Elementary Education
Nathen Ray Anderson   
Elementary Education
Timothy John Bawden   
Elementary Education
Ellie Marie Begg   
Elementary Education
Jessica Joelle Behrens   
Elementary Education
*Nicole Marie Benisch   
Elementary Education
Lauren Leigh Bisgard   
Elementary Education
Ivey Caroline Blinten   
Elementary Education
Sara Ann Buetow   
Elementary Education
Emily Elizabeth Buhck   
Elementary Education
Cassidy Cole Burkle   
Elementary Education
Evelyn Grace Ciskowski   
Elementary Education
Tayla Harper Coady   
Elementary Education
*Bridget Susan Conroy   
Elementary Education
Haley Cox-Benson   
Elementary Education
*Emily Olivia Crandall   
Elementary Education
Laura Catherine Crawford   
Elementary Education
***Mary Deiss   
Elementary Education
**Riley Duggan   
Elementary Education
Annie Marie Duncan   
Elementary Education
***Alexandra Elizabeth Egan   
Elementary Education
Anna Jean Eriksen   
Elementary Education
Elle Margaret Esbaum   
Elementary Education
Miranda Elizabeth Felan   
Elementary Education
Natalie Jean Fobian   
Elementary Education
Katharine Eva Gerdes   
Elementary Education
Ryan Christine Getz   
Elementary Education
Carson Christine Gibson   
Elementary Education
Gianna Marie Hansen   
Elementary Education
Olivia Rose Harmon   
Elementary Education
*Sydney Kay Henderson   
Elementary Education
Abigail Marie Hudson   
Elementary Education
Peyton Anne Huey   
Elementary Education
+Clarice Kelling   
Elementary Education
Emily Anne Kerr   
Elementary Education
Allison Marie Koffron   
Elementary Education
Kayla Cristine Kvach   
Elementary Education
Siwei Luo   
Elementary Education
**Courtney Lynn Maddocks   
Elementary Education
**Morgan Lee Mankle   
Elementary Education
Trista Jillian McNeill   
Elementary Education
Nicholas Lee Meyer   
Elementary Education
Samantha Allison Milder   
Elementary Education
Savannah Lee Moeller   
Elementary Education
Ashley N. Montrose   
Elementary Education
Payden Lucille Moore   
Elementary Education
Sara Ashley Murray   
Elementary Education
Dorise Ann Nagel   
Elementary Education
Alexandra Marie Oleson   
Elementary Education
Cecilia Manuela Ortega   
Elementary Education
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Carrie Overland   
Elementary Education
Madison Jean Poage   
Elementary Education
Sydney Lee Porter   
Elementary Education
Elizabeth Anne Reitz   
Elementary Education
Paige Dominique Rios   
Elementary Education
Sydney Rae Roper   
Elementary Education
Kathryn Ruff   
Elementary Education
Alexa Lee Sabus   
Elementary Education
+*Alexandria Marie Sanford   
Elementary Education
Macy Lee Serna   
Elementary Education
**Karalee Kandace Smith   
Elementary Education
+***Jennifer Ann St. John   
Elementary Education
Julia Margaret Stenger   
Elementary Education
Anne Christine Stitzell   
Elementary Education
Samuel Joseph Stumberg   
Elementary Education
Daniel Robert Stutting   
Elementary Education
Genesis Jasmine Talamantes   
Elementary Education
Zachary Tanner   
Elementary Education
Gena Tanquilut   
Elementary Education
Macy Rose Visser   
Elementary Education
Breanna Shauntil Ward   
Elementary Education
Emily Mae Wiese   
Elementary Education
Erica Brooke Wisniewski   
Elementary Education
Kiersten Wright   
Elementary Education
Gabrielle Katherine Paulson Yank   
Elementary Education
William Sinclair Young   
Elementary Education
Kate Crandall Zuck   
Elementary Education
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Bachelor of Science in 
Engineering
Blake Abrams   
Mechanical Engineering
John Dominic Adducci   
Mechanical Engineering
Royce Harman Ahrens   
Mechanical Engineering
Alyssa Lee Alexander   
Biomedical Engineering
Maria Ali   
Electrical Engineering
Mitchell Paul Allenback   
Civil Engineering
Zachary Thomas Allmann   
Industrial Engineering
Luis Manuel Alvarado   
Industrial Engineering
Abigayle Evelyn Ammon   
Biomedical Engineering
Kirsten Marie Anderson   
Biomedical Engineering
Samuel Ross Argall   
Electrical Engineering
Lamis Hassan Awdi   
Industrial Engineering
Tyler Babcock   
Mechanical Engineering
Hyacinthe Badiane   
Industrial Engineering
+Lea Elizabeth Barrett   
Biomedical Engineering
+***Madeline Suzanne Beauchene   
Biomedical Engineering
Rachel Ann Beckler   
Civil Engineering
Daniel Kraig Behning   
Industrial Engineering
Brandon Alexander Bettis   
Biomedical Engineering
Michael Bielecki   
Biomedical Engineering
Grant Billimack   
Biomedical Engineering
+***Kevin Janusz Blicharski   
Computer Science and Engineering
Brandon James Blythe   
Biomedical Engineering
David Alexander Braun   
Civil Engineering
Eric J. Brown   
Mechanical Engineering
Jessica Elise Brown   
Computer Science and Engineering
Logan Thomas Brown   
Computer Science and Engineering
Tanner Dean Brunscheon   
Computer Science and Engineering
Anjela Viktorivna Bubiy   
Computer Science and Engineering
+*Aaron Timothy Buelow   
Biomedical Engineering
Nicholas B. Burgio   
Biomedical Engineering
Jeremy Lawrence Burling   
Industrial Engineering
Luke Burnett   
Electrical Engineering
Kelsy Butterbaugh   
Industrial Engineering
Katherine Rose Cabel   
Biomedical Engineering
Mackenzie Marie Cady   
Chemical Engineering
Anne Elizabeth Cahill   
Biomedical Engineering
Miguel Camarena   
Mechanical Engineering
Benjamin Lenn Canby   
Chemical Engineering
Nicholas D. Caputo   
Biomedical Engineering
*Diego Castaneda   
Electrical Engineering
Airabella Reina Castillo   
Biomedical Engineering
Sandra Haydee Castillo   
Biomedical Engineering
Theresa Marie Chapdelaine   
Biomedical Engineering
Skylar Rae Chatman   
Electrical Engineering
James Daniel Chenoweth   
Mechanical Engineering
James Daniel Chenoweth   
Biomedical Engineering
Jingwen Chen   
Honors in Chemical Engineering
Yiwen Chen   
Biomedical Engineering
Yuyan Chen   
Civil Engineering
Jonghyuk Che   
Biomedical Engineering
*Michael Andrew Clark   
Chemical Engineering
+**Jesslyn Ann Coghlan   
Honors in Mechanical Engineering
Matthew Coiner   
Industrial Engineering
Henry Conlan   
Biomedical Engineering
Dylan J. Cooke   
Biomedical Engineering
+*Olivia Cook   
Computer Science and Engineering
James Owen Cory   
Biomedical Engineering
Alec Craig Countryman   
Chemical Engineering
Jacob Alexander Cowsky   
Electrical Engineering
Rachel Jeane Cron   
Biomedical Engineering
College of Engineering
The College of Engineering at the University of Iowa is recognized for its groundbreaking research, hands-on personalized learning, 
and education that connects our students to a wide range of disciplines and resources. We position our students for success 
while on campus and in their careers beyond the university by providing them with the tools and experiences that will make them 
successful engineers who will have a global impact. Becoming an engineer at Iowa—an engineer and something more—is rooted in 
our commitment to combining engineering education and research with other areas of academic excellence across the university, 
including international studies, writing and communications, health sciences, business, law, arts, and humanities. This approach has 
helped establish the University of Iowa as the place to educate and train talented engineers who can address grand global challenges 
in a rapidly changing world.
There are more than 15,600 Iowa engineering alumni living and working throughout the world—4,500 in the state of Iowa—many with 
corporate and personal ties to the college through recruitment, mentoring, guest seminars, faculty consulting, sponsored research, 
financial giving, and other interactions.
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Kelsey Aleksandra Culp   
Electrical Engineering
+Christine Nicole Czarnecki   
Honors in Chemical Engineering
Tiffany Ellen Danger   
Mechanical Engineering
John Jakob Danker   
Electrical Engineering
Jenna Kaye Davis   
Industrial Engineering
Ana Karina De La Torre   
Biomedical Engineering
Noah John Decker   
Civil Engineering
*Kayla Marie Denson   
Mechanical Engineering
+Gregory James Derk   
Biomedical Engineering
John J. Di Cecco III   
Mechanical Engineering
Athena Leigh Dinh   
Chemical Engineering
Kyle Mathew Dorcey   
Electrical Engineering
Markus W. Drealan   
Biomedical Engineering
George Drivas   
Electrical Engineering
Phillip Archie Durose   
Electrical Engineering
Shivashish Dwivedi   
Mechanical Engineering
Grace Anne Edwards   
Mechanical Engineering
Daniel Ellis   
Industrial Engineering
Bradley James Ertl   
Industrial Engineering
Connor Reilley Eschrich   
Computer Science and Engineering
Sidy Fall   
Electrical Engineering
Mary Farrelly   
Biomedical Engineering
Jesse Aaron Faust   
Mechanical Engineering
Elizabeth Anne Fischer   
Civil Engineering
Michael Smith Fitzpatrick   
Mechanical Engineering
+Andrea Fjelstul   
Biomedical Engineering
Adam Eugene Flatter   
Biomedical Engineering
Colin Jerome Flynn   
Mechanical Engineering
James Sean Foley   
Mechanical Engineering
Han Gao   
Civil Engineering
Brandon Garcia   
Electrical Engineering
Nicholas Garza   
Mechanical Engineering
Noah C. Gavin   
Chemical Engineering
Gary Warren Gifford   
Civil Engineering
Jeremy Gill   
Mechanical Engineering
John Paul Golec   
Honors in Industrial Engineering
Xiaoyan Gong   
Civil Engineering
Madison Lee Gravel   
Mechanical Engineering
Matthew Randall Greene   
Biomedical Engineering
Jedidiah Karl Haage   
Mechanical Engineering
Michael John Hadacek   
Mechanical Engineering
+Chandler Marie Hames   
Chemical Engineering
Maxwell Walker Hammond   
Mechanical Engineering
Paul Martin Hansen   
Civil Engineering
Charles William Harris, Jr.   
Biomedical Engineering
Meghan Elizabeth Maretti Hartry   
Electrical Engineering
+Jesse Daniel Haworth   
Biomedical Engineering
Dallas Andrew Hegenbart   
Mechanical Engineering
Zachary Alan Heisterkamp   
Civil Engineering
*Christian Paul Hellman   
Mechanical Engineering
James Heniades   
Biomedical Engineering
Charlie James Herbert   
Mechanical Engineering
William Daniel Heritch   
Biomedical Engineering
Samuel John Hisel   
Electrical Engineering
+Thomas John Hodur   
Chemical Engineering
Justin Charles Hoehne   
Electrical Engineering
Adam Richard Hoffman   
Mechanical Engineering
+Ashley Marie Hoffman   
Biomedical Engineering
Timothy Kevin Holmes   
Biomedical Engineering
Wei Hou   
Mechanical Engineering
+Michael Shinriki Ho   
Honors in Biomedical Engineering
Nicholas Hsiao   
Mechanical Engineering
Michael Hudachek   
Biomedical Engineering
Shelby Virginia Humes   
Civil Engineering
Jianwei Hu   
Biomedical Engineering
Xinyu Hu   
Civil Engineering
Abby Lucille Hystad   
Biomedical Engineering
Zachariah Issa   
Industrial Engineering
Alec Thomas Jackson   
Industrial Engineering
Jay Michael Jasper   
Mechanical Engineering
***Qiutong Jin   
Honors in Electrical Engineering
Aliah JustineLynne Jones   
Industrial Engineering
Cassandra Leigh Joyce   
Chemical Engineering
Karan N. Kadakia   
Industrial Engineering
Emily Kagan   
Biomedical Engineering
Stefan Kaplarevic   
Civil Engineering
+Mirela Kapo   
Honors in Electrical Engineering
Taustin Kaste   
Mechanical Engineering
Kajus Julius Kavaliauskas   
Electrical Engineering
Anna Yungen Keil   
Biomedical Engineering
Nicholas A. Kelly   
Mechanical Engineering
Gabrielle M. Kershaw   
Chemical Engineering
Zoheb Ali Khan   
Biomedical Engineering
Teagen Christopher Kiel   
Electrical Engineering
Logan Robert Kirby   
Civil Engineering
Andrew J. Kissamis   
Civil Engineering
Wyatt James Klass   
Biomedical Engineering
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Tyler James Knepper   
Mechanical Engineering
Jacob Daniel Koke   
Mechanical Engineering
+John R. Kopach   
Civil Engineering
Alex Joseph Kraft   
Civil Engineering
Erik John Krause   
Mechanical Engineering
Ben Kruse   
Civil Engineering
Ryan Lammers   
Chemical Engineering
Jessica Ellen Larson   
Chemical Engineering
+*Joshua Jacob Larson   
Electrical Engineering
Amanda Michelle Lasko   
Electrical Engineering
Austin Michael Lauters   
Computer Science and Engineering
Austin Michael Lauters   
Biomedical Engineering
Olivia Mae Laux   
Biomedical Engineering
Cody Ray LeClere   
Mechanical Engineering
Joshua Lee   
Mechanical Engineering
+Ellie Lynn Lehmann   
Biomedical Engineering
Emily Lehman   
Biomedical Engineering
Ty Michael Leibold   
Civil Engineering
Nicholas John Lemkau   
Civil Engineering
Daniel Levitt   
Electrical Engineering
Kyle Robert Levy   
Electrical Engineering
Jennifer Lipa   
Mechanical Engineering
Jesse Noah Liszewski   
Biomedical Engineering
Nicholas Alexander Litterio   
Biomedical Engineering
Matthew Robert Little   
Biomedical Engineering
+Tina Chih Yen Liu   
Electrical Engineering
Cheng Li   
Biomedical Engineering
Jianing Li   
Computer Science and Engineering
Weixi Li   
Civil Engineering
Seth Lopez   
Electrical Engineering
Kyle Robert Lorenz   
Chemical Engineering
Zach Lowery   
Mechanical Engineering
Daniel Ali Machlab   
Electrical Engineering
Patrick Madalinski   
Mechanical Engineering
Brenna Marks   
Biomedical Engineering
Nathaniel Marks   
Mechanical Engineering
Mackenzie John Marple   
Electrical Engineering
Kevin Jordan Mattes   
Computer Science and Engineering
Michael Geoffrey Matthews   
Biomedical Engineering
Yinjie Ma   
Civil Engineering
Kyle Patrick McCarthy   
Honors in Chemical Engineering
Tia Marie McCoy   
Biomedical Engineering
Samantha Marie McElwain   
Mechanical Engineering
Anthony Rudolph McMahon   
Mechanical Engineering
Corey Andrew Michaelsen   
Mechanical Engineering
Alexander D. Michel   
Electrical Engineering
Shae Ann Millinowisch   
Biomedical Engineering
Jacob David Molden   
Civil Engineering
+Lukas Ty Monico   
Electrical Engineering
Emily Jean Moore   
Honors in Chemical Engineering
Isaak Austin Moore   
Biomedical Engineering
Calihan Lucas Morling   
Mechanical Engineering
Marisa Christina Mortari   
Biomedical Engineering
+Katelyn Lee Mortenson   
Biomedical Engineering
Logan William Muckenhirn   
Biomedical Engineering
Jacob I. Mueller   
Industrial Engineering
Guadalupe Munoz Rocha   
Civil Engineering
Dennis R. Murphy   
Industrial Engineering
Jacob Michael Nardone   
Biomedical Engineering
Austin John Nash   
Biomedical Engineering
Derek Chandler Nebergall   
Civil Engineering
Victor Nge   
Mechanical Engineering
James Martin Nicketta   
Mechanical Engineering
Marco Antonio Nino   
Biomedical Engineering
Geumchan Noh   
Civil Engineering
Katherine Margaret O’Hearn   
Computer Science and Engineering
Katherine Margaret O’Hearn   
Biomedical Engineering
+***Claire Elizabeth OConnell   
Biomedical Engineering
Benjamin Paul Oetken   
Industrial Engineering
Emma Rose Parry   
Mechanical Engineering
Ankur Parupally   
Chemical Engineering
Akshay Shil Patel   
Industrial Engineering
Connor Neil Patrone   
Mechanical Engineering
*Ted Matthew Paulsen   
Computer Science and Engineering
+Allison Jean Persing   
Biomedical Engineering
Phirom Peterschmidt   
Computer Science and Engineering
Rachel Petersen   
Biomedical Engineering
+Michael John Phillips   
Biomedical Engineering
Stephen Pitts   
Mechanical Engineering
Dakota Kalei Platt   
Mechanical Engineering
Austin Edward Pletsch   
Biomedical Engineering
Jordan Renee Pohlman   
Electrical Engineering
***Mia Poleksic   
Biomedical Engineering
+**Kennedy Poro   
Biomedical Engineering
+*Ojas Amit Pradhan   
Honors in Chemical Engineering
Nicholas Georgiev Price   
Mechanical Engineering
Christopher Daniel Quinlan   
Mechanical Engineering
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Joseph Jay Ranard   
Civil Engineering
Brandon M. Ranieri   
Chemical Engineering
+Lauren Scott Rasor   
Biomedical Engineering
Kaitlin Suzanne Reither   
Biomedical Engineering
*Shawn Rennegarbe   
Biomedical Engineering
Peter Joseph Rethwisch III   
Mechanical Engineering
Lillian Audrey Rhodes   
Biomedical Engineering
Lillian Audrey Rhodes   
Mechanical Engineering
Kristin Alyse Richardson   
Biomedical Engineering
Alex James Ritchie   
Mechanical Engineering
Tristan Thomas Rud   
Biomedical Engineering
Rachael Russell   
Mechanical Engineering
Zeyuan Ru   
Computer Science and Engineering
**Whitney Reid Ryan   
Biomedical Engineering
Tamara Sakaji   
Electrical Engineering
Hyuga Sakamoto   
Biomedical Engineering
Quinton Scholer   
Industrial Engineering
+***Brian Matthew Schweer   
Computer Science and Engineering
Tyler Anthony Segroves   
Mechanical Engineering
Joseph Senchuk   
Electrical Engineering
Nicholas William Shanklin   
Mechanical Engineering
Alice Shao   
Mechanical Engineering
Liam John Sharkey   
Mechanical Engineering
***Stephen Lawrence Siemonsma   
Electrical Engineering
Austin Grant Silver   
Biomedical Engineering
+*Ethan Wellington Slater   
Biomedical Engineering
Kaylin Marie Slinskey   
Biomedical Engineering
Colton Sloan   
Electrical Engineering
Scott John Sokniewicz   
Industrial Engineering
David J. Solus   
Civil Engineering
David J. Solus   
Environmental Engineering
Andrew Edward Spreitzer   
Biomedical Engineering
Matthew David Stamos   
Biomedical Engineering
Logan Michael James Steffans   
Industrial Engineering
Patrick Mark Stelmach   
Civil Engineering
Devon Stewart   
Industrial Engineering
Lindsey Ann Stickler   
Biomedical Engineering
Nathaniel Evan Stojak   
Industrial Engineering
Benjamin Thomas Stone   
Mechanical Engineering
Dakota Christian Streit   
Biomedical Engineering
Eleanor Rose Stutt   
Electrical Engineering
+***Christopher Carl Sullivan   
Mechanical Engineering
Nawaf Sultan   
Civil Engineering
Landon Wayne Summers   
Industrial Engineering
Zichen Su   
Chemical Engineering
Michael Swafford   
Mechanical Engineering
Isabel Maria Szpara   
Industrial Engineering
Clinton Andrew Tebbs   
Electrical Engineering
Tengku Amatullah Alya Binti T Mohd   
Computer Science and Engineering
Abigail Clair Teubel   
Civil Engineering
Andrew S. Textor   
Chemical Engineering
Anita Thammavongsa   
Biomedical Engineering
Maia Marie Thompson   
Biomedical Engineering
Haoxin Tian   
Electrical Engineering
Mario Eduardo Torres, Jr.   
Computer Science and Engineering
Rebecca Nicole Torres   
Biomedical Engineering
Roberto Torres   
Mechanical Engineering
Shane Patrick Trautsch   
Electrical Engineering
David Huy Tra   
Mechanical Engineering
Sean Patrick Ulrich   
Mechanical Engineering
+***Spencer William Van Dorn   
Biomedical Engineering
Blair Dell Van Staalduine   
Industrial Engineering
Nina VanDerZanden   
Biomedical Engineering
Jacob Dylan Vanden Berg   
Mechanical Engineering
**Brett Steven Vander Ploeg   
Biomedical Engineering
+***Allison Marie Vaske   
Honors in Chemical Engineering
Donald Francis Vercelote   
Industrial Engineering
Shipra Verma   
Biomedical Engineering
Austin Dean Verwers   
Mechanical Engineering
Spencer Adam Vine   
Industrial Engineering
Stephanie L. Waddell   
Biomedical Engineering
Katherine Marie Waldorf   
Biomedical Engineering
Blake Matthew Wallace   
Chemical Engineering
*Ruijie Wang   
Civil Engineering
Zhi Wang   
Computer Science and Engineering
+Zihan Wang   
Environmental Engineering
Antonio C. Washington   
Electrical Engineering
+Hannah Jayne Wasserkrug   
Chemical Engineering
Jennifer Jo Wayland   
Chemical Engineering
Annemarie Elizabeth Weber   
Chemical Engineering
Jason Edward Wegner   
Industrial Engineering
Cameron Michael Weidner   
Mechanical Engineering
Adam Lee Weiland   
Biomedical Engineering
Grace M. Weiland   
Biomedical Engineering
Jake Robert Weiland   
Mechanical Engineering
+***Adam John Weis   
Chemical Engineering
+*Titus Allen Weller   
Electrical Engineering
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+***Rion James Wendland   
Biomedical Engineering
Tayler Rae Whitters   
Chemical Engineering
Adam Wilkinson   
Biomedical Engineering
Lucinda Williamson   
Biomedical Engineering
Bryan Williams   
Biomedical Engineering
Matthew Wipfler   
Biomedical Engineering
+Austin Wojtczak   
Industrial Engineering
Danielle M. Wolfe   
Mechanical Engineering
Joshua David Wootonn   
Computer Science and Engineering
Yiqian Wu   
Electrical Engineering
Tanner Michael Wynn   
Civil Engineering
Pengyang Xiang   
Electrical Engineering
Yuhao Xie   
Chemical Engineering
Chenghao Xu   
Chemical Engineering
Ziyang Xu   
Mechanical Engineering
Junming Yang   
Chemical Engineering
Matthew McCamley Yazvec   
Industrial Engineering
Haoxuan You   
Mechanical Engineering
Vanessa Zaldivar   
Civil Engineering
Calen Timothy Zeller   
Biomedical Engineering
Michael Stefan Zepeda   
Chemical Engineering
+Shao Yang Zhang   
Biomedical Engineering
Cheng Zha   
Biomedical Engineering
Tianjie Zhu   
Computer Science and Engineering
Devon Ronald Zimmerman   
Mechanical Engineering
*Collin David Zweifel   
Biomedical Engineering
+**Nicholas M. deBlois   
Biomedical Engineering
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Master of Laws
Tsung-Chun Chen   
Jun-Yan Lu   
Tim D. Pasternak   
Waldemar Rodriguez   
Breno Silvestrini Rodrigues   
Xiaojiang Wang   
Juris Doctor
Behrooz Abgoon   
Majed Alzben   
Folashade T. Amole   
Peter Charles Anderson   
Dominic A. Azzopardi   
Tori Lyn Noelani Bakken   
Amra Basic   
Stephen T. Bedwell   
Danica Lynne Bird   
Lindsey Nicole Blair   
Taylor N. Bradley   
Matthew D. Brown   
Anne Marie Buethe   
Carrington E. Buze   
Arianna Chronis   
Luke J. Cole   
Austin G. Collins   
Amberlee B. Conley   
Louis Constantinou   
Mary K. Conterio   
Abraham P. Copi   
Ana Maria Correa   
Kyle Cotteleer   
Nicole May Coulter-Ledbetter   
Jeffrey Allen Critchlow   
Maria Rose Critchlow   
Samuel Crocker   
Casey Lynn Daley   
Elizabeth Davidson   
Denise DeArmond   
Noelia E. Dominguez   
Cara S. Donels   
Iman A. Eikram   
Jacob T. English   
Paulina L. Escobar   
Ryan T. Foley   
Taylor R. Francis   
Jeremy N. Gallagher   
Allison M. Goertz   
Nathan H. Golden   
Austin L. Goodnight   
Sarah Kathryn Haack   
Hayleigh Rae Hansen   
Paden Hanson   
David C. Harmantas   
Holland Lesley Hauenstein   
Micah C. Hawker Boehnke   
Bryn Elizabeth Hedlund   
Chad Alan Heiman   
Emma C. Henry   
Bingqing He   
Bradford Lee Hines   
Etienne Monique Hollingsworth   
Derek A. Huish   
Nicholas A. Jones   
Jung Min Kang   
Glenn M. Kats   
John T. Katuska   
Mitchell Khader   
Ryan S. King   
Benjamin J. Kramer   
Emily Elizabeth Kremer   
McKenzie Kuhn   
Jeremy D. Kulish   
Jesus La Rosa   
Derek R. LaBrie   
Sean H. Lancaster   
Phillip Edward Lapointe   
Vannessa Mae Larson   
Rachel Nicole Leigh   
Brian C. Leopold   
Amanda L. Lewandowski   
Lanita Michelle Lewis-Clark   
Anibal Lopez   
Allison M. Lovell   
Ridhi D. Madia   
Amber Brooke Mahoney   
Andrea L. Mallarino   
Jared M. Manternach   
Benjamin Allen Martin   
Olivia C. Martzahn   
Evan Francis McCarthy   
Shane Lee McChurch   
Daniel Moeller   
Jaime Monte   
Laura E. Moon   
Vy D. Nguyen   
Jacob T. Onken   
Olayinka A. Ope   
Alexander Parrott   
Charles David Paul   
Allen T. Paxton   
Ariel Perez   
Charlotte E. Perez   
Brandon J. Pezley   
Emmanuel Pierce   
Haiyan Qu   
Christopher A. Ramsey   
Willem R. Rasmussen   
Andrea E. Rastelli   
Lacey K. Reimer   
Ellen Theresa Reynolds   
Nicolle S. Rhim   
Adam M. Ripp   
Dario A. Rodriguez   
Kieran R. Rogers   
Amanda M. Rolon   
Ellison Stephanie Theresa Ruen   
Emily A. Sample   
Noah L. Schmall   
Shane E. Schmidt   
David H. Segal   
College of Law
The University of Iowa College of Law prepares its students to become tomorrow’s leaders in law, government, and industry.  
Our leading law library, global curriculum, and strong writing tradition underpin the world-class legal education we provide.  
Through our live-client clinics and a wide range of externship placements, our law students hone their skills and embrace the  
highest ideals of the legal profession by providing legal services to the indigent and working on law reform for the improvement  
of the general welfare. Iowa-educated lawyers begin making a difference very early in their careers.
Our alumni practice law from Wall Street to Silicon Valley, from London to Beijing, and in almost all of Iowa’s 99 counties. As 
corporate counsel, they advise business leaders, and as chief executive officers, they run businesses. They are state and federal 
judges, appointed officials, elected leaders, law professors, law deans, and university presidents. They can be found in classrooms, 
courtrooms, and boardrooms in every state in the nation, and around the world.
The College of Law ranks among the nation’s best law schools, public or private. But as a public law school, we take our missions of 
access, affordability, and service seriously. To fulfill the promise to the public we serve, we draw upon the breadth and depth of the 
law school’s assembled expertise to create new knowledge and to address the weightiest problems confronting modern society. We 
are grateful to the state of Iowa and the many individuals whose support contributes to our successes.
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Melissa A. Sharp   
Ryan Connor Forbes Shellady   
Reid J. Shepard   
Bryan E. Shusterman   
Jason K. Smathers   
Clayton Craig Soelberg   
Abraham Sotelo   
Alexandra Marina Stecker   
Joseph Steigmeyer   
Samuel F. Stender   
Jacob Andrew Stone   
Dakota J. Sullivan   
Brian J. Talcott   
Joshua J. Taylor   
Carly J. Thelen   
Winnie Uluocha   
Elizabeth A. Urena   
Daniel R. Valerio   
Alexander Joseph Vargas   
Rochelle Vazquez   
Caroline E. Verbeten   
Serena R. Ward   
Austin T. Weaver   
Benjamin W. Wedeking   
Stephen Welling   
Caleb Christian Widmer   
Jennifer Wiltse   
Brett John Winborn   
Doctor of Juridical 
Science
Dan Ngabirano   
Weimin Wu   
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Bachelor of Arts
Danielle Lynn Aastrup   
Political Science
Tyson McCoy Abbott   
Enterprise Leadership
Omar Abdalla   
Chemistry
+***Collin Davis Abeln   
Mathematics
Denice Renee Ackerman   
Communication Studies
Britney Marie Adams   
Art
Jacob Jeffrey Adam   
Interdepartmental Studies
Bailey Marie Adolph   
History
Brady John Adolph   
Classical Languages
Richarda Agyemang   
Health and Human Physiology
Jack Francis Ahern   
Enterprise Leadership
Kristen Elizabeth Ahrens   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Political Science
Brandon William Akes   
Social Work
Stephanie Alanis   
Communication Studies
Blake Andrew Alberhasky   
Environmental Policy and Planning
Alexis Danielle Albertsen   
Health and Human Physiology
+Jessica Marie Albright   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
Saul Alcala Castellanos   
International Studies
Maximilian Teodoro Alders   
Cinema
Troy Michael Aldrich   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Sean Michael Alexander   
Biochemistry
Victor Anthony Algarin   
Computer Science
Khadijah Alhobaidaa   
Biology
Marissa Anne Alilovich   
Sociology
Connor Andrew Allen   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Tucker Landon Allen   
Geography
Jacob Allman   
Psychology
Raja’a Ibrahim Almomani   
International Studies
Hamad Almutrib   
Political Science
David Alan Alonzo, Jr.   
Enterprise Leadership
Ryan Matthew Alpen   
Enterprise Leadership
Chelsie Marie Alvarado   
Linguistics   
International Studies
Elena Victoria Alvarez   
Cinema   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Stephen Edward Alvarez   
English and Creative Writing
Keny Amensisa   
Biochemistry
Adrian Edward Amjadi   
Anthropology
Norvin J. Anariba   
Spanish
Vern Julius Ancelet, Jr.   
Art
Emily Nicole Anderson   
Communication Studies
Luke William Anderson   
Communication Studies
Madalyn Carol Anderson   
Speech and Hearing Science
+***Noah Arthur Anderson   
Classical Languages
Ryan Christopher Anderson   
Honors in International Relations
Rebecca Elizabeth Andrade   
Enterprise Leadership
Peter Gabriel Andreano   
Psychology
Ratanak Andrews   
Computer Science
+Noah Robert Raymond Andrys   
Classical Languages
Maria Angeles Angulo   
Health and Human Physiology
Kelsey Kay Anliker   
French
Cassem Aossey   
Cinema
Roberto T. Apodaca   
Health and Human Physiology
Cydney Marie Ardis   
Health and Human Physiology
Brenden James Arias   
Informatics
Sebastian Arredondo   
Political Science
Alison Mackenzie Ashby   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Sport Studies
Grier Aspengren   
Psychology
Andrew Astudillo   
Criminology, Law and Justice
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences invites students to explore the entire range of human learning, from the visual and 
performing arts to the humanities, social sciences, and natural and mathematical sciences. 
Our students work with faculty members who are committed to integrating their research into their teaching and to helping students 
develop their own capacity to communicate persuasively, think creatively, adapt quickly, be open to emerging ideas and technologies, 
and work with colleagues with diverse expertise and backgrounds to solve problems and develop new frontiers. 
In 1900-01, the college had about 600 students in its four “courses of study,” and a faculty consisting of only 28 professors and 
assistant professors. Today, more than 17,000 undergraduates are enrolled every year. About 80 percent of all UI undergraduates begin 
their studies in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, and we award about 70 percent of the university’s undergraduate degrees. 
We are grateful to the many alumni who continue to support the college with their time and expertise and who have helped to provide 
funding to create opportunities and scholarships for our students. Most important, we are proud of our hardworking graduates who 
carry their University of Iowa College of Liberal Arts and Sciences education into their professional and civic lives.
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Zachary James Atzen   
Communication Studies
Sara Avalos   
Criminology, Law and Justice   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Abbigail M. Baccam   
Psychology
Alicia Insorn Baccam   
Interdepartmental Studies
*Katherine Mary Baer   
Communication Studies
Leah Katherine Baethke   
Environmental Sciences
Carissa R. Bailey   
Ethics and Public Policy
Chuyun Bai   
Economics
Bailey Lynn Baker   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Spanish
Mackenna Dawn Baker   
Speech and Hearing Science
+Marjorie Caroline Baker   
Honors in Health and Human Physiology
Paige M. Baldwin   
Ethics and Public Policy
Cledelene Joy Baloy   
Psychology
+*Lara Bampfield   
Honors in Art History   
French
Bailey Marie Banks   
Geoscience
*Theresa Danielle Baranick   
Speech and Hearing Science
Madelyn Angeline Barber   
Psychology
+Alexander August Bare   
Honors in International Relations   
Spanish
Reid Allen Barlow   
English
Elizabeth Maria Barnes   
Interdepartmental Studies
Kaylie Alexandra Barnett   
Biology
Austin Michael Bartenhagen   
Psychology
Allaira Morgan Bartlett-Gray   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Art
Maria Bascom   
Russian
+Francis Bass   
Spanish   
English and Creative Writing
Lucas Jon Battani   
Political Science
Catherine Baubonis   
Psychology
Megan Bauer   
Health and Human Physiology
Nicole Marion Bauer   
Enterprise Leadership
Keiffer Jacob Baumert   
Communication Studies
+Emma Lane Baumgarten   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Honors in Sport Studies
Maya Hope Bautista   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Psychology
Madeline Faye Bazan   
Health and Human Physiology
Moriah Delores Beatty   
Biology
Derek Ray Bechtel   
Health and Human Physiology
Haley Lauren Beck   
Health and Human Physiology
Josephine Elizabeth Beddor   
Communication Studies
Brenna Beer   
Asian Languages and Literature
Kaleb Taylor Beining   
Enterprise Leadership
Erik Jacob Beisker   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Madison Lorraine Bemus   
Art History   
Art
Chloe Nicole Benson   
Interdepartmental Studies
Katelyn Alexa Bentel   
Health and Human Physiology
Dietrich Thomas Benz   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Justin Skylar Berg   
Enterprise Leadership
Tevon Montrice Berka   
Interdepartmental Studies
Klaas Christian Berkeley   
Philosophy
Brian Ross Berkson   
Communication Studies
Silas Berkson   
Enterprise Leadership
Jack Berning   
English and Creative Writing
Megan Christine Berst   
Health and Human Physiology
Antoine Bethea   
Interdepartmental Studies
Emily Dawn Betsworth   
Social Work
Natalie Marie Betz   
English and Creative Writing   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Anna Claire Beurman   
English and Creative Writing
Cullen Daniel Beutel   
Informatics
+***Barrett James Bierschenk   
Ethics and Public Policy   
Political Science
Baraka Kababana Birindwa   
Enterprise Leadership
Blake Collin Bitterman   
Health and Human Physiology
Samantha Bittner   
Sociology
Katherine Anne Biziorek   
Speech and Hearing Science
Anders Martin Bjerkness   
Journalism and Mass Communication
+***Jenah Elizabeth Sowizral Black   
Linguistics   
Honors in Psychology
Alexandra Aspen Blake   
English
MacAllister Anne Blakley   
Health and Human Physiology
Sarah Elizabeth Blechschmidt   
Health and Human Physiology
+Allison Paige Blevins   
Speech and Hearing Science
Julianna Kathleen Bliss   
Health and Human Physiology
Jace Michael Bloomer   
Health and Human Physiology
Allye Shea Boardman   
Communication Studies
Clayton Bryant Bockelmann   
History
**Lillian Grace Boenker   
English
Rachel Bohnsack   
Art
Spencer Joseph Bohr   
Health and Human Physiology
Alexis Lucille Bojesen   
Enterprise Leadership
Deven Boland   
Enterprise Leadership
Alexandra Bomhoff   
Social Work
Camille Elizabeth Bonar   
Spanish   
English
Emma Kathleen Boothe   
Health and Human Physiology
Michelle Bosela   
Interdepartmental Studies
Farah Boules   
Cinema
Aubree Irene Bourgeous   
Interdepartmental Studies
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+*Merric Bower   
Theatre Arts
Mitchell T. Bowman   
Health and Human Physiology
+McKayla Renea Boyd   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
Eric Charles Bracken   
Biology
Anna Grace Brady   
Theatre Arts
Emeshe Cseri Brady   
Social Work
Julia Noel Braham   
Psychology
+***Samantha Renea Bral   
Psychology
+***Eli Michael Bratsch-Prince   
Honors in Political Science
Kristine Ann Braymen   
Health and Human Physiology
Delany Kristine Breitbach   
English and Creative Writing
Nicholas Breitzman   
Health and Human Physiology
William Joseph Brenner   
Interdepartmental Studies
Lance Quinn Breon   
Chemistry
Benjamin Allen Brewer   
Anthropology
Stephanie Leigh Bries   
Interdepartmental Studies
Kimberly Nichole Britton   
English and Creative Writing
Nia Samon Britt   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Martin Brizuela   
Enterprise Leadership
+Audrey Clare Brock   
Honors in History   
Philosophy
Sarah Grace Broderick   
Health and Human Physiology
Madeline Grace Brom   
Communication Studies
Emily Catherine Brooks   
Social Work
Matthew Thomas Brophy, Jr.   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Megan Elizabeth Brownson   
Health and Human Physiology
*Austin James Brown   
Economics
Cheyenne Summer Brown   
English and Creative Writing
Heidi Elizabeth Brown   
Psychology
Kiana Brown   
International Relations
+***Lauren Mary Brown   
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Tristan Robert Brown   
Health and Human Physiology
Molly Bruner   
Health and Human Physiology
Shannon Christy Bryan   
Health and Human Physiology
Michal Brzus   
Computer Science
Aneese Lu-Juan Buckler   
Psychology
Kimberly Anne Buck   
English
Alexia Elizabeth Budde   
Health and Human Physiology
Daniela Jaimes Bularzik   
Social Work
Brandi Lynn Bulten   
English and Creative Writing
Catherine A. Burbach   
Health and Human Physiology
LaTrell Burden   
Computer Science
+*Sara A. Buresh   
Health and Human Physiology
Hannah Elizabeth Burgener   
Environmental Sciences
April Verlee Burgess   
English
Amy Lee Burke   
Speech and Hearing Science
Derek Thomas Burke   
Economics
Emily Elizabeth Burke   
Enterprise Leadership
***Carter Joseph Burns   
Mathematics
Elizabeth Ann Burns   
Communication Studies
Erianna Burrel   
Global Health Studies
*Hanna Lynn Busse   
International Studies
Christine Mary Bussone   
Anthropology
*Betsy Ann Butcher   
English and Creative Writing
Tricia Marie Butera   
Psychology
Kelly Butler   
Interdepartmental Studies
Christopher Lloyd Butner   
Cinema
Micah Jensen Butterfield   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Logan Dean Byl   
Interdepartmental Studies
Hayes Alfred Bynum III   
Mathematics
Margaret Beth Byrne   
Political Science   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Cecilia Tatiana Cabrales   
Psychology
Kevin Andrew Cai   
Mathematics
Mingxuan Cai   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Anthony Joseph Caligiuri   
Communication Studies
Claire Colleen Caligiuri   
Communication Studies
Bradley Shaw Calkins   
Mathematics
Jacqueline Cambron   
Psychology
+**Rebecca Cammenga   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
+Eileen Olivia Campbell   
Honors in Theatre Arts   
Spanish
Shelby Tierra Campbell   
English and Creative Writing
Brian Canchola   
Cinema   
Computer Science
Rachel Anne Canon   
Speech and Hearing Science
Chunqing Cao   
Mathematics
Yuan Cao   
Art
Alison Rose Capuano   
Psychology
Maria Cardenas   
Spanish   
International Relations
Caroline Kaye Carlson   
Health and Human Physiology
Emily Ann Carlson   
Health and Human Physiology
Misty-Jade Xiaohui Carlson   
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Shamika Carmen   
Sociology
Morgan Kathryn Carmien   
Communication Studies
Jamie Lyn Carpenter   
Psychology
Alexander Carlos Carrillo   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Monica Carrillo   
Psychology
+***Georgia Rose Carroll   
Psychology   
Ethics and Public Policy
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Jack Cogan Carroll   
Health and Human Physiology
Anna Marie Carr   
Health and Human Physiology
Kristen Marie Carsrud   
English
Hunter L. Carver   
Informatics
Ryan M. Cassady   
English
Clare Cavalier   
Enterprise Leadership
Alana Jo Cayro   
Anthropology
Natalie Cerrone   
Speech and Hearing Science
Zachary R. Cervenka   
Art History
Alexander Quincy Chabal   
Enterprise Leadership
Wai Kin Chan   
Economics
Nora Anne Charles   
Enterprise Leadership
Melvyn Romel Chatmon   
Sociology
Hector Manuel Chavez   
Mathematics   
Economics
+***Denise Pinson Cheeseman   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
+Caitlin Alice Chenus   
Honors in International Studies
Fukai Chen   
Biochemistry
*Haoxuan Chen   
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Heyu Chen   
Mathematics
Mengfei Chen   
Sociology
Shuyan Chen   
Art
Xicong Chen   
Computer Science
Yizhou Chen   
International Relations
Yujie Chen   
Cinema
Fredrick O’Neal Cherry, Jr.   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
Elizabeth Joy Chesak   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
English and Creative Writing   
Gender, Women’s and Sexuality Studies
Mikylah Elizabeth Muessle Chidester   
Health and Human Physiology
Courtney Marie Chipokas   
Psychology
Ryan Michael Chladek   
Computer Science
Esther Chovan   
Cinema
Stephanie Elise Chrisos   
Communication Studies
Benjamin Jacob Christensen   
Geography
Zachary Christensen   
English and Creative Writing
Hannah Christiansen   
Psychology
Shu-Wei Chuang   
Economics
*Yung-Chieh Chuang   
Speech and Hearing Science
Jacquelyne Chu   
Psychology
Charles Matthew Clarke   
English
Alison D. Clark   
Psychology
Jeffrey Bossert Clark, Jr.   
History   
English
Maggie Jenny Clausman   
Asian Languages and Literature   
Cinema
+*Brooke Elizabeth Clayton   
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication   
English and Creative Writing
Calese Suzanne Clemens   
International Studies
Noah Aron Michael Coatney   
Chemistry
Adam Robert Cochrane   
Criminology, Law and Justice
+Grace Olivia Coen   
Biochemistry
Garrett Samuel Cohen   
Economics   
Informatics
Jeffrey Michael Cohen   
Enterprise Leadership
Sophia Claire Coker Gunnink   
Environmental Sciences
Zachary Dean Coleman   
International Studies
*Brianna Felice Cole   
Speech and Hearing Science
Erica Rae Cole   
Chemistry
Benjamin Douglas Colin   
Journalism and Mass Communication
*Kayla Rae Comried   
Chemistry
Madison Marie Conley   
Environmental Policy and Planning
**Sean Thomas Conrad   
Honors in Spanish
Hannah T. Conroy   
Health and Human Physiology
Elizabeth Lynn Consolati   
Communication Studies
Kylee Cooksley   
Health and Human Physiology
Danielle Marie Cook   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Ronald Paul Cook III   
English
+McKenna Kathleen Coon   
Ethics and Public Policy   
Honors in English
+Nicholas Anthony Coon   
Political Science
Mackenzy Cooper   
American Studies   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Michael John Cooper   
Enterprise Leadership
Natalie Kay Corbett   
Communication Studies
Sydney Jo Corbin   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Christian Huckaby Corcoran   
English
Sarah Rose Corcoran   
Social Work
Estephanie Coreas   
Health and Human Physiology
Paxton Corey   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Skye Olivia Corken   
Global Health Studies
Daisy Corona   
Criminology, Law and Justice
+Teresa Marikeish Correa   
Speech and Hearing Science   
Honors in Spanish
Christian Ponce Cota   
Enterprise Leadership
Julia Hughes Coulter   
Communication Studies
**Victoria Elizabeth Coulter   
Speech and Hearing Science
Kelsey Jean Cousins   
Art History
Brittany Tiara Crawford   
Interdepartmental Studies
Erin E. Crawford   
Art
+*Liam Andrew Crawford   
Philosophy
Jordan Elizabeth Cronbaugh   
Psychology
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Katherine Connell Crosby   
English   
Enterprise Leadership
Alexander James Croushore   
Sport Studies
+Amber Dawn Crow   
Ethics and Public Policy   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Dezso Ethan Csoka   
Enterprise Leadership
Marco A. Cuellar   
Chemistry
Jiawei Cui   
Economics
Amanda Cvitko Quinteiro   
Psychology
Bryan Patrick Cynova   
Economics
Ryan Matthew D’Eliseo   
History
Dominique Dion Dafney   
Health and Human Physiology
Zhicheng Dai   
Asian Languages and Literature
+Eliza Rose Daly   
Psychology   
Health and Human Physiology
James Carson Daniels   
Health and Human Physiology
Madison Rae Davenport   
Anthropology
Michelle Rachel Davison   
Health and Human Physiology
Aliya Dawn Davis   
Communication Studies
Jesse D. Davis   
Enterprise Leadership
Tania Monet-Driona Davis   
Health and Human Physiology
Ryan James Dawson   
English
Lillian Aline De La Cruz   
Music   
Linguistics
Rebecca Catherine DeCata   
Psychology   
Gender, Women’s and Sexuality Studies
Andrew T. DeGaetano   
Informatics
Brandon DeGroot   
Social Work
Kaitlyn Middle DeWoody   
Art
Kiera Deal   
Health and Human Physiology
Charlotte Elizabeth Dean   
Italian
Sylvia Prepejchal Dean   
Linguistics
Elizabeth Jordan Deasy   
International Studies
Daniella Celine Debrah   
Communication Studies
***Rose Marie Deighton   
English and Creative Writing
Elin Linnea Dejus   
Theatre Arts   
English
Rudy Delaney   
Health and Human Physiology
Madeline Rose Demro   
Speech and Hearing Science
Keaton Alexander Denker   
History   
Political Science
+Abigail Marie Denque   
Speech and Hearing Science
Mary Kate Dhondt   
Political Science   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Alejandro Eduardo Diaz   
Political Science   
Spanish
Catherine Angelica Diaz   
Global Health Studies
Vanessa B. Diaz   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Autumn Nicole Dickholtz   
Enterprise Leadership
Hejiazi Ding   
Biochemistry
Kia Michelle Dixon   
English and Creative Writing
Chandler Dobbs   
Health and Human Physiology
+Nicholas Michael Dolan   
History   
Honors in English
Kirsten Lynne Dolecheck   
Health and Human Physiology
Carmen DeAnne Dolezal   
History
Ariel Dols   
Communication Studies
Eric Peter Dominguez   
International Studies
Ashton Kay Peyton Donahoo   
Health and Human Physiology
Carina Donne   
Art
Allison Nicole Doocy   
Psychology
Marissa Dordick   
Psychology
Megan Joy Dorfler   
Speech and Hearing Science
Vincent Mark Doud   
Theatre Arts   
Communication Studies
Gianisa Nicole Dougherty   
Health and Human Physiology
Amari Kiara Douglas   
Health and Human Physiology
Tianyi Dou   
Biochemistry
Payton Dowell   
English
Bailey Chandler Doyle   
Journalism and Mass Communication
+***Logan Drake   
Ethics and Public Policy   
Honors in Philosophy
Nicholas Andrew Drell   
Communication Studies
Darby Kristine Drenzek   
Interdepartmental Studies
Melissa Duarte   
Enterprise Leadership
Jerry Duball III   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Sarah Katherine Dudley   
English and Creative Writing
**Alexander Robert Duff   
Asian Languages and Literature
Kari Rae Dummermuth   
Ethics and Public Policy
Lauren Ann Dunlay   
Psychology
***Hannah Elizabeth Dunn   
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Jackson Nicolai Dunn   
Philosophy
Mitchell C. Dunn   
Political Science
Claire Marie Eagan   
Health and Human Physiology
Samuel Spencer Eakin   
Computer Science
Dania Gomez Echeveste   
Psychology
Catherine Marie Sarah Edgerton   
Political Science
Elizabeth Ann Edwards   
Speech and Hearing Science
+Jacob William Edwards   
Honors in English   
Political Science
Kate Noelle Edwards   
Honors in Art
McKenzie R. Edwards   
English
*Jennifer Joann Eggerling   
Gender, Women’s and Sexuality Studies   
Political Science
Cheyenne Eggers   
Communication Studies
Kathryn Kay Ehrsam   
Psychology
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Erica Marie Eiben   
Theatre Arts
Elizabeth Kennedy Eicken   
Speech and Hearing Science
Gabrielle Jo Eis   
Health and Human Physiology
Jack Thomas Elbert   
Health and Human Physiology
Callie Souraya Elkhabbaz   
Interdepartmental Studies
Courtney Adele Elkin   
Sociology
+Lauren Elizabeth Ellbogen   
Honors in Political Science   
Ethics and Public Policy
Stephen Elliott   
Psychology
+Benjamin Hoffman Ellis   
Honors in International Relations   
Honors in German
Carlee Jo Ellsworth   
Social Work
Madison Renee Elmore   
Health and Human Physiology
Sarah Talha Elsayed   
Sociology   
Psychology
Mackenzie Ann Elsbecker   
Theatre Arts
Evan Engelhardt   
Biology
Evan A. Engelking   
Political Science   
Ethics and Public Policy
+*Irene G. Enlow   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
Rachel Elizabeth Ennen-Benassi   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Stephanie Epstein   
Health and Human Physiology
Colt James Eriksen   
English and Creative Writing
Christina Nicole Erlanger   
Psychology
+Gabriela Escoto   
Ethics and Public Policy   
Sociology
Amanda Esczuk   
Enterprise Leadership   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jake Espey   
Computer Science
Andrea Espinoza   
Economics
Luis Felipe Espinoza   
Communication Studies
Ashley Jo-Lynne Essmann   
Health and Human Physiology
Wesley Estrada   
Biology
Elijah Rane Evanoff   
Linguistics
*Abigail Jane Evans   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
Laurel Beth Evans   
Theatre Arts   
Dance
Theodore Kimler Evans   
Health and Human Physiology
Connor Kent Everingham   
Communication Studies
Colton Ewing   
Linguistics
Nicklaus John Fachman   
Political Science
+Lucas Griffith Fagre   
Anthropology
Cara Lynn Fahey   
Journalism and Mass Communication
McKenzie Leighann Fahrni   
Psychology
Xiaokang Fan   
Mathematics
Yimeng Fan   
Computer Science   
Mathematics
Joseph Nicolo Farinelli   
Economics
Georgia Eve Farley   
Communication Studies
Luke Joseph Farley   
Enterprise Leadership
*Lily Farmer   
English
Ashley Reina Farrell   
Communication Studies
Olivia Favia   
Enterprise Leadership
Kuann Kellikay Donnamae Fawkes   
Global Health Studies
Joseph Andrew Feldmann   
Political Science   
Philosophy
Brian Feld   
International Relations
Julia Christine Feller   
French
+Zhiting Feng   
Biochemistry   
Ethics and Public Policy
Alexus Elizabeth Fennelly   
Interdepartmental Studies
+***Emma Jane Fenstermaker   
Honors in English and Creative Writing   
Sociology
Annabelle Grace Fewell   
Psychology   
Linguistics
Gabrielle Marin Fiala   
Communication Studies
Julia Elizabeth Fiance   
Communication Studies   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Bryan David Field   
Health and Human Physiology
Emiliano Figueroa   
Communication Studies
Jacee Mae Finken   
Cinema
**Michael John Fink   
Psychology
+Anne Marie Fish   
Honors in Religious Studies
Shannon Renee Fitch   
Social Work
Daniel Edward Fitzsimmons   
Criminology, Law and Justice   
Psychology
Rachel Marie Fix   
Health and Human Physiology
Brigid Flanagan   
English
Elizabeth Flanagan   
Communication Studies
Jack Eamon Flanagan   
Enterprise Leadership
Elizabeth Anne Fleming   
Communication Studies
Keely Shae Flis   
Dance
Anthony John Forchetti, Jr.   
History
Gwyneth Olivia Forsythe   
Honors in History   
Honors in Theatre Arts
Katelyn Marie Forsyth   
Spanish
James Pearce Fowler   
Chemistry
Emoryan Fevrier Foxe   
Health and Human Physiology
Nicholas Ryan Fraizer   
Enterprise Leadership
Lawryn Elizabeth Fraley   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Lindsey Rae Francisco   
Theatre Arts
+Sarah Sales Francisco   
History
Amber Simone Francis   
Health and Human Physiology
Devin Love Middleton Francis   
African American Studies
Kelley Leigh Franklin   
Cinema
Alexis Lee Frazier   
Interdepartmental Studies
Annie Nicole Fredericksen   
Health and Human Physiology
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Evan Joseph Freesmeier   
Political Science
Brooklyn Nicole French   
Anthropology   
Interdepartmental Studies
Jeremigh Freyberger   
Environmental Policy and Planning
Anders Carl Frieberg   
Political Science   
Psychology
Isabel Marie Frisch   
Psychology
Angela Mikahl Fulgencio   
International Studies   
Linguistics
***Jason Michael Fulmer   
English and Creative Writing
Cole Adam Gaffney   
Cinema   
Art
Elizabeth Galvan   
Psychology
Alexa Ann Gal   
Dance
Landon Thomas Gamrath   
Enterprise Leadership
Zifeng Gao   
Global Health Studies
Antonio Garcia III   
Health and Human Physiology
*Carly Garcia   
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Grace Verano Garcia   
Psychology
Miguel Angel Garcia   
Art
Nancy Valeria Garcia   
Enterprise Leadership
Natalie Garcia   
English
Noah Diego Garcia   
Interdepartmental Studies
Jenna Shea Gardner   
Enterprise Leadership
John Thomas Garippa   
Enterprise Leadership
Richard Hunter Garland   
Interdepartmental Studies
*Alexis Lynae Garlisch   
Communication Studies
+**Stacy Jane Garrard   
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Michael Nathaniel Garza   
Enterprise Leadership
Connor Alan Gasper   
Enterprise Leadership
Tyler Jordan Gates   
Cinema
Sarah Gayda   
Religious Studies   
Anthropology
Alexis K. Gay   
Health and Human Physiology
Hannah Shelton Gellman   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
Emily Kay Gengler   
German
Savanna Nicole Genskow   
Art   
Theatre Arts
*Lauren Evelyn Gentile   
Classical Languages
Allie Christine George   
Interdepartmental Studies
Chloe Allen Ning-Ji Gerard   
Political Science
Eileen Ruth Gerken   
History
Kelly Marie Gerlich   
Speech and Hearing Science
Jianing Ge   
Global Health Studies
Nicolai E. Gibbens   
Psychology
Lauren Rose Gibisch   
Communication Studies
MIa R. Gibson   
Health and Human Physiology
Eleni Kay Giffin   
Psychology
Amber Rochelle Gilson   
English and Creative Writing   
International Studies
Jacob Dylan Gingerich   
Sport Studies   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Ellen Jo Girkin   
Health and Human Physiology
Sara Katherine Gisch   
Health and Human Physiology
*Myles Jeffrey Glandorf   
Psychology
Kelsey Elizabeth Glascott   
Enterprise Leadership
Delanie Shayne Gleason   
English and Creative Writing
Alexis Brianna Godina   
Art
Sean Jordan Godkin   
Computer Science   
Mathematics
Katherine Ann Goebel   
Communication Studies
Caroline Mae Goecke   
Communication Studies
Jose Alfredo Gomez   
Criminology, Law and Justice   
Sociology
Dilon Goncalves   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Nicole Karen Gonner   
Mathematics
Karen Gonzalez   
Communication Studies
Marcella Nicole Gonzalez   
Psychology
Cressie Anne Frances Goode   
Psychology   
English and Creative Writing
Michaela Elizabeth Goodley   
Speech and Hearing Science
Lily Goodman   
English and Creative Writing
Tyler James Goodman   
Computer Science
+Nicole Therese Gorny   
Biochemistry
Alexander Gourley   
Religious Studies
Braden Charles Goyke   
Psychology
Sarah Elizabeth Grace   
Political Science
Hans Dieter Graf   
International Relations   
International Studies
Michelle Marie Grant   
Interdepartmental Studies
Lauren Riley Gravert   
Psychology
Lilia Sue Graves   
Communication Studies
Gabran Gray   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
Gabrielle Laura Greco   
History
Mikhaila Christian Greco   
Social Work
Anthony Greene   
Political Science
Elena Jane Greene   
Gender, Women’s and Sexuality Studies   
Social Work
Stephanie E. Green   
Health and Human Physiology
Channon Greer   
Political Science   
Honors in International Studies   
International Relations
Gavin Thomas Greer   
English and Creative Writing   
Cinema
Callee Jayne Grell   
Dance
Peyton Jean Gries   
Enterprise Leadership
Erin Moyer Griffin   
Enterprise Leadership
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Christina Denise Grimes   
Psychology
Jordan Scott Gringer   
History
Kyle Andrew Groeneweg   
Enterprise Leadership
Meredith Groves   
Communication Studies
Olivia Christine Grubbs   
English
Danielle Guarino   
Asian Languages and Literature   
Linguistics
**Anna Gudenkauf   
Social Work
Carrie Louise Guenther   
Psychology
Samuel Joseph Guest   
Enterprise Leadership
Briana Marie Guillory   
Communication Studies
Michaela Gunby   
Communication Studies
Olivia H. Gunn   
Health and Human Physiology
Jianfeng Guo   
Communication Studies   
Cinema
Rui Guo   
Art
Vanessa E. Guzman   
Spanish
Xinran Gu   
Enterprise Leadership
Rhonda Summer Habbal   
Biology
Jameela Ann Habhab   
Psychology
Brian Andrew Hacker   
Cinema
Huma Zahid Hafeez   
Psychology
Brikitta Ogechi Hairston   
English
Benjamin Thomas Hale   
Enterprise Leadership
Ryan Hall   
Environmental Policy and Planning
William Tucker Hall   
Enterprise Leadership
Jacob Hamann   
Enterprise Leadership
Jaleel Ira Hampton   
Cinema
Charles W. Hanchett   
Russian   
Criminology, Law and Justice
+*Alaina Handrick   
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Nakiya Handy   
Cinema
Conner Wilbert Hanke   
Ethics and Public Policy   
Philosophy
Teah Hannaford   
Psychology
+***Jordan Marie Hansen   
Communication Studies
Chenxin Han   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Art
Anne Therese Alciso Hao   
Biology
Yu Hao   
Mathematics
Benton Thomas Happel   
Dance
Gregory Scott Hardison   
Geography
Anna Harisiadis   
Chemistry
Allie Sue Harkness   
Health and Human Physiology
Claire Harmeyer   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Annika Jean Harper   
Sport Studies
Chelsea Diseree Harper   
Interdepartmental Studies
KayLynn Lyse Harris   
Political Science   
English
Lucas John Harris   
Psychology
Riley Ann Hartman   
Health and Human Physiology
Megan Nicole Hartnett   
Psychology
Michael James Hartung   
Enterprise Leadership
Riley Hasken   
Enterprise Leadership
Azzam Hassan   
Economics
Kaitlin Marie Hatcher   
Biology
Victoria Marie Hatch   
Sociology
Caitlin Joan Haughey   
Health and Human Physiology
+Rebecca Noelle Hauser   
Speech and Hearing Science
Aidan Haverty-Dennis   
Communication Studies
Danielle Havlicek   
Psychology
Emmeka Donnicee Hawkins   
Psychology
Brian Thomas Hayes   
Economics   
Informatics
Jacob Bradley Hayes   
Psychology
Lauren McKenzie Hayes   
Interdepartmental Studies
Madi Anne Hayes   
Enterprise Leadership
**Rylee Noel Refle Hayes   
Cinema   
International Studies
Shelby Savannah Haynes   
Health and Human Physiology
Emily Lynn Haywood   
Theatre Arts
Dylan Robert Hedgecock   
Health and Human Physiology
Alexis Delayne Hedman   
Psychology
James Fitzgerald Hefel   
Cinema
+***Nicole Nettleton Hehr   
Ancient Civilization
Elise Viola Heitmann   
Honors in Anthropology
Wyatt Joseph Helmle   
Health and Human Physiology
Dylan James Helms   
Political Science
Edward J. Helm, Jr.   
Mathematics
Aaron Neal Henderson   
Biochemistry
Austin Richard Lilledahl Henderson   
Anthropology
Skyler Mollie Hendricks   
Interdepartmental Studies
Ellyse Rachael Henkle   
Biochemistry   
Chemistry
*Conor Henneberry   
Political Science
Samuel Harrison Henry   
Sport Studies
Adam Charles Hensley   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Sport Studies
John Jameson Herbrand   
Communication Studies   
English and Creative Writing
Sara Naz Heris   
English and Creative Writing
Lauren Taylor Hermeling   
Health and Human Physiology
Meredith Anne Hermeling   
Psychology
Alexandra Maria Hernandez-Pardo   
French   
International Relations
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Eric Daniel Hernandez   
Communication Studies
Gillian Marie Herrin   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
Adin Nathaniel Herr   
Music
Stephanie Lyn Hesse   
Communication Studies
Anna Marie Hessong   
Interdepartmental Studies
Emily Elizabeth Hestbech   
Global Health Studies
Jacqueline Cassidy Hester   
German
*Lauren Elizabeth Hetzler   
Interdepartmental Studies
Candy Sue Heyer   
Health and Human Physiology
William Richard Heyl   
Environmental Sciences
Hangying He   
Enterprise Leadership
Jingnan He   
Art
Jintao He   
Computer Science
Junru He   
Art
Zian He   
Economics
Whitney Lane Hilkin   
Communication Studies
Jamie Alexis Hill   
Communication Studies
Megan Emily Hill   
Communication Studies   
Speech and Hearing Science
Quaid William Hill   
Sociology
+*Lauren Himan   
Journalism and Mass Communication
*James Felix Hirsch   
Sociology   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Lui Hishikawa   
Enterprise Leadership
+Megan Lee Hitch   
Anthropology   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
Molly Kristine Hiveley   
Communication Studies
Sony Cong Hoang   
Biochemistry
Jordan Claire Hobbs   
Political Science   
International Relations
Jack Paul Hockaday   
Enterprise Leadership
Samuel Joseph Hoefler   
Political Science
**Drew James Hoeger   
Mathematics
Nathan Christian Hoepker   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Brady Catherine Hoffman   
Speech and Hearing Science
William Rick Hoffman   
English and Creative Writing
+Grace Marie Holbrook   
Honors in International Relations   
English
Chanse Phillip Hollatz   
Biochemistry
Kendall M. Holley   
Communication Studies
Connor J. Holman   
Ethics and Public Policy
+*Elias Holman   
Ethics and Public Policy   
Honors in Philosophy
+**Emma Bovee Holmes   
Classical Languages   
Anthropology   
Linguistics
Anthony Homa   
Political Science   
Economics
Ye Hong   
Enterprise Leadership
Ying Hong   
Economics
Evan Hood   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Alexis Alyssa Hooks   
Communication Studies
Michaela Sherie Hoover   
Speech and Hearing Science
Priscilla Jean Hoover   
Interdepartmental Studies
Zosia Christine Horak   
Health and Human Physiology
Andrew John Horning   
Music
Payton Renee Hostens   
Ethics and Public Policy   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Courtney Anne Houchin   
Communication Studies
Abigail Kay Hough   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Communication Studies
Allyson Jade Hourigan   
Enterprise Leadership
Molly Hope Hovden   
Gender, Women’s and Sexuality Studies   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kelsey Elise Hovey   
Health and Human Physiology
Perry Elizabeth Howard   
Psychology
Rebecca Maria Howard   
Speech and Hearing Science
Julia Christine Howe   
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Jacob Howland   
Health and Human Physiology
Kirsten Annelise Hoye   
Speech and Hearing Science
Molly Catherine Hrubesky   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kaiwen Huang   
Mathematics
Yixuan Huang   
Ethics and Public Policy
Keil Patrick Huber   
Political Science
Madeleine Claire Hubka   
Art
Adorabol Huckleby   
Enterprise Leadership
Atoria Chantele Huddleston   
Psychology
Caitlin Margaret Hudspith   
Communication Studies
Merle E. Huff II   
Psychology
Sarah Lillian Hugee   
Psychology
+*Austin Hughes   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
Maureen Therese Hughes   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Tyler George Hughes   
Informatics
Landon Hughett   
Health and Human Physiology
+Claire Elise Huguelet   
English and Creative Writing
Tyler Alvin Huisman   
Psychology
Deliann Humes   
Health and Human Physiology
+Brandon R. Hundley   
Psychology
Elizabeth Louise Hunter   
Biology
Allison A. Hunt   
Political Science
Spencer Lane Hunt   
Enterprise Leadership
Ding Hu   
Economics
Yuelin Hu   
Psychology
Akpevweoghene Priscilla Ikoba   
Health and Human Physiology
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Elizabeth L. Imm   
Health and Human Physiology
Isabelle Jean Ingle   
International Studies   
Dance
Nathan Scott Ingram   
Geoscience
Blake Irons   
Computer Science
Anna Eugenia Jablonski   
Speech and Hearing Science
Jonathan English Jackson   
Art
Kiana Mae Jackson   
Health and Human Physiology
Marquise Demond Jackson   
English and Creative Writing
Jenna Jo Jaeckel   
Communication Studies
Martin Alex Jaime, Jr.   
Political Science
Rebecca Mariah Jakush   
Enterprise Leadership
Garret John Jansen   
Speech and Hearing Science
Hibbah Marwan Jarmakani   
International Studies
Megan Elizabeth Jasin   
English
Jane Michele Jemmi   
Communication Studies
Eric D. Jensen   
Interdepartmental Studies
Alyssa M. Jepson   
Health and Human Physiology
Jalyssa Jo Jepson   
Health and Human Physiology
Bradley Allen Jessen   
Global Health Studies
*Jessie Bay Jewell   
Dance
Linyang Jiang   
Economics
Skye Alexayah Jimenez   
Health and Human Physiology
Luke Robert Jipp   
Geography
Abby Taylor Johnson   
Psychology
Chance Levi Johnson   
Psychology
Conner Evan Johnson   
History   
Sociology
Sarah Y. Johnson   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Asian Languages and Literature
Madison Johnston   
Enterprise Leadership
Casey Ray Jones   
Computer Science
Jeremiah Daniel Jones   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Sport Studies
Theodora Elizabeth Jones   
International Studies   
French
Ashley Eliza Joseph   
Health and Human Physiology
Capucine Joubert   
Health and Human Physiology
+Jacquelyn Marie Judickas   
Communication Studies
Lexy Ann Jurevitz   
Communication Studies
Alexander R. Justiniano   
Computer Science
Amanda Lynn Kamin   
Speech and Hearing Science
Matthew James Kamin   
Communication Studies
Amanda Rae Kane   
English and Creative Writing
Olivia Ann Kane   
Honors in History   
English
Savannah Jayne Kannapel   
Communication Studies
Anna Karian   
English and Creative Writing
Mika Nicole Karlenzig   
Interdepartmental Studies
Connor Ian Karlsson   
Economics
Michael Karl   
Cinema   
English and Creative Writing
Alesia Karuntzos   
Enterprise Leadership
Meredith Lee Kaufman   
Health and Human Physiology
Yashpreet Kaur   
Psychology
+*Mila Westhoff Kaut   
Honors in History   
Honors in Gender, Women’s and Sexuality 
Studies   
Music
James Kay   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Megan Lorraine Kearney   
Speech and Hearing Science
Kaelee Melissa Keesee   
Psychology
Tanner Matthew Kelch   
Interdepartmental Studies
David Charles Keller   
Physics
+Clarice Kelling   
Theatre Arts
Sarah J. Kelly   
Ethics and Public Policy
Soukphathai Jasmyn Keomala   
Health and Human Physiology
Miranda Sarah Keplinger   
Biology
Melanie Kessler   
Speech and Hearing Science
He Ketong   
Geography
Andrew Noel Khairallah   
Enterprise Leadership
Shafin Jahan Khan   
Journalism and Mass Communication
+Nicole Sarah Khvalabov   
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Amani John Kibasa   
Chemistry
Audry Kibonge   
Computer Science
Noah J. Kilbury   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Mallory Christine Kilian   
Communication Studies
Kaylyn Michele Kimmel   
Health and Human Physiology
Conrad Kim   
Sociology
NamSu Kim   
Psychology
Sejin Kim   
Biochemistry
Julian King   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Connor Brian Kinkade   
Biology
Ariel E. Kinnard   
Political Science
Megan Kinnerk   
Speech and Hearing Science
+*Hanna Marie Kinney   
Communication Studies   
Honors in Sociology
Victoria Lynn Kinney   
Political Science
Alyssa Marie Kirby   
Art
Nicole C. Kirchberg   
Communication Studies
Cole Ronald Kirchner   
Economics
Kaylee Kirpes   
English and Creative Writing   
Enterprise Leadership
Brianna Jean Klabunde   
Honors in Philosophy
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Emily Klein   
Health and Human Physiology
Courtney Anne Klopfenstein   
Health and Human Physiology
**Kaylyn Marie Kluck   
Cinema   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Katelyn Knapp   
Psychology
Safiya Aminah Knighten   
International Studies
Catherine Christine Knight   
Political Science   
Environmental Policy and Planning
Kennedy Knight   
Ethics and Public Policy
Lexi Koerselman   
Health and Human Physiology
Sarah Marie Koesser   
Communication Studies
Tess Marie Koetting   
English
Collin Kolars   
Physics
Ian Garrett Kolb   
Economics   
Anthropology
+*Lexi Kolterman   
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Adam Koob   
Theatre Arts
+Marisa Anne Koontz   
English   
Sociology
Meredith Elaine Koplin   
Spanish   
Health and Human Physiology
Tristen Nicole Kopp   
Cinema
Anne Irene Korff   
Health and Human Physiology
Elizabeth Rose Kostelny   
Enterprise Leadership
Samuel Kott   
Enterprise Leadership
Connor David Kozicki   
Mathematics
Daniel John Krajewski   
Computer Science
Connor L. Krajicek   
Political Science
Alexandria Grace Kramer   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Gender, Women’s and Sexuality Studies
Chase Thomas Kreul   
Political Science
+Sandra Kromminga   
Ethics and Public Policy   
Political Science   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Marissa Danyelle Kronfeld   
Spanish
Dylan Charles Kuchemann   
Enterprise Leadership
Corey Ryan Kuepker   
Computer Science
Zach Biderman   
Psychology
Andrea Ann Kurtz   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Sport Studies
Daniel James Kusper   
Chemistry
Doeun Kwon   
Communication Studies
Paige Christine LaPlaunt   
Communication Studies
Jordyn Reid Lair   
Social Work
Benjamin Lamar   
Psychology   
Enterprise Leadership
Connor Lambert   
English and Creative Writing
Karlen Renee Lamp   
Health and Human Physiology
Jordyn Arielle Landau   
History
Amber Marie Landess   
Enterprise Leadership
Jacob Charles Langohr   
Sociology
Kent Lang, Jr.   
Interdepartmental Studies
Thomas Lloyd Lang   
Health and Human Physiology
Lupita Larios   
International Studies   
Portuguese
Marlene Larios   
Interdepartmental Studies
Daniel Joseph Larkin   
Political Science
Noah T F Larrison   
Informatics
Brooke Elizabeth Larsen   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jonas Zacho Larsen   
Communication Studies
Hunter Philip Larson   
English and Creative Writing
Jenna Noel Larson   
English   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Cora Lynn Lassen   
English and Creative Writing
+Ty Joseph Lassen   
Honors in Political Science   
Music
Jordan Ashley Lauderdale   
International Relations   
Criminology, Law and Justice
+***Melissa Anne Lauer   
Art   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
*Sarah Ann Lauer   
Anthropology   
Honors in History
Jaryd James Lawrence   
Enterprise Leadership
*Britta Kathleen Lazenga   
Speech and Hearing Science
Joe Leblanc   
Biology
Elizabeth Jensen Leary   
Enterprise Leadership
Megan Eason Lederman   
English and Creative Writing   
French
Emily Marie Leerar   
Interdepartmental Studies
Avonleigha Seevsuab Lee   
Global Health Studies
Daniel ChaeJin-Kim Lee   
Political Science
+Ji Youn Lee   
Biochemistry
Kelly Jungah Lee   
Psychology
Kyoungmin Lee   
Sociology   
Psychology
Selim Lee   
Psychology
Starr Yasmeen Lee   
Health and Human Physiology
Victoria Ann Leitner   
Communication Studies
Zeyu Lei   
Computer Science
Jacob Lemay   
Communication Studies
Daniel D. Lempia   
Computer Science
Lilly C. Lenning   
Psychology
Braxton Patrick Leonard   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Sport Studies
Shannon Rose Leon   
Psychology
Ryan F. Leparski   
Global Health Studies
Natalie Lerma   
Health and Human Physiology
Kody Leuang   
Computer Science
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Declan Thomas Levy   
Sport Studies   
Journalism and Mass Communication
+Emma Lewis   
Anthropology
Karlyn Aurora Lienhard   
Art   
Art History
Derek James Lieurance   
Communication Studies
Xiong Ligeng   
Psychology
Thomas Alan Light   
Environmental Sciences
Cameron Douglas Lilly   
Enterprise Leadership
Stina Marie Lindholm   
Health and Human Physiology
**Abigail Kathryn Lippert   
Psychology
Geordano Liriano   
Political Science   
Communication Studies
Matthew Thomas Little   
Art
+*Tina Chih Yen Liu   
Mathematics
Haoran Liu   
Computer Science
Hengran Liu   
Psychology
Kai Liu   
Enterprise Leadership
Mo Li   
Chemistry   
History
Qiaohui Li   
Mathematics
Qiao Li   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Shaoxuan Li   
Health and Human Physiology
Shifei Li   
Psychology
Siwei Li   
Art
Weiyi Li   
Economics
Wendy Li   
Biology
Xinjie Li   
Enterprise Leadership
Yifei Li   
Health and Human Physiology
Yuxuan Li   
Mathematics
Zheng Li   
Art   
Informatics
Brielle Lockwood   
Speech and Hearing Science
Lauren Marie Logsdon   
Global Health Studies
+Aaron Matthew Longoria   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Honors in Cinema
Taylor Ann Longstreth   
Health and Human Physiology
Payton Mackenzie Long   
Ethics and Public Policy
Francisco Lopez, Jr.   
Informatics
Lilli Marie Christine Lopez   
Art
Vanessa Elaina Lopez   
Criminology, Law and Justice
+Michael David Lord   
Chemistry
Christian Michael Loresch   
Informatics
Taylor Monae Louis   
Communication Studies
Alexandra Louw   
Psychology
Samuel David Lovan   
Economics
Katie Christine Lowman   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Rodolfo Lozano, Jr.   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Enterprise Leadership
Madison Lucas   
Speech and Hearing Science
Peder Glenn Lueben   
Ancient Civilization
Bennet Keita Luethje   
International Relations
Alexis Tatiana Lugo   
Spanish
Zoey Jeanne Luke   
Cinema
Alexandria Nicole Lundy   
Philosophy
+MollyMaeve Murphy Lusk   
Honors in Communication Studies
*Alenah Anice Luthens   
Political Science   
Ethics and Public Policy
Daisy Thi Luu   
Cinema   
Psychology
Junjie Lu   
International Studies
Pengcheng Lu   
Mathematics
Xuan Lu   
Linguistics
+**Yujing Lu   
Mathematics
Zhiang Lu   
Economics
Lauren Erin Lynch   
Communication Studies
Madison Ann Lynch   
Psychology
Patrick Joseph Lynch   
Sport Studies   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jack Thomas Lyons   
History
Jennifer Lynn Lyon   
Psychology
Natalie Elizabeth Lyster   
Health and Human Physiology
Brendan Kenneth MaGee   
Psychology
+***Lucas John Maakestad   
Chemistry   
Honors in Biochemistry
Hayley MacMillan   
Communication Studies
*Jessica Macaluso   
Biology
Emily Mae Machula   
Health and Human Physiology
Dominique Frances Macias   
Psychology
Hannah Marie Madonia   
English and Creative Writing
Jessica Lauren Maginn   
Enterprise Leadership
+Taylor Monica Magnuson   
Honors in Psychology
Bertha Mahama   
French
Shannon Marie Mahowald   
Psychology
Austin Maiers   
Enterprise Leadership
Joey Maiers   
Enterprise Leadership
Connor Lee Malcolm-Bivens   
Political Science
+***Mikaela Marie Mallin   
Honors in Dance
Kaitlyn Marie Maloney   
Art
Sara Elizabeth Maloney   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Hanna R. Malzenski   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Mrinalini Manektala   
Health and Human Physiology
Adam James Mankins   
Health and Human Physiology
Megan Renae Mann   
Health and Human Physiology
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+*Cyrus Mansouri   
Chemistry
Sabrina Alexandra Marinov   
Interdepartmental Studies
Katie Christine Markey   
Dance   
Communication Studies
Evan Spencer Marr   
Economics
Taylor Margaret Martensen   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Hector David Martinez Jr, Jr.   
Spanish
Alexandra Elodia Martinez   
Interdepartmental Studies
+Emily Marie Marvin   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
Jackson Stephen Marwitz   
Mathematics
Gia Lynn Marzullo   
Psychology
+Elizabeth Lynn Mastroianni   
Honors in Spanish
Eric Michael Mas   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Alec Donald Mather   
Honors in Psychology
Francis Patrick Mauro III   
Health and Human Physiology
Carter Earl Mayberry   
Enterprise Leadership
Jasmine Nicole Mayes-Browning   
Health and Human Physiology
Runsong Ma   
Interdepartmental Studies
Yuanzhen Ma   
Psychology
Yue Ma   
Art   
Cinema
Keyan James McAreavy   
Political Science   
International Relations
Michael James McCabe, Jr.   
Health and Human Physiology
Marin Kathleen McCall   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Communication Studies
Taylor McCall   
Chemistry   
Biochemistry
Samuel Michael McCarty   
Political Science
Joshua John McClain   
Computer Science
Kathlyn Joy McConnell   
Mathematics
Lauren Elizabeth McCormick   
Enterprise Leadership
+**Jenna Lea Karine McCoy   
Biology
Austin William McCulloh   
Economics
Michael Patrick McCurdy   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Hayley Sarah McDaniel   
English and Creative Writing
John Daniel McDonnell III   
Interdepartmental Studies
Thomas Anthony McIlhon, Jr.   
Communication Studies
Justin John McIntosh   
Psychology
Susan Elizabeth McIntosh   
Enterprise Leadership
Katherine McKeever   
Sociology
Anna Claire McKenzie   
Health and Human Physiology
*Megan Taylor McKinley   
English and Creative Writing
Kaleb Robert McKone   
Computer Science
Emily Renae McLain   
Communication Studies   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Kimberlee Jeanne McMichael   
Psychology
Jackson Ryan McNally   
History
Kelly Marie McNamara   
Health and Human Physiology
Amanda McPhee   
Psychology
***Emily Nicole Meeks   
Communication Studies
+Melanie Meierotto   
Honors in International Studies
Brady Allen Meinders   
Health and Human Physiology
Nicole Christian Meirick   
Enterprise Leadership
+Herbert Aubrey Meisner   
Honors in Criminology, Law and Justice   
Ethics and Public Policy
Christoph J F Meixelsperger   
Economics
Edwin Melendez   
Computer Science   
Enterprise Leadership
Jessica Nicole Mendoza   
Informatics
Aida Mengistu   
Health and Human Physiology
Dexuan Meng   
Biochemistry
+Leigha Jeannette Meredith   
Environmental Sciences
Misti Lucero Merel   
Psychology
Megan Sierra Merfeld   
Psychology
Callissa Mae Mescher   
Psychology
Haley Meyers   
Health and Human Physiology
Janai Meyers   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Marissa Geraldine Meyers   
Health and Human Physiology
Aaron Matthew Meyer   
Health and Human Physiology
+*Joshua Joseph Meyer   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
+**Kalena Meyer   
Art   
Honors in Interdepartmental Studies
Emily Irene Michael   
Speech and Hearing Science
Lauren G. Michalski   
Health and Human Physiology
Sabrina Nicole Micki   
Health and Human Physiology
Andjela Milenkovic   
Psychology
Mason Walker Millard   
Criminology, Law and Justice   
History
Macy Milledge   
Speech and Hearing Science
**Carly Millerd   
International Relations
Adam R. Miller   
Chemistry
Charlotte Riley Miller   
Health and Human Physiology
Dane Miller   
Philosophy
David John Miller   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Lauren Michelle Miller   
Enterprise Leadership
Rachel Nicole Miller   
Art
Rebecca Lynn Miller   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Tanner Darius Miller   
Communication Studies
Gage Michael Miskimen   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Cinema
Tyler Ross Modlin   
Enterprise Leadership
Nicholas James Moffitt   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Soaalii Leah Moliga   
Anthropology
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Jonathan Molony   
Political Science   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Gabriela Leticia Monreal   
Interdepartmental Studies
Stormy Dae Montes   
Linguistics
Brianna Nicole Montgomery   
Health and Human Physiology
Evan Montgomery   
Health and Human Physiology
Lauren Rose Montgomery   
Enterprise Leadership
Duncan Thomas Moore   
Art
Elizabeth Louise Moore   
Political Science
Grace Elizabeth Rey Moore   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
+Camille Marie Morales   
Psychology   
English and Creative Writing
Hayley Lore Moran   
Communication Studies
Maraya Lilian Moran   
Interdepartmental Studies
JaMeisha Jameice Morgan   
Gender, Women’s and Sexuality Studies
Nicholas Alan Morgan   
Classical Languages
Alexander Moriyama   
History
*Grace Elizabeth Morrison   
Psychology
Logan William Morrissey   
Enterprise Leadership
Jesica Blair Morris   
English
Grant Jeffrey Morse   
Enterprise Leadership
+Logina Magdy Mostafa   
Honors in Gender, Women’s and Sexuality 
Studies   
Global Health Studies
Alexandra Clare Mote   
Psychology
Taylor Paige Mote   
Ancient Civilization
Jennifer Lauren Moulton   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Claire Elizabeth Moyna   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Ashley Moy   
Speech and Hearing Science
Joseph Charles Mozena   
English and Creative Writing
Jacob Daniel Mueller   
Health and Human Physiology
Sean Mulholland   
Health and Human Physiology
Allie Jean Mullen   
Health and Human Physiology   
Dance
Martha Mulu   
Interdepartmental Studies
Abrielle Anne Mumm   
Interdepartmental Studies
*Hannah Marie Mumm   
Health and Human Physiology
Lucas Daniel Mumm   
Cinema
*Gabriela Irene Munoz   
German   
International Studies
Dustin David Murphy   
Health and Human Physiology
Kevin R. Murphy   
Psychology
Patrick Lloyd Murphy   
International Relations
Nicolas Edward Murray   
Communication Studies
*Morgan Anne Musselman   
English   
Ethics and Public Policy
McKenzie Emma Musser   
Health and Human Physiology
+Hira Mustafa   
Ethics and Public Policy   
Interdepartmental Studies
Krisanne Myers   
Social Work
Melissa Wilson Myers   
Health and Human Physiology
Brian Thomas Nachtman   
Communication Studies
Zohar Nadler   
Religious Studies
Catherina Narigon   
Honors in Linguistics
James Reginald Nash III   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Sport Studies
Kate Lynn Nash   
Political Science
James Tad Natwick   
Anthropology
Madeleine Elizabeth Neal   
Political Science   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Mitchell Neessen   
Environmental Sciences
Sherry Rose Nees   
Asian Languages and Literature
Shelby Lynn Nelsen   
History
Amara Nelson   
English and Creative Writing
Avery Nelson   
Interdepartmental Studies
Benjamin Nelson   
Philosophy   
Economics
Bradley J. Nelson   
Enterprise Leadership
Caitlin Anne Nelson   
Speech and Hearing Science
Eleanor Rose Nelson   
Global Health Studies
Tanner Reece Nelson   
Psychology
Veronica Joy Nelson   
Enterprise Leadership
Zachary E. Nelson   
Honors in Art   
Informatics
Zakry Nelson   
Ethics and Public Policy   
Political Science
Elena Dorothea Neuhaus   
Health and Human Physiology
Lily Katherine Neumann   
English
Jake Newborg   
Enterprise Leadership
Carlie Michelle Newton   
Communication Studies
Gael Gino Ngouana Wassou   
Mathematics
Long Hoang Nguyen   
Mathematics
Mica Nguyen   
Environmental Policy and Planning
Naomi Nguyen   
Health and Human Physiology
Steve Nguyen   
Interdepartmental Studies
Joshua Oliver Nichols   
Enterprise Leadership
Shelby Niebuhr   
Informatics
Faith Nieketien   
Health and Human Physiology
Ellie Jane Nielsen   
Enterprise Leadership
Ariana Nikic   
International Relations
Kelsea Cathleen Nolan   
Political Science
Lars Benjamin Nordang   
Interdepartmental Studies
+Aleisha Lynn Norton   
Psychology
Sarah Norvell   
Honors in Linguistics
Brittany Kay Novak   
Health and Human Physiology
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Samantha Novak   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kennedy Kay Novy   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Sport Studies
Anthony Ryan Nuccio   
Sport Studies   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jenny Lynn Nuss   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Art
+*Beck O’Brien   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Sociology
Aaliyah Zoey O’Connell   
Health and Human Physiology
Carly Elizabeth O’Dell   
Health and Human Physiology
Zachary Thomas O’Hollearn   
Interdepartmental Studies
James Ryan O’Meara   
History
Abigail M. O’Neill   
Health and Human Physiology
Jill Malia Oberhart   
Psychology   
Music
Margaret Ann Obert   
Health and Human Physiology
Anfernee Ocampo   
Psychology
Kedibona Ochs   
English
*Taylor Harper Odekirk   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Ibrahim Ogenyi   
Enterprise Leadership
Jennifer Ohnemus   
Social Work
Imor James Germano Okwaramoi   
Psychology
+Kira Gabrielle Olivares   
Honors in Dance
Jessica Haley Oliver   
Communication Studies
Siri Olsen   
Health and Human Physiology
Korena Olson   
Dance
Moulid M. Omar   
Enterprise Leadership   
Computer Science
Chinelo Jennifer Onuigbo   
Communication Studies   
Social Justice
Justin Allen Orbaker   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Alicia Christine Orr   
Communication Studies
John Berke Osborne   
Health and Human Physiology
+Thomas Lee Osborne   
Computer Science
Andrew Osborn   
Honors in Political Science   
Ethics and Public Policy
Melissa Oshiro   
Informatics
Zachary Scot Ostendorf   
Sport Studies   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Nathan Frederick Oster   
Communication Studies
*Mohamed Othman   
Political Science   
Honors in International Relations
Madison Claire Otis   
Art   
Theatre Arts
Mary Kathryn Otto   
Speech and Hearing Science   
Music
Fabian Ouellet-Pinto   
English and Creative Writing
Olivia Grace Overholtzer   
Ethics and Public Policy
***Erik Alexander Ovrom   
Interdepartmental Studies
Kevin William Owens   
Economics
Rebecca Ann Owens   
Biology
Zach Owens   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Elizabeth Magritte Oxer   
Gender, Women’s and Sexuality Studies
Mallorie Lauren Pacheco   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Stefani Lissette Pacheco Garcia   
Interdepartmental Studies
Ashlyn Lenni Paillon   
Biochemistry
Tricia Gael Baroja Palasigue   
Health and Human Physiology
Geena Marie Paleczny   
Psychology
Brittany Lee Palella   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Noel De Jesus Palma, Jr.   
Health and Human Physiology
Paige Elizabeth Palonis   
Psychology
Sanjana Pandya   
Informatics
Chen Pang   
Economics   
Enterprise Leadership
Kyle James Pannier   
Health and Human Physiology
Kasey Nicole Parbs   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Devin Jade Parker   
Asian Languages and Literature
Emily Parker   
Health and Human Physiology
Leah Kay Parker   
English
+***Onae Grace Parker   
Honors in Linguistics   
Asian Languages and Literature
Thomas James Parker   
Communication Studies
Vincent Alexander Parra   
Chemistry
Benjamin Charles Parrish   
Spanish   
Communication Studies
Austin David Parsons   
Political Science
Nidhi P. Patel   
Speech and Hearing Science
Rishi H. Patel   
Communication Studies
Yash Patel   
Health and Human Physiology
Landan Alexander Paulsen   
Enterprise Leadership
Levi Daniel Paulsen   
Enterprise Leadership
Nicholas Charles Pauls   
Political Science
Kierra Rose Pauly   
Anthropology
Madison Marie Peck   
Health and Human Physiology
Ruilin Pei   
Mathematics
Bridget Maria Pelfrey Wignall   
Ethics and Public Policy
Lee Ann Elizabeth Pelletier   
English and Creative Writing
Siyuan Peng   
Psychology
Yun-chu Peng   
Sociology
*Vishal Manoj Perera   
Spanish
Aramis Rafael Perez   
Art
Ivan Perez   
Enterprise Leadership
Perez Emilio Perez   
Interdepartmental Studies
Sarah Elizabeth Perkins   
Psychology
Alexis Kristine Perrin   
Social Work
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Eric S. Petersen   
Health and Human Physiology
Grant Stephen Petersen   
Health and Human Physiology
Rebecca Augustina Peterson   
Journalism and Mass Communication
John Matthew Peters   
Psychology
Hannah Elizabeth Pfeiffer   
Enterprise Leadership
Quinten Michael Pfeiffer   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Katie Pfeil   
Anthropology
Alexis Tori Pflieger   
Environmental Sciences
Lauren Stephanie Phalen   
Political Science   
Communication Studies
Tiphany Phan   
Honors in English
+Madison Mildred Marie Phelps   
Psychology
Isabella Ann Phillips   
Interdepartmental Studies
Gwyneth Brenna Nell Phillips   
Health and Human Physiology
Megan Judith Phillips   
Honors in International Relations
Stephanie Christine Phillips   
Health and Human Physiology
Nadia Phouphommakhith   
Health and Human Physiology
Jared Thomas Pickering   
Informatics
+*Susan Caroline Pierson   
English   
Honors in Art History
Abigail Jordan Pilecki   
Dance
Katelyn Ann Pindras   
Health and Human Physiology
Rose Piorkowski   
Sociology
Sydney Marie Planz   
Communication Studies
Dakota Kalei Platt   
Psychology
Jordan Renee Pohlman   
Art
Jenna Kate Pokorny   
Ethics and Public Policy
James Hanemann Polk   
Political Science
Ryan Christopher Polley   
Linguistics
Hunter Joseph Pontius   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Hannah Rachelle Poole   
Spanish
+***Eddie Popa   
Chemistry
Emma Lorraine Porter   
Spanish   
Speech and Hearing Science
James Thomas Porter   
Ethics and Public Policy   
Political Science
+Emilie Marie Portugal   
Spanish
Brianna Gourley Postlewait   
English and Creative Writing
Madison Powers   
Enterprise Leadership
Jessica H. Pozdro   
Interdepartmental Studies
Alyssa Nicole Pozen   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Emma Karie Pradarelli   
International Studies
+**Ojas Amit Pradhan   
Computer Science
Stephanie Pray   
Asian Languages and Literature
Margaret Therese Preigh   
English and Creative Writing
Claudia Prescher   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Gavin Paul Priest   
Enterprise Leadership
Mitchell Ian Priest   
Political Science
*Elizabeth Ana Pritchard   
Biology
**Marija Ivanka Pritchard   
Religious Studies
Ciera Janae Prosser   
Art History
+Cheyenne Katherine Puetz   
English
Taylor Anne Pugh   
Enterprise Leadership
Edward Glenn Putnal IV   
Interdepartmental Studies
+*Makenzie Lynn Putz   
International Studies   
Religious Studies
Renjie Qi   
Mathematics
Lindsey Morgan Quaas   
Health and Human Physiology
Malcom Queneau   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Diego Quezada, Jr.   
Economics
Hannah Kathryn Quick   
Interdepartmental Studies
Abigail Elizabeth Quigle   
Psychology
Steven Anthony Quinlan   
Economics
Rosanna Ysabel Quintero Perdomo   
International Relations
Evan Robert Raasch   
Informatics   
Economics
Brittany Carlene Rabe   
Health and Human Physiology   
Spanish
Ryan William Radandt   
Enterprise Leadership
Jeff Rainwater   
Honors in Philosophy
***Xander Jordan Rait   
Economics
Adith Rai   
Computer Science
Zaira Yanette Ramirez   
Psychology
Adam Douglas Ramsey   
Enterprise Leadership
Bailey Ramsey   
Communication Studies
Edgar Rangel   
Art
Ryan Aaron Rankin   
Chemistry
Cristina Belen Ranslem   
Theatre Arts
Jesus Alfredo Rasgado Lopez   
Enterprise Leadership
Alex James Rasmussen   
Health and Human Physiology
Mary Claire Colleen Rasmussen   
Health and Human Physiology
Mary Margaret Rater   
Social Work
Karsen Rauch   
Political Science
Zachary Luke Rauch II   
International Studies
Courtney Lauren Ray   
Health and Human Physiology
Iame Jordan Rea   
Health and Human Physiology
Jose Fernando Recendez   
Art
Elizabeth Louise Recker   
Speech and Hearing Science
Madison Mae Recker   
Dance
Samantha Maria Reda   
Political Science
Amanda Yi Redfoot   
English and Creative Writing
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Amme Redington   
Cinema
Grace Kathryn Redlinger   
Sociology
Kiran Kaur Rehal   
Enterprise Leadership
Brynn Sargent Reichardt   
Enterprise Leadership
Alexandra Ann Reiher   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Nolan Perkins Reinhardt   
Economics
Lauren Alexandra Rendak   
Health and Human Physiology
Megan Renkel   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Ryan Lee Renken   
Health and Human Physiology
Ben Charles Renner   
Communication Studies
Yi Ren   
Economics
Madeline Kay Repking   
Communication Studies
Kevin Cole Retondo   
Enterprise Leadership
Alexis Reyes   
Health and Human Physiology
Jenna R. Rhein   
Social Justice
Andrea Kimberlyn Rice Ballard   
Honors in Religious Studies
Avery Grace Rice-Arnesen   
Communication Studies
Brian Patrick Rice   
Enterprise Leadership
Jane Christine Rice   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Janae Rios   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Lauren Rose Rivchin   
Health and Human Physiology
Chabeli Rivera Torres   
Global Health Studies
Hannah Marie Roben   
Social Work
Nathan Atrice Robinson   
Sociology
Gabriela Carolina Rocher   
Enterprise Leadership
Allie Marie Roderick   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Bianca Elizabeth Rodriguez   
Communication Studies   
Spanish
Dominic Robert Rodriguez   
Communication Studies
Jimmy Rodriguez, Jr.   
Sport Studies   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Hannah Patricia Lee Roecker   
Health and Human Physiology
Erik George Roemer, Jr.   
Political Science
Caleb Andrew Rogers   
Enterprise Leadership
Jose Sebastian Romero   
Philosophy   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
Jacob Taylor Rompot   
Economics
Sally Ellen Ropes   
Biology
Katelyn Ropp   
Communication Studies
Megan Nicole Rosenbrook   
Communication Studies
Maxwell John Rosener   
Political Science
*Nathaniel Stephen Rosfjord   
Health and Human Physiology
Madeline Paige Rossier   
Communication Studies
Bridget Ross   
Psychology
Sydney Nicole Ross   
Psychology   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Emilie Jo Rotter   
Communication Studies
Emily Ann Rouse   
Biology
Tyler Joseph Rowe   
Political Science
Ian Patrick Rowland   
Health and Human Physiology
Monica Darlene Rowland   
English
Dominic Shea Rowley   
Psychology
+Jess M. Roy   
Honors in English and Creative Writing   
Honors in Cinema
Tianyang Ruan   
International Relations
+**Emily Anne Ruba   
Anthropology
Meredith Anne Ruden   
Communication Studies
Marda Rude   
Theatre Arts
Alexandra Ruffolo   
Health and Human Physiology
Abigail Elizabeth Rummelhart   
Psychology
Gabriel Alexander Rumsey   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Anthropology
Allie Marie Runge   
Health and Human Physiology
Amaris Rebba Runia   
Interdepartmental Studies
Kelly Kathleen Runyon   
Health and Human Physiology
Matthew Rush   
Informatics
Stephanie Sharae Russell   
Health and Human Physiology
Heather Elaine Ryan   
English and Creative Writing
+Nicholas Alan Ryan   
Economics
Patrick L. Ryan   
Enterprise Leadership
Madeleine Marie Rykal   
Communication Studies
Kristen A. Ryniec   
Speech and Hearing Science
Rebecca H. Ryweck   
Communication Studies
Jasminka Sabic   
Sociology
Alessandra Dantas Sabra   
Honors in Criminology, Law and Justice
Elyse Sadler   
Communication Studies
+Liana Salgado   
Classical Languages   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
**Max Kaplan Salinger   
Computer Science
John Edward Salkeld III   
Interdepartmental Studies
Evelyn Samano   
Health and Human Physiology
Erika Sanchez   
Psychology
Jesus Antonio Sanchez   
Political Science
Veronica Travis Sanchez   
Communication Studies
Nimrata Sandhu   
Psychology
Arriana Alicia Garcia Sandoval   
English and Creative Writing
**Lauren Rose Sanfilippo   
English
Mariah Korin Santellan   
Interdepartmental Studies
Mateo Santiago   
Cinema
Margaret Mary Santillan   
Communication Studies   
Sociology
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Danielle Rose Santucci   
Informatics
Becca Nicole Scadden   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Evan Scaletta   
Health and Human Physiology
John Scaramella   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Rachael Lavonne Schaefer   
Political Science
Anthony Scheer   
Communication Studies
**Heath P. Schintler   
Ethics and Public Policy   
Political Science
Sarah Kay Schmertmann   
Art   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Emily Grace Schmidt   
Communication Studies
Madeline Irene Schmidt   
Social Work
Shania Elsie Schmidt   
International Studies   
English
Tristan Allen LeePaul Schmidt   
Honors in African American Studies
Jordan Schnathorst   
Health and Human Physiology
Abbegayle Nichole Schneider   
Health and Human Physiology
Madeline Jane Schneider   
Health and Human Physiology
Jesse Alan Schnuckle   
Computer Science
Jordan David Schott   
Health and Human Physiology
Elle Johanna Schrader   
Enterprise Leadership
Sydney Lin-Marie Schreiber   
Honors in Philosophy
Christopher Schulstad   
Computer Science
Kevin Schulting   
Political Science
Samuel Neal Schultz   
Economics
Sonja Anne Schulz   
Economics
+Chloe Mariah Schumacher   
English
Jodie Lee Schumacher   
Biology
Madison Karly Schuppert   
Speech and Hearing Science
Emily Lourdes Schwandner   
Cinema
Delaney Schwarte   
Religious Studies   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Samantha Marie Schwartz   
English and Creative Writing
Natalie Rene Schwem   
Health and Human Physiology
Nicholas John Sciarrino   
Political Science
Adam Michael Scott   
Geoscience
Caleb Scott   
Environmental Sciences
Macy Nicole Scully   
English and Creative Writing
Nathaniel Alan Sears   
Art
Tria Nicole Seawaters-Simmons   
Health and Human Physiology
Amir Wallid Sehic   
Mathematics
Kezia Marie Seitz   
French
Paige Diane Selesky   
Communication Studies
Ethan Self   
Art
Sophia Mae Seltz   
Interdepartmental Studies
Andrew Dominic Selva   
Political Science   
Russian
Carolina Serna   
Health and Human Physiology
Bridget Alice Sexson   
Art
Josie Seykota   
International Studies
Jennifer Shank   
Health and Human Physiology
Bennett Jordan Shapiro   
Communication Studies
Ayman Mahmoud Sharif   
Environmental Policy and Planning
Jack William Sharkey   
History
Sommer Sharpe   
Criminology, Law and Justice
+*Molly Elizabeth Sharp   
Honors in Gender, Women’s and Sexuality 
Studies
Matthew Joe Shaver   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Katherine Todd Shaw   
Asian Languages and Literature
Jenna Katherine Shay   
Speech and Hearing Science
Callie Ann Shearer   
Health and Human Physiology
Kami Shenefelt   
Biochemistry
Jiacheng Shen   
Economics
+**Elizabeth A. Sheridan   
English
McKenna Elizabeth Shield   
Psychology
**Andrea Marie Shine   
Political Science   
English
Ruotian Shi   
Mathematics
Xinyi Shi   
Computer Science
+***Jeffrey James Shymanski   
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Danielle Siegel   
Health and Human Physiology
Taylor Josephine Sieler   
Criminology, Law and Justice   
Ethics and Public Policy
Brianna Nicole Silberschlag   
Health and Human Physiology
Paige Danielle Simoens   
Political Science   
International Relations
Theresa Simon   
Speech and Hearing Science
Aaliyah Nyshea Sims   
Health and Human Physiology
Dominique D. Sims   
Communication Studies
Kay Chung Sim   
Biochemistry
**Lydia Dee Sinclair   
Spanish
Samuel Isaiah Sissel   
Psychology
Ryan Joseph Sisto   
Communication Studies
Grace Ann Skarlis   
Psychology
Jackson Newton Skiles   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Cinema
Morgan Skulstad   
Communication Studies
*Alexander Logan Sladek   
Honors in English   
Honors in Philosophy
Ajla Smajlovic   
Health and Human Physiology
Lily Smith Jensen   
English
Madeleine Smithey   
Sociology
**Jenna Eve Smithson   
Theatre Arts
Adam James Smith   
Health and Human Physiology
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Cody Smith   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Sport Studies
Emily Ekland Smith   
Global Health Studies
Jackson James Smith   
Ethics and Public Policy   
Political Science
Josie Mae Smith   
Interdepartmental Studies
*Karalee Kandace Smith   
German
+Madeline M. Smith   
Communication Studies   
Spanish
Mia M. Smith   
Political Science
Natalie Lynn Smith   
Health and Human Physiology
Shaniah Quozette Smith   
Psychology
Trevor Charles Smith   
Sport Studies
Naomi Ann Smullen   
English and Creative Writing
Tucker Jay Snider   
Computer Science
Dylan Tomas Snodgrass   
Cinema   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Rachel Julianna Soffa   
Theatre Arts   
English and Creative Writing
Sharrell Soliveras   
Social Work
Minsu Song   
English and Creative Writing
*Shuo Song   
Philosophy   
Psychology
Yanchai Song   
Mathematics
+Stella WooJung Son   
Honors in Psychology   
Honors in Criminology, Law and Justice
Christian H. Sopchyk   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Diana Na Southiphomma   
Informatics
Delaynee South   
Health and Human Physiology
Sloane Spector   
Psychology
Macey Jann Spensley   
English and Creative Writing   
Journalism and Mass Communication
+***Eilidh Marie Spery   
Honors in English
Sage Daniel Spiker   
Theatre Arts
+*Jessica Lynn Spinelli   
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Sean Patrick Spivey   
Computer Science
Megan Marie Sprengeler   
Sport Studies   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Emma Catherine Springer   
Social Work   
Political Science
Marc Allen St. Andrews   
Interdepartmental Studies
Katelin Marie St Clair   
Enterprise Leadership
Mitchell Douglas Stahl   
Health and Human Physiology
Benjamin Jacob Staley   
Geography
Celeste Rose Staudt   
Ethics and Public Policy   
Philosophy
Erin R. Staunton   
Global Health Studies
Haley Laine Steele   
Communication Studies
Jacob Tyler Steenbock   
Psychology
Matthew Edward Stefan   
Philosophy
Nicholas James Steffen   
Economics   
Chemistry
Grady Jeffrey Stein   
Linguistics   
German
Ashley Nicole Stephens   
Health and Human Physiology
Becca Alissabeth Stephens   
English and Creative Writing
Hannah Stessman   
Communication Studies
Jacob Curtis Stevenson   
Anthropology
Hannah Lynn Stewart   
Health and Human Physiology
Moriah Faith Stickley   
Health and Human Physiology
Tavian James Stilwell   
Sociology
Brianna Lamae Stokes   
Interdepartmental Studies
Samuel Paul Stoll   
Communication Studies
Janel Stone   
English
+Tyler David Stone   
Honors in Art   
Cinema
Tyler Timothy Stotts   
Enterprise Leadership
+Abigail Caroline Straight   
Speech and Hearing Science
Charles Thomas Stratford   
English
*Shane David Sturtz   
Sport Studies   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Ella Stutz   
Communication Studies
Francesca May Suino   
Health and Human Physiology
Abigail Renae Suiter   
English
Ellen Mackenzie Sullivan   
Enterprise Leadership
Jordyn Catherine Sullivan   
Communication Studies
Yin-Ko Sung   
Chemistry
Haofeng Sun   
Interdepartmental Studies
Qunyue Sun   
Enterprise Leadership
Zhen Sun   
Economics
Sean Francis Susmerano   
Computer Science
Lauren Sutkus   
Honors in Art
Yi Su   
Interdepartmental Studies   
Economics
Alex Dale Svec   
Health and Human Physiology
Evelyn Alice Svendsen   
Theatre Arts   
Psychology
Ryan Douglas Swails   
Communication Studies
Heidi Marie Swanson   
Health and Human Physiology
Jillian Marie Swanson   
English and Creative Writing   
Anthropology
Kelsey Lynn Swanson   
Psychology
Sara Jane Swanson   
Speech and Hearing Science
Griffin Fahey Sweeney   
Enterprise Leadership
Madison Swehla   
Health and Human Physiology
Vanessa Amanda Swendsen   
Health and Human Physiology
Bjorn Hunter Swenson   
Economics   
Environmental Policy and Planning
Neftali Tabares   
Ethics and Public Policy
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+*Erin Kristine Taber   
Political Science   
Health and Human Physiology
Michaela Ann Taeger   
Art
Alissia Nicole Tallant   
Health and Human Physiology
Emma Tanenbaum   
Communication Studies
Mengya Tang   
Interdepartmental Studies
Nianjing Tang   
Mathematics
Tongbo Tang   
Enterprise Leadership
+Alexis Tansey   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Communication Studies
Elijah Cecchi Tappin   
Communication Studies   
Sport Studies
Clay Douglas Tasler   
Psychology
Emily Mary Taylor   
Environmental Sciences
Justin Alexander Taylor   
Communication Studies
Melanie Marie Taylor   
Enterprise Leadership   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Simeon Taylor   
Mathematics
Matthew Alan Tedeschi   
Economics
Alexus Breann Tennant   
Health and Human Physiology
Julia Tennessen   
International Studies
Carla Tenorio   
Spanish
Leah Gail TerBush   
Communication Studies
Alexander Teresky   
Enterprise Leadership
Alejandro Miguel Terronez   
Communication Studies
John Patrick Thiede   
Computer Science
Bryce David Thilges   
History
Christian M Thomas   
Spanish
Christopher Alexander Thomas   
Psychology
Sydne Lynn Thomas   
Health and Human Physiology
Teaghan Danielle Thome   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Elijah Kwabena Thompson-Acquah   
English and Creative Writing   
Cinema
Tony Thompson   
Interdepartmental Studies
Jared Mitchell Thompson   
Music
Madeline Thompson   
Sociology
Maia Marie Thompson   
Music
Molly Thor   
Psychology   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Mingzi Tian   
Computer Science
Troy Timothy Tigges   
Health and Human Physiology
Davin Marie-Alex Titus   
Enterprise Leadership
Taylor Grace Tobiason   
Communication Studies
+Callaghan Marie Todhunter   
Ancient Civilization
Amber Tompkins   
Social Work
Hailey Elizabeth Tom   
English and Creative Writing
Tong Tong   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Caleb Joseph Torkelson   
Economics
*Erin Elizabeth Tormey   
Health and Human Physiology
Daisy Torres   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Miguel Luis Joven Torres   
Communication Studies
Daniel Robert Tortora   
Informatics
Athanasia Christina Tortorelis   
Biology
Aimee Lynn Townsend   
Theatre Arts
Kristine Tran Tran   
Art
Saleena Maria Trejo   
Health and Human Physiology
Mallory Anne Troy   
Speech and Hearing Science
Natalie Tskhakaia   
Art
Kayla Iman Tucker   
Enterprise Leadership
***Nora Anne Tucker   
Honors in Psychology
Lucas John Tully   
Psychology
Monee’ Daijah Turner   
Psychology
Shantel Tiera Turner   
Health and Human Physiology
Tatum Angelina Turner   
Communication Studies
+*Austin Turpen   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
Reno Lanulelei Tuufuli III   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Hailey Lynn Tweden   
Interdepartmental Studies
Maegan Christine Tyrrell   
Health and Human Physiology
Carissa Noelle Umland   
Health and Human Physiology
Chase Michael Urias   
Enterprise Leadership
+Vilte Vaitkute   
Spanish   
Honors in Cinema
Sophia Avila Valbuena   
Communication Studies
Elizabeth Antoinette Valentine   
Computer Science
Rachel Maureen Valentine   
English and Creative Writing   
Communication Studies
Daniel Scott Van Camp   
Interdepartmental Studies
+*Tess Hannah Van Den Hurk-Moran   
English
Colin C. Van Der Haegen   
Economics
Michael Paul Van Oosbree   
History
Travis Alan Van Raden   
History
Victoria Rose Van Wey   
Cinema
Ashlee Nicole VanKeuren   
Sociology
Alexander Nelson VanSickel   
History
Adam Christopher Vander Vort   
Enterprise Leadership
Robert Patrick VanderLinden, Jr.   
Health and Human Physiology
Joshua Vargas   
Economics
+*Lauren Vasilakos   
Dance   
Biology
Gabrielle Vasquez   
Health and Human Physiology
Rogelio Alfredo Vazquez   
Health and Human Physiology
Lauren Marie Veigulis   
Social Work
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Hannah Lee Ver Steeg   
Theatre Arts
Kyra Marie Vercande   
Spanish
Lena Marie Vestal   
Enterprise Leadership
*Daniel Thomas Vickers   
Ethics and Public Policy
Kathryn Elizabeth Villano   
Enterprise Leadership
Rylee Saundra K Villhauer   
Enterprise Leadership   
Dance
De’Anna Destini Virgil   
English and Creative Writing
Cassidy Jo Vitzthum   
Health and Human Physiology
Heather Lynn Vivanco   
Spanish
Natasha Voelker   
Social Work
Carlyn Paige Waetke   
Psychology
Denis Michael Wagner III   
Computer Science
Alex Walka   
Spanish   
Enterprise Leadership
Elizabeth Ann Walker   
Journalism and Mass Communication
John Clifford Wallace   
Ethics and Public Policy
Jamie Peyton Walsh   
Communication Studies
Bincheng Wang   
Computer Science
Chuxi Wang   
Economics
Haolin Wang   
Enterprise Leadership
Kuan Wang   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Luying Wang   
Biology
Tian Wang   
Chemistry
Yihan Wang   
Communication Studies
Yuan Wang   
Sociology
Zecheng Wang   
Economics
Zhuoran Wang   
Enterprise Leadership
Zilin Wang   
Mathematics
Ziqu Wang   
Informatics
James Tiger Ward   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Sport Studies
Katelyn Elizabeth Warmka   
Linguistics
Kyle Lee Warren   
Political Science
Christopher Warthan   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Sport Studies
Jenna Clair Watts   
Health and Human Physiology
Mahnoor Wazirzada   
Psychology
Emily Sofia Weaver   
Sport Studies   
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Hannah Kramer Webster   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Sport Studies
Mitchell Louis Webster   
Mathematics
Jordan Weets   
Political Science
Bryan Thomas Wegner   
Interdepartmental Studies
Patricia Mary Weigand   
Health and Human Physiology
Jessica Marie Weiler   
Communication Studies   
International Studies
Melissa Lynn Weinstein   
Criminology, Law and Justice   
History
Amanda Kae Weiss   
Health and Human Physiology   
Psychology
Morgan Kay Welch   
Health and Human Physiology
Taylor Marie Welsh   
Speech and Hearing Science
Natalia Welzenbach-Marcu   
Art   
Cinema
Sarah Elisabeth Wenzelman   
Enterprise Leadership
Jessica Leann Westendorf   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Austin James Westermann   
Political Science
Alexis Deanna West   
Social Work
Christopher John Whelan   
History
**Katelyn Elizabeth Whitaker   
Honors in Ancient Civilization
Connor L. White   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Austin Keith Wicke   
Music   
Theatre Arts
Bryce Widdel   
Communication Studies
Jacqueline Marie Widmer   
Sociology
Samantha Jo Wiedner   
International Studies   
Russian
Mercedes Angell Wiegmann   
Communication Studies
Faith Melissa Wieland   
Health and Human Physiology
Brooke Marie Wiersma   
Sociology   
Spanish
Daniella Janice Wiersma   
Health and Human Physiology
+Michael J. Wiggin   
Honors in Cinema   
English and Creative Writing
Alyssa Kristine Wilderman   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Connor R. Wilford   
Enterprise Leadership
Zachary Robert Wilford   
Enterprise Leadership
Nicole Ann Wilkens   
Health and Human Physiology
*Hailey Paige Willerth   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Communication Studies
Erin E. Williams   
Health and Human Physiology
Hannah Marie Williams   
Communication Studies
Mario De’Shawn Williams   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Olivia Nicole Williams   
Communication Studies
Tyler James Wills   
Ethics and Public Policy
Steven Wilson, Jr.   
Ancient Civilization
Brittany Diane Winch   
Psychology   
Social Work
Andrew Winkers   
English
+Lilian Rose Winters   
Honors in Ethics and Public Policy
Daniel Mark Wirt   
Communication Studies
Matt Steven Wittau   
English
Alexis Jo Witte   
Political Science
Michael Lee Witt   
American Studies
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Zachary James Witt   
Enterprise Leadership
Matthew David Wnek   
Communication Studies
+Sean Michael Wojtczak   
Honors in English and Creative Writing
Kevin Marcel Wolfe, Jr.   
Computer Science
Natalie Rose Wollenzien   
English and Creative Writing
Christina Wong   
Psychology
Matthew Connor Woodford   
Health and Human Physiology
Jennifer LeeAnn Woods   
Psychology
Matthew Woods   
Health and Human Physiology
Isabella Rose Woolslayer   
Communication Studies
Jennifer Wooster   
English
Dylan H. Worcel   
Journalism and Mass Communication
A’Lantra Wright   
Global Health Studies
Rebekah Rose Wright   
Social Work
Allison Wunder   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Hao Wu   
Political Science
Jiebin Wu   
Health and Human Physiology
Ling Wu   
Economics
Autumn Jo Wyant   
Health and Human Physiology
Megan Theresa Wynn   
Interdepartmental Studies   
Cinema
Alyssa Hannah Xavier   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Pu Xia   
Psychology
Fengzhao Xu   
Psychology
Jiangchun Xu   
Mathematics
Minyuan Xu   
Mathematics
Xingyu Xu   
Psychology
Yijie Xu   
Mathematics
Zihan Xu   
Mathematics
Meghan Ansley Yacinthe   
Speech and Hearing Science
Hao Yang   
English and Creative Writing
Manxiu Yang   
Economics
Shuqianqian Yang   
French
Xindi Yang   
Art   
Economics
**Yuan Yang   
Computer Science
Yue Yang   
Mathematics
Yuting Yang   
Enterprise Leadership
Yutong Yang   
Communication Studies
Zhiyao Yang   
Interdepartmental Studies
Jacqueline S. Yelenosky   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Xinyang Ye   
Health and Human Physiology   
Art
Zhikang Ye   
Health and Human Physiology
Ziqi Ye   
Computer Science
Yuexin Ying   
Cinema   
Enterprise Leadership
Matthew Yoder   
Social Work
Alexis Nicole Yonkovic   
Enterprise Leadership
Nicholas Eli York   
English
Jacob Edward Youngblood   
Interdepartmental Studies
Brea L. Young   
International Studies   
Political Science
Emily Young   
Political Science
Logan Michael Young   
Chemistry
*Marissa Nicole Young   
Psychology
+**Myles Douglas Young   
Classical Languages
Zou Yulian   
History
Sergio Armando Zamora III   
Enterprise Leadership
Sydney Zatz   
Sport Studies   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Hannah Zego   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Zachary Caleb Zellers   
Communication Studies   
Cinema
Hope C. Zenk   
Ancient Civilization
Danni Zhang   
Communication Studies
Han Zhang   
Economics
Jiaming Zhang   
Economics
Junan Zhang   
Chemistry
QiQin Zhang   
Economics
Shimin Zhang   
Environmental Sciences
Su Zhang   
Enterprise Leadership
Xueying Zhang   
Interdepartmental Studies
Ya Zhang   
Health and Human Physiology
Yu Zhang   
Geoscience
Zepeng Zhang   
Mathematics
Zhilin Zhang   
Computer Science
Patrick Yin Zhao   
Psychology
Ruidie Zhao   
Health and Human Physiology
Xiaoyu Zhao   
Economics
Xuan Zhao   
Mathematics
Yirong Zheng   
Art
Yi Zheng   
Chemistry
Hengyuan Zhou   
Enterprise Leadership
Jingyi Zhou   
Mathematics
Kun Zhou   
Honors in Art   
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Ruixiu Zhou   
Psychology
Deyu Zhuang   
Psychology
Zirong Zhu   
History
Anna Zinchuk   
Cinema
Cody James Zinke   
Health and Human Physiology
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Nathan Gregory Zito   
Geoscience
Nancy Rae Zmek Lorenz   
English and Creative Writing
Mark Anthony Zoleta   
English and Creative Writing
+*Morgan Nichole Zuidema   
Mathematics
+Adelaide Hollar Zwick   
Ethics and Public Policy   
French
Nicole Erin de Jesus-Roetlin   
Health and Human Physiology
Laurens van Beek   
Computer Science
+***Olivia Ellen von Gries   
Art   
Honors in Art History
Isabella Marin von Harz   
Communication Studies
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Amie J. Aulwes   
Art
*Christopher Billmyer   
Honors in Art
Anna Grace Brady   
Art
Casey Marie Burton   
Honors in Art
+**Andrea Lynn Campbell   
Honors in Art
Misty-Jade Xiaohui Carlson   
Honors in Art
Amanda Jean Cerutti   
Honors in Art
Zachary R. Cervenka   
Honors in Art
Stacy Lorena Craft   
Honors in Art
+**Kaitlin Marie Craven   
Honors in Dance
Adehle Rose Daley   
Art
Melinda Ehrp   
Art
+**Kylie Jane Gava   
Honors in Art
Sadie Ann Goll   
Art
Shannon Kary Hartle   
Dance
+*Lauren Himan   
Honors in Art
Harrison Henry Hugen   
Honors in Art
Katlynne Torie Hummell   
Art
Victoria May Kelley   
Art
Qianyu Ma   
Art
*Flannery Ann McAdam   
Dance
+*Madeline Claire Mendell   
Honors in Art
Riley Keiko Nakagawa   
Art
Michelle Nguyen   
Art
Natalie Rebecka Nicholson   
Honors in Art
Gaoyuan Pan   
Art
Jenna Alexis Rasmussen   
Art
Sonja Anne Schulz   
Dance
Ariel Louise Seyedin   
Dance
Austin Allen Taylor   
Art
Nicholas William Thiel   
Art
Chosie Titus   
Art
Madelaine Christine Todd   
Art
+***Allison Claire Tokarski   
Honors in Art
*Yuan Wang   
Art
Kaylyn Ashley Wingerter   
Art
Christian Timothy Woodruff   
Art
Shelby Ganzeveld Woods   
Art
Fengzhao Xu   
Art
Ziyuan Yang   
Art
Yunqi Yan   
Art
Hannah Margaret Yoder   
Art
Ninglu Zhang   
Honors in Art
Jixuan Zhu   
Art
Qiangjing Zhu   
Art
Xi Zhu   
Honors in Art
Yining Zhu   
Honors in Art
Zheren Zhu   
Art
Bachelor of Music
Margaret Elizabeth Allen  
+Noah Robert Raymond Andrys   
Honors in Music
Joseph Christopher Arch   
Michal Sue Brauhn   
Montana Drue Crawford   
Joshua Bailey Edmond   
***Alex Johnson   
Todd Davis Johnson   
Maxwell Anton Kayser   
Joel Michael Knipe   
Alyson Krapfl   
Lucas Steven Most   
*Brenna Noelle Oates  
**Chun-Ya Pien   
Honors in Music
Jeffrey Samuel Rickerl   
George Roberts-Oakland   
Katharine Marlys Sherman   
Alexander Ross Spenceri  
Bachelor of Science
+***Collin Davis Abeln   
Statistics   
Honors in Actuarial Science
Fidele Akakpo   
Computer Science
Kaelin Ashaunti Akins   
Human Physiology
Sean Michael Alexander   
Honors in Human Physiology
Jessica Elizabeth Allison   
Therapeutic Recreation
Adrian Quinn Alread   
Human Physiology
Logan Michael Ambrosy   
Sport and Recreation Management
Katherine Anne Amick   
Biology
Chase Richard Anderson   
Sport and Recreation Management
+***Noah Arthur Anderson   
Computer Science
Charles Robert Ankenbauer   
Biology
Kelsey Kay Anliker   
Biochemistry
Rebekah Arana Nigh   
Science Education   
Biology
Micah Augusma   
Anthropology
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Hannah Elaine Balder   
Therapeutic Recreation
Jennifer M. Banks   
Honors in Anthropology
Wenjie Bao   
Sport and Recreation Management
Sarah Barsness   
Therapeutic Recreation
Kaitlyn Nicole Baskerville   
Human Physiology
Louis Bassman   
Sport and Recreation Management
+Anna Marie Bauer   
Human Physiology
Carter Lee Bauer   
Biology
Essence Antonia Baymon   
Biology
Danielle Marie Beechy   
Therapeutic Recreation
+***Marc Andreas Beer   
Honors in Biology
Kara Anne Behr   
Human Physiology
Eric Richard Beightol   
Sport and Recreation Management
Gabrielle Arlene Benacka   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jennifer Lynn Bengtson   
Therapeutic Recreation
Bennett Albritton Bergquist   
Environmental Sciences
Samantha Marie Billings   
Athletic Training
+Kelsey Blocklinger   
Honors in Human Physiology
John Riley Blue   
Computer Science
+*Michaela Bobenhouse   
Honors in Human Physiology
Mitchell Douglas Boe   
Sport and Recreation Management
Justin Bonzato   
Human Physiology
Glorie Paschalyn Borsay   
Global Health Studies
Josten Elaine Boyer   
Sport and Recreation Management
Emily Mae Bradley   
Athletic Training
+***Samantha Renea Bral   
Biology
Alexis D. Brannan   
Human Physiology
+Sarah Ann Brendalen   
Biology
Nathan Richard Briddle   
Sport and Recreation Management
Keirstin Broadway   
Human Physiology
Jake Brodarzon   
Human Physiology
Sarah Ann Brokus   
Human Physiology
Phyllis Abdullah Brower   
Anthropology
*Austin James Brown   
Honors in Political Science
Isabella Brown   
Environmental Policy and Planning
Nicholas Scott Brown   
Economics
Bryce Allen Bucklew   
Anthropology
Gina Linnae Buelow   
Environmental Sciences
Haley Hanson Bugos   
Science Education
Tiffany Hien Bui   
Human Physiology
April Verlee Burgess   
Microbiology
Alex Jay Burhop   
Microbiology
***Carter Joseph Burns   
Statistics   
Actuarial Science
Lilian Treadway Burns   
Sport and Recreation Management
Katherine Margaret Bussell   
Geography
Sara Elisabeth Busse   
Human Physiology
Kevin Andrew Cai   
Statistics
Bradley Shaw Calkins   
Statistics   
Actuarial Science
Andrew John Capesius   
Human Physiology
Jake Carey   
Human Physiology
Ali Carlson   
Sport and Recreation Management
+*Claire Marie Carmichael   
Biology
Kayla Lynn Carrothers   
Human Physiology
Thomas Carr   
Sport and Recreation Management
Travis Michael Carter   
Honors in Criminology, Law and Justice
Gloria Casson   
Biology
Victoria Ann Cellucci   
Microbiology
Yuxin Chang   
Mathematics   
Actuarial Science
Cindy Jaramillo Chavez   
Global Health Studies
Heyu Chen   
Actuarial Science   
Statistics
Jiaojiao Chen   
Mathematics
Shangwen Chen   
Mathematics   
Computer Science
Xinyu Chen   
Computer Science
Xin Chen   
Statistics   
Honors in Psychology
Wei Chi   
Mathematics
Wonsuk None Choi   
Biology
Nicole Chow   
Human Physiology
Riley Joseph Christensen   
Environmental Sciences
Thomas Liam Clancy   
Sport and Recreation Management
Hannah Elaine Clausen   
Human Physiology
Benjamin Claussen   
Human Physiology
Gretchen Holly Cleve   
Microbiology
Erin Alexis Cochran   
Biology
***Jesse Douglas Cochran   
Biology   
Biochemistry   
Chemistry
Courtney Lynn Coffin   
Sport and Recreation Management
Benjamin Douglas Colin   
Sport and Recreation Management
Greg Vincent Collins   
Honors in Human Physiology
Jack Francis Collins   
Sport and Recreation Management
Andrew David Cook   
Environmental Policy and Planning
Michael J. Cope   
Sport and Recreation Management
Nick Corley   
Sport and Recreation Management
*Jordan Reva Cortesi   
Psychology
Connor Cox   
Sport and Recreation Management
Makenna Jordan Cox   
Human Physiology
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Ellyn Marie Cramer   
Biology
Cody James Crawford   
Biology
+*Liam Andrew Crawford   
Computer Science
James Thomas Critelli   
Athletic Training
Alexander James Croushore   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Samantha Cuddalore   
Human Physiology
Samuel Aaron Cummings   
Biology
*Anthony Cunningham   
Economics   
Statistics
Victoria Claire Cunningham   
Human Physiology
Zaccary Andrew Curtiss   
Political Science
Sophia Daniel   
Biology
Brian Burke Dankle   
Microbiology
Hannah Pinho Davis   
Human Physiology
Kaycee Marie Davis   
Psychology
Bryce Dawson   
Biochemistry
Microbiology   
Chemistry
Austin Douglas DeMuth   
Sport and Recreation Management
Eden Maril DeWald   
Environmental Policy and Planning
Charlotte Elizabeth Dean   
Global Health Studies
Imani A. Dempsey   
Human Physiology
Molly Katherine Dennert   
Psychology
Annie Detweiler   
Human Physiology
Alayna E. Dieter   
Biochemistry
Hao Ding   
Mathematics
+***Jonathan Caldwell Dolde   
Honors in Applied Physics
Sydney Mercedes Dommer   
Therapeutic Recreation
Carina Donne   
Biology
***Annamarie Cecelia Dotzler   
Human Physiology
Nicole Leigh Douglass   
Geography
Christopher John Douglas   
Computer Science
Zachary Scott Dreier   
Sport and Recreation Management
+Gabrielle Nicole Duncan   
Human Physiology   
Biology
Keagan Wade Duster   
Honors in Psychology
+Anne Marie Edwards   
Global Health Studies
Ehimen Ehikhamenor   
Biology
Sarah Renae Einck   
Human Physiology
Hannah Mae Ellis   
Athletic Training
Kyra Marie Ellis   
Human Physiology
Sadie Mckenna Ellsworth   
Sport and Recreation Management
Christine Nicole Emkes   
Therapeutic Recreation
Christina Nicole Erlanger   
Human Physiology
+***Hannah Mae Erlbacher   
Honors in Psychology
Nicole Janaye Escher   
Human Physiology
Ashley Marie Espinosa   
Human Physiology
*Jennifer Rachel Ettinger   
Human Physiology
Kelsey Lynn Fagan   
Human Physiology
Erica Witt Fagerbakke   
Chemistry
+Lucas Griffith Fagre   
Honors in Global Health Studies
Xiaokang Fan   
Statistics
Yimeng Fan   
Statistics
Haonan Fei   
Statistics
Paige E. Felderman   
Therapeutic Recreation
Zhiyuan Feng   
Statistics
Samantha Kay Fernandez   
Psychology
+Casey Lara Figueredo   
Honors in Athletic Training
+Jessica Kaye Flathau   
Biology
Anna Katherine Fletcher   
Human Physiology
James Palmer Flint   
Computer Science
Talitha Marie Ford   
Biology
Katelyn Christine Foster   
Psychology
*Madeline Fournier   
Human Physiology
Anna Elizabeth Fox   
Science Education
Brandon Michael Fox   
Human Physiology
Emily Frankowski   
Human Physiology
Ashley Elizabeth Freeman   
Human Physiology
Easton Mathieu French   
Sport and Recreation Management   
Journalism and Mass Communication
Abby Trice Fronk   
Biology
+***William August Fuelberth   
Astronomy   
Honors in Physics   
Mathematics
Danielle Marie Funaro   
Human Physiology
Bailey Lynn Gallagher   
Human Physiology
+Grace Dyanna Galles   
Environmental Policy and Planning
David Alexander Galligan   
Athletic Training
Alexis Gamm   
Human Physiology
+Tianyu Gan   
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Guici Gao   
Mathematics
Shuhui Gao   
Mathematics
Daniel Garcia   
Science Education
Dylan Sean Garland   
Statistics
Stefan Douglas Garton   
Sport and Recreation Management
Leo Gregory Gastel   
Environmental Sciences
Emily Sue Gaulke   
Therapeutic Recreation
Lander Geadelmann   
Biology
Jianing Ge   
Anthropology
Imran Gholizadeh   
Psychology
Tyler Gibson   
Honors in Human Physiology
Alyssa Ann Gilbert   
Microbiology
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Bonnie Fiona Gillespie   
Leisure Studies
Benjamin Scott Gingerich   
Sport and Recreation Management
James H. Girsch   
Honors in Microbiology
James Glowacki   
Computer Science
Sean Jordan Godkin   
Honors in Actuarial Science
*James Joseph Gomez   
Psychology
Nicole Karen Gonner   
Actuarial Science
Madison Rae Gordon   
Therapeutic Recreation
+Nicole Therese Gorny   
Honors in Psychology
Austin Tyler Grant   
Human Physiology
Gabrielle Gray   
Biology
+Jesse Angeline Gray   
Honors in Human Physiology
Conlan James Green   
Economics
Lucille Grenke   
Therapeutic Recreation
Makenna Grewe   
Human Physiology
Anna Grimson   
Geography
Gianluca Guadagno   
Biology
Mariah Lynn Guerrero   
Human Physiology
Wei Gui   
Computer Science
Christopher Robert Hanke   
Psychology
Jacob Alan Hansen   
Physics
+***Jordan Marie Hansen   
Psychology
Claire Louise Hanson   
Therapeutic Recreation
Benton Thomas Happel   
Physics
Mar’Yea D. Harris   
Sport and Recreation Management
Kyra Marie Hassman   
Sport and Recreation Management
+***Cameron James Hauser   
Honors in Human Physiology
Rachel Havran   
Science Education
Lauren McKenzie Hayes   
Therapeutic Recreation
Brian Thomas Healy   
Computer Science
Kristin Nicole Heath   
Therapeutic Recreation
James Fitzgerald Hefel   
Biology
Edward J. Helm, Jr.   
Statistics   
Actuarial Science
+Nicholas Thomas Henderson   
Human Physiology
+Andrew Patrick Henry   
Honors in Biochemistry
Daniel Hernandez   
Sport and Recreation Management
+Adriana Estefania Herrarte-Wirth   
Honors in Global Health Studies
Brenda Herrera   
Global Health Studies
Jintao He   
Mathematics
Zian He   
International Relations
Ziqing He   
Computer Science
Dalton Christopher Hinz   
Psychology
Talon John Hoefer   
Human Physiology
**Drew James Hoeger   
Statistics   
Actuarial Science
Nathan Christian Hoepker   
Sport and Recreation Management
Rayne Elizabeth Hoey   
Science Education
Sydney Jo Hogan   
Journalism and Mass Communication   
Sport and Recreation Management
Seth Andrew Hoogendoorn   
Chemistry
Andrew John Horning   
Economics
Parker Scott Howe   
Human Physiology
Kaiwen Huang   
Computer Science
Michael Hudachek   
Computer Science
Boqing Hu   
Computer Science
+*Mackenzie Marie Intlekofer   
International Relations
Tyler A. Jackson   
Honors in Biology
Devin Marie Jacobs   
Human Physiology
Alyssa Christina Jaglowicz   
Statistics
Alec Edward James   
Human Physiology
Emily Anne Jefferson   
Human Physiology
Joseph Conrad Jennings   
Environmental Sciences
Yishuo Jiang   
Biology
Madison Christine Jilek   
Human Physiology
Abigail Ridgway Johnson   
Human Physiology
Chance Levi Johnson   
Biology
Christian Johnson   
Environmental Policy and Planning
Hayley Savannah Johnson   
Human Physiology
Jessica N. Johnson   
Human Physiology
***Zachary Johnson   
Human Physiology
Kayla Christine Jones   
Anthropology
+Nicholas Allan Fitzgerald Jones   
Physics
Taylor Dianne Jorgensen   
Neuroscience
Vedalya Noele Joshua   
Human Physiology
Margaret Anderson Kalmes   
Sport and Recreation Management
David Michael Kampf   
Geoscience
Elizabeth Kasimu   
Therapeutic Recreation
+Matthew James Kelly   
Human Physiology
+Morgan Kathryn Kemerling   
Human Physiology
Shannon Kent Rae Kent   
Science Education
Rebecca Claire Kiernan-Reilly   
Biology
Samuel Cole Kitzman   
Honors in Biochemistry
Samuel Klegon   
Sport and Recreation Management
Megan Klepitsch   
Environmental Sciences
+Mason Joe Klisares   
Human Physiology
Blake Lane Klostermann   
Sport and Recreation Management
Kennedy Knight   
Environmental Policy and Planning
Riley Kniptash   
Environmental Sciences
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Ariel Josephine Kopel   
Biochemistry
Shayla Dawn Kopriva   
Human Physiology
**Bryce Lee Kosinski   
Computer Science
+Aishwarya Jayanth Kothapalli   
Honors in Human Physiology
+Tejasvi Kotte   
Honors in Informatics
Elias Mathew Kovoor   
Honors in Human Physiology
Connor David Kozicki   
Statistics
Ciara Jennifer Kriegler   
Therapeutic Recreation
**Treyton Dean Krupp   
Informatics   
Human Physiology
***Matthew J. Kulczak   
Statistics   
Economics   
Mathematics
Breanne Kuntz   
Human Physiology
+**Evan Lamb   
Honors in Microbiology   
Human Physiology
Aubrianna Louise Lantrip   
Sport and Recreation Management
Brittany Lynn Larson   
Human Physiology
+**Joshua Jacob Larson   
Honors in Physics
Krista Anne Larson   
Therapeutic Recreation
Dylan James Lauer   
Sport and Recreation Management
Jaryd James Lawrence   
Sport and Recreation Management
Madeline Elizabeth Lawrence   
Human Physiology
Kolby Jon LeFebvre   
Psychology
Michael Patrick Leaman   
Human Physiology
Michael Steven Lee   
Human Physiology
Jacob Anthony Leiting   
Biology
+Hannah Katherine Lembke   
Biochemistry   
Chemistry
John Leo   
Sport and Recreation Management
Ryan F. Leparski   
Anthropology
Adrian Thomas Les   
Chemistry
+Emma Lewis   
Human Physiology
Xiong Ligeng   
Human Physiology
Aaron Thomas Lin   
Environmental Sciences
+***Jiaming Lin   
Mathematics
+*Dani Rachel Lipman   
Physics
Honors in Astronomy
+*Tina Chih Yen Liu   
Actuarial Science
Haoran Liu   
Mathematics
Peiduo Liu   
Biology
Boya Li   
Journalism and Mass Communication
+*Chenshuo Li   
Honors in Mathematics
Kexin Li   
Biochemistry
Lanxiao Li   
Mathematics
Mo Li   
International Relations
Shiqing Li   
Statistics
Xiaofei Li   
Statistics
Xuerui Li   
Human Physiology
LinsiAn Loadman-Copeland   
Therapeutic Recreation
William F. Lohry   
Mathematics
Francisco Lopez, Jr.   
Criminology, Law and Justice
Ziliang Luo   
Computer Science
Nathan Robert Lux   
Human Physiology
Justine Nicole Luze   
Global Health Studies
Jianbo Lu   
Astronomy   
Physics   
Economics
Keliang Lu   
Mathematics
Xinsen Lu   
Mathematics   
Statistics
+**Yujing Lu   
Statistics
Ryleigh Marie Meridean Maas   
Psychology
*Jessica Macaluso   
Anthropology
+Samantha Rae Mackin   
Honors in Biochemistry
+Riley B. Madigan   
Honors in Biomedical Sciences
Shannon Marie Mahowald   
Biology
Kyle Malcolm   
Biochemistry
+***Mikaela Marie Mallin   
Honors in Biomedical Sciences
+*Cyrus Mansouri   
Biochemistry
Daniel Harris Marcus   
Mathematics
Genessis Victoria Martinez   
Sport and Recreation Management
Natalie Dewey Maves   
Environmental Policy and Planning
Ke Ma   
Computer Science
Kylie Anne McAllister   
Human Physiology
Maverick Dylan McAtee   
Athletic Training
Keely Michelle McCann   
Human Physiology
Tyler William McCauley   
Human Physiology
Ethan Cole McConkey   
Geoscience
Samuel Joseph McCrory   
Environmental Policy and Planning
Hannah Elaine McCue   
Global Health Studies
Zackary Matthew McDermott   
Sport and Recreation Management
Ian McElree Mitchell McElree   
Honors in Biochemistry
Andrew Gene McGee   
Computer Science
Maire Margaret McGrath   
Science Education
Matthew McIlrath   
Human Physiology
Hannah Elizabeth McKay   
Human Physiology
Kaleb Robert McKone   
Mathematics
Patrick Riley McMurry   
Computer Science
Michelle Anne McNall   
Environmental Sciences
Carter Melrose   
Sport and Recreation Management
Aida Mengistu   
Global Health Studies
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Lingguo Meng   
Psychology
Erik Alexander Merdinger   
Human Physiology
Grace Elizabeth Metts   
Human Physiology
+***Derek Elmer Metzger   
Honors in Biochemistry
Milagro Rayn Michels-Cordao   
Human Physiology
Joel Bryan Miller   
Sport and Recreation Management
John Daniel Millmeyer   
Biology
Alison Rose Monroe   
Human Physiology
+*Elissa Mara Monteiro   
Honors in Psychology
John Martin Oliver Moore   
Microbiology
Ivan Morales   
Mathematics
Zaide Michelle Moran   
Human Physiology
Julia Nicole Moreno   
Therapeutic Recreation
Nicholas Alan Morgan   
International Relations   
Political Science
Elise Marie Morris   
Biochemistry
Grant Alexander Morse   
Sport and Recreation Management
Majd Toufic Moubarak   
Biology
Jacob Mozena   
Mathematics
Emily Sue Muegge   
Science Education
Jacob Daniel Mueller   
Psychology
Nicole Kay Mulford   
Sport and Recreation Management
Jennifer Lauren Mulhall   
Psychology
+**Sarah A. Mullen   
Honors in Microbiology
+Camille Rose Mumm   
Biology   
Informatics
Amama Nasir   
Human Physiology
Emma Claire Nelson   
Human Physiology
Kaylan Nelson   
Therapeutic Recreation
Tanner Reece Nelson   
Sport and Recreation Management
Tim Nguyen   
Biology
Ryan Daniel Noble   
Human Physiology
Jordan A. Nolz   
Statistics
**Robert H. Nordell IV   
Honors in Microbiology
+Aleisha Lynn Norton   
Biology
Liam Samuel Norton   
Sport and Recreation Management
Samantha Novak   
Sport and Recreation Management
Robyn Lin Oas   
Environmental Sciences
*Nicholis Lee Odegaard   
Statistics   
Actuarial Science
Nickolas Olson   
Biology   
Human Physiology
+**Lauren Marie Opatrny   
Honors in Human Physiology
Bryan Alfonso Ortiz   
Neuroscience
Maria Kristina Ortiz   
Human Physiology
+Thomas Lee Osborne   
Honors in Microbiology
Emma Rose Owczarzak   
Human Physiology
Jessica Anne Owens   
Mathematics
Austin Hunter Paden   
Human Physiology
Kiana Palileo   
Global Health Studies
Robert Thomas Palmquist   
Psychology
Abigail Catherine Panek   
Human Physiology
Kwunming Pang   
Computer Science
Lindsey Katherine Papesh   
Therapeutic Recreation
Ella Rebecca Paris   
Psychology
Jean Kyung Park   
Honors in Mathematics
Michael Martin Pass   
Mathematics
+***Pooja Patel   
Honors in Biomedical Sciences
Priynt Patel   
Human Physiology
Ellen Christine Paxson   
Psychology
*Vishal Manoj Perera   
Microbiology
Laura Marcela Perez   
Biology
Eduardo Jose Peris   
Economics
Morgan Alixandria Perkins   
Sport and Recreation Management
Jordan Ashley Perlinger   
Therapeutic Recreation
Allison Perry   
Psychology
Elaina Mae Peterson   
Human Physiology
Irini Natalie Petros   
Honors in Biochemistry
Lukas Phu   
Biology
+*Kelley Rose Pillar   
Honors in Biology
**Anthony Joseph Piscopo   
Biology
Allison Leigh Pleggenkuhle   
Psychology
Jenna Kate Pokorny   
Political Science
Ryan Christopher Polley   
Computer Science
Nicholas Alan Pomernackas   
Human Physiology
+***Eddie Popa   
Biochemistry
Lauren Leigh Pothitakis   
Human Physiology
Ryann Wilson Powell   
Neuroscience
+*Nikash Pradhan   
Honors in Biology
*Elizabeth Ana Pritchard   
Honors in Human Physiology
***Marija Ivanka Pritchard   
Honors in Biology
David Ray Prochnow   
Economics
Nathan Lee Promes   
Statistics   
Actuarial Science
*Nicolas Constandine Psihoyos   
Human Physiology
Cameron Krishon Pugh   
Human Physiology
Zichuan Qin   
Sport and Recreation Management
Yunye Qiu   
Psychology
Lindsey Morgan Quaas   
Therapeutic Recreation
Pravda Sofia Quinones   
Human Physiology
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Emma Lorraine Radzik   
Human Physiology
Caleb Ashok Raman   
Applied Physics
Khaliyah Jardae Randle   
Human Physiology
Megan Rant   
Economics
Jaclyn Rarick   
Environmental Sciences
Megan Kathryn Rash   
Biology
Colten Carl Rastetter   
Sport and Recreation Management
Samuel John Rathe   
Human Physiology
Marcus Stephen Razor   
Sport and Recreation Management
Manaath Reath   
Sport and Recreation Management
Amme Redington   
Environmental Sciences
Brady Joseph Reiff   
Sport and Recreation Management
Daniel Jacob Reinart   
Physics
Christopher Joseph Wayne Richardson   
Psychology
Shane Michael Ritter   
Sport and Recreation Management
Aubrie Lynn Rivera   
Therapeutic Recreation
Scott Bradley Robinson   
Mathematics   
Actuarial Science
Adrienne Elizabeth Rockwell   
Human Physiology
Jake William Rodgers   
Honors in Human Physiology
Ariel Lynn Rodriguez   
Human Physiology
+Sarah Katherine Rohloff   
Honors in Athletic Training
Matt Thomas Ross   
Computer Science
+**Emily Anne Ruba   
Honors in Biology
Ryan Robert Ruckdaschel   
Sport and Recreation Management
Rob H. Rushing   
Computer Science
Greta Louise Rux   
Sport and Recreation Management
+Nicholas Alan Ryan   
Honors in International Relations
Ethan Majid Sabri   
Human Physiology
Adisa Salesevic   
Biology
Derek Salow   
Human Physiology
Michael Saperstein   
Sport and Recreation Management
Bailey Rose Sauer   
Therapeutic Recreation
+Kalie Savage   
Human Physiology
Emily Marie Schambach   
Human Physiology
Sydnie Walsh Schilling   
Sport and Recreation Management
Morgan Schlee   
Human Physiology
Mark E. Schmidt, Jr.   
Human Physiology
Rachel Renee Schmieding   
Human Physiology
+*Addison Rae Schmitz   
Human Physiology
Allison Marie Schollmeyer   
Human Physiology
Jason Eric Scholtz   
Human Physiology
Brandon P. Schuemann   
Political Science
Michael Robert Schumacher   
Mathematics   
Computer Science
Emily Esther Schwartzstein   
Therapeutic Recreation
Adam Michael Scott   
Environmental Sciences
Anna Seeger   
Environmental Sciences
+Ashley Segura-Roman   
Honors in Biochemistry
Amir Wallid Sehic   
Statistics
Scott Brandon Selman   
Sport and Recreation Management
Nathan John Sendelbach   
Human Physiology
**Mitchell Wayne Shaffer   
Human Physiology
Thomas John Shanks   
Biology
Callie Jo Shannon   
Psychology
+*Molly Elizabeth Sharp   
Honors in Microbiology
Matthew Joe Shaver   
Sport and Recreation Management
Hannah Nicole Shea   
Geoscience
Jacob Ronald Sherman   
Psychology
Ruotian Shi   
Statistics
Taimaa Naefa Shoukih   
Human Physiology
+***Cassidy Gilligan Shubatt   
Honors in Economics   
Mathematics
Yuhong Shu   
Environmental Sciences
Harishma Kaur Sidhu   
Human Physiology
Rachel Elizabeth Sitzmann   
Therapeutic Recreation
+Amanda Sivak   
Psychology
Chase Ryan Skarpness   
Human Physiology
Dylan James Skellenger   
Sport and Recreation Management
Caroline Mary Smith   
Athletic Training
Haley Kay Smith   
Anthropology
Jack Smith   
Sport and Recreation Management
Neil Sonalkar   
Mathematics   
Computer Science
Kenny Song   
Computer Science
Qiudong Song   
Biology
*Shuo Song   
Honors in Astronomy   
Physics
Xiao Song   
Computer Science
Yanchai Song   
Statistics
Zexing Song   
Mathematics   
Statistics
Zhenbo Song   
Computer Science
Delaney Regina Soule   
Anthropology   
Biology
Matthew Lyle Spaulding   
Sport and Recreation Management
Robert Joseph Specht, Jr.   
Chemistry
Megan McKay Spector   
Biochemistry
Carly Spengler   
Global Health Studies
**Sonya Rose Sperfslage   
Therapeutic Recreation
Maxwell Spiglanin   
Sport and Recreation Management
+*Sidney Gates Spurgeon   
Chemistry
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Moriah Morgan Steele   
Human Physiology
Cole A. Steffen   
Sport and Recreation Management
Shelby Patricia Sterner   
Environmental Sciences
+*Gustave Stewart   
Political Science   
Economics
Kelly W. Stickney   
Therapeutic Recreation
Carter Austin Stigge   
Human Physiology
Richard Stockton   
Sport and Recreation Management
***Samantha Jo Stoll   
Honors in Psychology
Jake William Stone   
Sport and Recreation Management
Kaitlin Morgen Stroebele   
Human Physiology
+Sarah Ann Stueve   
Biology
Daniel R. Stutz   
Computer Science
Pablo Andres Suarez Beltran   
Mathematics
Evan Keith Suckow   
Sport and Recreation Management
Emily Sullivan   
Biology
Juno Sung   
Biology
Kerui Su   
Economics
Gabriela Tess Swan   
Human Physiology
Jeremy Jeffrey Swiatek   
Statistics
Allison Mary Szyman   
Sport and Recreation Management
Mitch Tamashunas   
Statistics
+**Rachel Ming Sum Tang   
Environmental Sciences
Nianjing Tang   
Statistics
Sydney Ellen Tatam   
Sport and Recreation Management
Emily Mary Taylor   
Biology
Erin Kay Taylor   
Human Physiology
Jessie Marie Teets   
Therapeutic Recreation
+Emma Louise Thayer   
Honors in Human Physiology
Steig Fredrick Theden   
Human Physiology
Zachary Theiler   
Biochemistry
Jacintha Louise Thomas   
Human Physiology
Anna Caroline Thompson   
Psychology
Mingzi Tian   
Mathematics
Haley Susan Tisor   
Human Physiology
Anthony Phuoc Tran   
Computer Science
Simonson Patrick Tristan   
Computer Science
Natalie Tskhakaia   
Therapeutic Recreation
Mark Leonard Turelli   
Human Physiology
Hunter Paul Twedt   
Biology
*Christian Arie VandeLune   
Human Physiology
+*Angeline Thuy Vanle   
Human Physiology
Katelynn Marie Varrige   
Sport and Recreation Management
Kyra Marie Vercande   
Biology
Laura Victoria Villarreal   
Global Health Studies
Ravjot Kaur Virdi   
Biomedical Sciences
Heather Lynn Vivanco   
Environmental Sciences
+*Sophia Vogeler   
Honors in Biochemistry
+Anna Nicole Vos   
Honors in Global Health Studies
+*Lexy Shantel Wadsworth   
Human Physiology
Derek Matthew Wagner   
Chemistry
Gabriela Maria Wagoner   
Human Physiology
Grant Taylor Walker   
Sport and Recreation Management
Alaina Christine Wallace   
Human Physiology
Tessa Elizabeth Walsh   
Computer Science
Killian Roth Walters   
Sport and Recreation Management
Yanhao Wang   
Computer Science
+Yihang Wang   
Mathematics   
Honors in Economics
Zhenming Wang   
Computer Science
Zilin Wang   
Statistics
Alison Frances Warren   
Science Education
Tanner Casey Watkins   
Computer Science
Clayton Weas   
Sport and Recreation Management
+***Joseph Michael Welch   
Honors in Human Physiology
Kimberly Ann Welk   
Human Physiology
Lauren Alexandra Werner   
Athletic Training
+**Samuel M. Werner   
Statistics   
Mathematics   
Honors in Actuarial Science
Jessica Leann Westendorf   
Sport and Recreation Management
*Andrew Robert West   
Computer Science   
Mathematics
Taylor Lindsay West   
Sport and Recreation Management
*Nathaniel Brian Wieting   
Human Physiology
Daniel Nicholas Wilhelmi   
Human Physiology
Courtney F. Wille   
Human Physiology
+Ella Frances Willford   
Human Physiology
+**Alexis Shaye Williams   
Biology   
Honors in Anthropology
Jay Williams   
Chemistry
Steven Wilson, Jr.   
Anthropology
Carter Lane Wolf   
Economics
Breanna Belle Worley   
Psychology
Yanzhe Wu   
Computer Science
Cole Christopher Wymore   
Human Physiology
Ling Xiong   
Mathematics   
Statistics
Jiangchun Xu   
Anthropology
Minyuan Xu   
Actuarial Science
Xiaoxuan Xu   
Human Physiology
Yijie Xu   
Actuarial Science
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**Yuan Yang   
Honors in Mathematics
Lirong Yin   
Geography
+Abby Lynn Yoss   
Honors in Human Physiology
***Kelly Yuson   
Mathematics   
Statistics
Olivia Zaczyk   
Human Physiology
*Bin Zhang   
Geography
Kun Zhang   
Statistics   
Computer Science
Yonglin Zhang   
Mathematics
Yuchen Zhang   
Computer Science
Yu Zhang   
Environmental Sciences
Zepeng Zhang   
Computer Science
Zhongcong Zhang   
Environmental Sciences
Dongfang Zhao   
Mathematics   
Actuarial Science   
Statistics
Jiongqi Zhao   
Statistics   
Mathematics
Xuan Zhao   
Statistics
Yi Zheng   
Biochemistry
Yuqi Zheng   
Computer Science
Gongyu Zhou   
Computer Science
Ziyao Zhou   
Mathematics   
Computer Science
+Jacob Alan Zicherman   
Honors in Microbiology
Allison Nicole Zimmerman   
Human Physiology
Kylee Kae Zoske   
Athletic Training
+*Morgan Nichole Zuidema   
Honors in Actuarial Science
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Master of Physician 
Assistant Studies
Diana Rebecca Blatt   
Hannah Marie Mikkalson   
Mathew Wayne Schneider  
Bachelor of Science
Eliot Thomas Adam   
Radiation Sciences
*Ariana Keely Batz   
Radiation Sciences
Madison Marie Boland   
Radiation Sciences
**Shelby Mae Brecht   
Radiation Sciences
*Alex Edward Breder   
Medical Laboratory Science
Alison Keegan Browning   
Radiation Sciences
Daniel Clary   
Radiation Sciences
Lacey Dawn Constien   
Radiation Sciences
**Madison Marie Coohey   
Radiation Sciences
***Madeline Casey Cord   
Radiation Sciences
Margaret Mary Cruise   
Radiation Sciences
Katherine Lynn Dolan   
Radiation Sciences
***Tara Kay Doughty   
Medical Laboratory Science
Taylor Rae Fall   
Nuclear Medicine Technology
Taylor A. Gorney   
Nuclear Medicine Technology
***Ryan Hageman   
Radiation Sciences
Taylor Lauren Hejtmanek   
Radiation Sciences
Joslyn Kate Henderson   
Radiation Sciences
*Alexis Lynn Henry   
Nuclear Medicine Technology
***Taylor Sue Hershberger   
Nuclear Medicine Technology
Nicole Renae Hoffmann   
Radiation Sciences
*Teeya Rachelle Hovden   
Radiation Sciences
Mallory Huebner   
Radiation Sciences
Jori Anne Jacobsen   
Radiation Sciences
Jeanne Phivan Knecht   
Medical Laboratory Science
Mary Krambeer   
Radiation Sciences
Wan Tzu Lu   
Medical Laboratory Science
**Marissa Meyer   
Nuclear Medicine Technology
Michelle Christine Montero   
Radiation Sciences
***Meagan Joy Mueller   
Radiation Sciences
Jamie Musser   
Nuclear Medicine Technology
Kellie Jean Nelson   
Radiation Sciences
*Delaney Lynn Olcott   
Radiation Sciences
***Natalie Rae Parizek   
Radiation Sciences
Emily Nicole Perrin   
Radiation Sciences
Kaytlyn R. Roberts   
Radiation Sciences
Jessica Paige Rohm   
Radiation Sciences
**Georgia Claire Sanderson   
Radiation Sciences
+*Amanda Sivak   
Radiation Sciences
Mikaela Stevenson   
Radiation Sciences
Breanna Marie Thielen   
Radiation Sciences
Sydne Lynn Thomas   
Radiation Sciences
Brett Skylar Tracy   
Radiation Sciences
Sidney Elizabeth Uitermarkt   
Radiation Sciences
Asaju Taliaferro Walker   
Radiation Sciences
Johnette Pearl Wilhelmi   
Radiation Sciences
Megan Anne Wilson   
Radiation Sciences
Jacobi Wynia   
Nuclear Medicine Technology
**Ayla Marie Zampogna   
Radiation Sciences
Doctor of Medicine
Sraavya Sai Undurty Akella   
Erik James Arneson   
Maria Dharini Arulraja   
Evangelia Maria Assimacopoulos   
Christiaan Bates   
Matthew John Becker   
Morgan Leigh Bertsch   
Irfon Bhatti   
Drake Bouzek   
Zoe Oona Rose Brown-Joel   
Kimberlee Ann Burckart   
Keely Burke   
Luke Allen Byerly   
Scarlett Cao   
James Donald Chambliss   
Roy J. and Lucille A. Carver 
College of Medicine
The University of Iowa Roy J. and Lucille A. Carver College of Medicine is an integral part of University of Iowa Health Care, the 
state’s only comprehensive academic medical center, which also includes UI Hospitals & Clinics and UI Physicians, the state’s largest 
multispecialty group practice. Educated in an atmosphere of scholarship, humanism, and respect, students acquire the knowledge and 
skills necessary to embrace advances in medical science and technology and serve as advocates for their patients, their profession, 
and their communities.
The Carver College of Medicine is the only college in Iowa that offers a curriculum leading to the Doctor of Medicine. It also awards 
degrees in Doctor of Physical Therapy, Master of Clinical Nutrition, Master of Clinical Anatomy, Master in Medical Education, Master of 
Physician Assistant Studies, and Master of Science in Athletic Training. Additionally, Carver College of Medicine students can earn a 
Bachelor of Science degree in medical laboratory science, nuclear medicine technology, or radiation sciences.
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Jonathan Wayne Chou   
Christine Uyen-Nghi Dinh   
Abby Elizabeth Esker   
Nicholas Patrick Fleege   
Sarah Louise Floden   
Cameron Foreman   
Alison Elizabeth Fraehlich   
Mikayla Freese   
Ryan Allen Frisbie   
Noah Scott Frydenlund   
Ellen Elizabeth Gardner   
Nicole Marie Gensicke   
Jonathan David Gilmore   
Eleanor Christine Ginn   
Shadee Moataz Giurgius   
Keller Charles Grado   
Kripa Anil Guram   
Petra Christine Hahn   
Sarah Marie Halloran   
James Robert Liston Hall   
Claire Elizabeth Hannah   
Amy Elizabeth Hanson   
Jordan Justice Harbaugh-Williams   
Matthew Joseph Hartnett   
Michael H. Hayes   
Jonathan Thomas Heinzman   
Mackenzie Lauren Hines   
Tai Christopher Holland   
Andrew James Holte   
Joseph Scott Hudson   
Robert Michael Humble   
Chermaine Sheung-Ming Hung   
Cameron Mackay Jones   
Amrit Kanwar   
Amber Jasmine Kazi   
Kathryn Rose Keefer   
Levi Kellogg   
Sean Joseph Straub Kennedy   
Reem Samir Khodor   
Ian Jeoffry Kidder   
Peter Kim   
Johnathan Randall Kingyon   
Arnold Dmytrovych Kompaniyets   
Mohammad Atef Kotob   
Gabriel David Lancaster   
Grace Elizabeth Lau   
Ryan Joseph Lechtenberg   
Angela Lee   
Eric Joseph Lee   
Caitlin Rose Lindaman   
Clayton William Long   
Christina L. Macenski   
Morton Malcom Machir   
Nayasha Madhan   
Irisa Mahaparn   
Michael Maidaa   
Nicoll M. Manhica   
Mateen Oliver Manshadi   
Marissa Anne Martin   
Zachary Scott Mayo   
Hannah McAtee   
Corry Edward McDonald   
Chelsea Elyse Meier Lima Nobre de Queiroz   
Mark Labeeb Moubarek   
Emily Ann Michelle Nemeth   
Emily Kim Nguyen   
Thuan D. Nguyen   
Mackenzie Anne Noonan Haase   
Jack Riordan O’Brien   
Nicholas Robert Parker   
Aditi Patel   
Brandan K. Penaluna   
Cody R. Petersen   
Andrew Sheldon Peter   
Katherine Louise Proch   
Evelyn Samantha-Tian Qin   
Karan Rao   
Hailee Erin Reist   
Erin Michele Renfrew   
Connor Patrick Richardson   
David Benjamin Riffe   
Dylan Vincent Rivera   
Julian Robles   
Anthony Michael Rosenberg   
Evelyn Jeannette Ross   
Douglas Russo   
Chana Rachel Sachs   
Kelsey Laurel Saddoris   
Christopher Matthew Sande   
Jeremy Anton Sandgren   
Rachel Elise Schenkel   
Ashley Marie Schumacher   
Allie Marie Simpson   
Payton Elizabeth Strawser   
Ashwin Vinayak Subramani   
Chance Layton Sullivan   
Eric Y. Sung   
Eric Joseph Sweeney   
Natalya Sergeevna Tesdahl   
Brian Tong   
Hannah Elizabeth Trembath   
Alexandria Tymkowicz   
Rachel Lauren Ullrich   
Wyatt Daniel Vander Voort   
Alexander Joel Volkmar   
Cameron W. Wagner   
Clayton Robert Walker   
David Suola Wang   
Robert James Wanzek   
Megan Lynne Warneke   
Jessica Lynn Waters   
Lisa Ditsheko Weaver   
Emily Ann Weig   
Ezekiel Tianyi Wei   
Sean Matthew Wetjen   
Dorthea L. Wheeler   
Emily Caitlin White   
Nicholas Robert Wilson   
Christopher Jared Winters   
Tzu Chuan Yen   
Connor Scott Young   
Grant Henry Young   
Gregory Lyle Yungtum   
Faraaz S. Zafar   
Genesis Michel Zamora   
Xin Zhan   
Vivian Lin Zhu  
Master in Medical 
Education
Karen A. Malkhasyan   
Patrick Joseph McCarthy   
Mark McEleney   
Brooks Joseph Obr   
Amal Ali Shibli-Rahhal   
James A. Vancura   
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Bachelor of Science in 
Nursing
Emily Suzanne Ardis   
Benjamin James Balik   
Mopelola K. Bankole   
Keller Catalina Basa   
Gabrielle Isabelle Berns   
Emily Taylor Blair   
Elexis Leilani Breitbart   
***Ashleigh Nicole Brill   
Karli Marie Bruxvoort   
Julia Bulgarelli   
Brandon Michael Burgett   
Melissa Sue Burkle   
Alyssa Nicole Carlson   
Angela Marie Carrillo   
Allison Tamera Chilton   
Chasity L. Christie   
Abigail Taylor Coates   
Allison Rebecca Cohrs  
+***Abigail Lynn Cunningham   
Honors in Nursing
Madeline Lorraine Darland   
*Alexandra Patricia DeMarco   
Alexx Lynn DeVore   
Peggy Loraine Dempsey   
Mackenzie Dirmish   
Jessica Elise Dixon   
Darcy Renee Eibs   
Matthew Leonard Ellefson   
***Amy Erickson   
Rachel Marie Evans   
Abigail Joan Ferreira   
Brooke Michelle Flannagan   
**Katherine Ann Folkerts   
*Samantha Lynn Ford   
**Olivia Nicole Freese   
***Marshall Lewis Gill   
Brock Anthony Goodall   
Ellen Louise Hagemaster   
Gina Ellen Havlicek  
+**Danielle Jordan Healey   
Honors in Nursing
**Kristine Michelle Helmich  
Marissa Ann Hensley   
Megan Kathleen Hill   
Heather Lynn Hinote   
Carrie Lynn Hobbs   
Logan Renee Jones   
Sierra Elizabeth Jones   
Rebecca Hope Kimm  
+***Emma Elizabeth Kirkham   
Honors in Nursing
Emily Kirkpatrick  
Alice K. Kober   
Jaclyn Marie Kremer   
Cecilia Kubu   
Sara Lamos   
Elyssa Christine Lavigne   
Camille Anne Lazzarotto   
**Alexandria Hope Lee   
Jody Lenstra   
Natalie Lynn Lionberger  
+***Megan Lough   
Honors in Nursing
Alycia Mackenzie Ludden  
Kristen Nicole Mahler   
Jessica Lynn Malmberg   
Makenna Suzanne Martin  
+Abbey McClain   
Honors in Nursing
Rachel Marie Meyers  
Allison Marie Mick   
Michael Todd Mitchell   
Chloe Moders   
***Kylie Erin Monahan   
Mikayla Marie Moore   
Rachel Elizabeth Mullin   
**Taylr Ryann Nobis   
Waltena Marchae Olivares   
Mary Elise Owens   
Grace Elizabeth Payden   
Maggie Makenna Pence   
Cindy Phan   
Megan Louise Pickhinke   
Stacy Lee Raatz   
Jillian Rademacher   
Emily Nicole Robinson   
Abbey Nichelle Ruden   
***Jennifer Sarabia Gomez   
Payton Jon Scheinost   
***Jenna Schneider   
***Megan Marie Shaler   
Hanna Elaine Simpson   
Lace Desiree Sindt  
+***Kiana Jo Stender   
Honors in Nursing
+***Halle Lorraine Stutting   
Honors in Nursing
Payton Thompson  
***Courtney Emma Tifft  
Hannah Marie Trierweiler   
Julia Ann Vesely   
Lindsey Reed Vierow   
Gretchen Anne Vitek   
Sean Vogeler   
**Jane Laurel Walrod   
Erin Watson   
Stephanie Louise Webb   
Kimberly A. Webster   
Amber Christine Williams   
Brooke Ann Williams   
Jessica Joy Wittenberg   
Amber Woods  
***Kelsey Wood   
Honors in Nursing
Hui Xu   
*Wu Yanjun   
***Xiang Yu   
+Elizabeth Morgan Zippe   
College of Nursing
The University of Iowa College of Nursing has offered leading-edge nursing education since the turn of the 20th century, and 
baccalaureate and master’s degree programs for more than 50 years. A PhD program in nursing began in 1988 and a DNP program 
was established in 2008. The college is an integral part of the health sciences campus, contributing to teaching, research, and patient-
care resources that have earned international recognition.
With renowned faculty, advanced clinical experiences, and a tradition of innovative leadership, the University of Iowa College of 
Nursing is consistently ranked as one of the best nursing programs in the nation. Our graduates are sought after as highly skilled 
professionals who have received a rigorous education of the highest quality.
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Doctor of Pharmacy
Ahamed Abdalaziz Ahamed   
***Abbey Ahlrichs   
Alyssa Jane Berry   
Chelsea Deanne Brandt   
Katarina Angelique Brown   
*Benjamin James Buffington   
Rebecca Burgett   
Thy B. Cao   
*Marianne Marie Westrick Carter   
Jessica Marie Coon   
Trang Bich Dang   
Erin Elizabeth Day   
**Zachary Thomas DeLanoit   
Huiwen Deng   
*Shelby Lynn Dick   
Connor Steven Dierks   
Sadie Nichole Donahue   
**Theresa Rebecca Doyle   
***Tess Elisabeth Dyson   
Adaeze Jackie Emecheta   
Brittany Marie Faley   
Jacob Matthew Felckowski   
*Joshua Ron Formanek   
Miranda Ann Fullerton   
*Benjamin Paul Gardner   
**Paula Gawedzki   
Kristen Ann Gerdesmeier   
**Jillian Joy Ginger   
*Leah Janine Granroth   
Alyssa Morgan Grycko   
*Erik G. Gunderson   
*Jinny Jingyun Guo   
***Bess Anne Hanrahan   
*Fischer James Herald   
Erika Leigh Hilleman   
Steven Hong   
Giang Nguyen Huong Ho   
Aron James Hrubetz   
*Sharon Huang   
**Anthony James Hunt   
Kyle Cameron Irland   
David Paul Iverson   
Morgan Suzanne Jacks   
Levi Michael Jellison   
Sophia Marlene Johnson   
Kaylee Michele Kacmarynski   
**Joshua John Karl Kirchner   
*Meagan Renee Koepnick   
Chase Douglas Aldrich Kooyman   
*Liza C. Kramer   
Torey Luann Kranau   
*Kelby Kwok   
Jordan Catherine Langreck   
Jisoo Lee   
*Sarah Marie Blackwell Liebergen   
*Sarah Ann Lothspeich   
Zachary Ronald Lynch   
Kyle P. Lyons   
Jasmine Sharell Mangrum   
Breannah Tylynn May   
*Joshua Arthur McDonald   
Mackenzie Elizabeth Meade   
Darin Meinen   
Gavin Alan Meyer   
Agassi A. Mila   
Asma Mumtaz   
Mitchell Alexander Myers   
Abigail Grace Narayan   
*Briana Julia Negaard   
Anh Thu Ngo   
Jessica Ngo   
James Tri Nguyen   
Tony Nguyen   
Corbin Lee Nichol   
Molly Heather O’Brien   
Corey M. Osborn   
**Whitni Patterson   
Autumn E. Petersen   
Abigayle Grace Renner   
Suman Rijal   
*Amna Rizvi-Toner   
***Lauren Lea Roder   
*Alison Ann Russell   
Abigail Lauren Sakellaris   
**Rebecca Michelle Serino   
Maureen Marie Smith   
**Jessica Audrey Streit   
**Jared Lee Szabo   
Dien Huong Tran   
Dayton C. Trent   
Jasmin Valentin   
Haley Marie Ver Steeg   
Ashleigh Geiken Wallace   
Bradley Weis   
Andrea Lynn Weldon   
Daniel Joseph Wentworth   
*Jaelyn Rebekah Westfield   
Brittanie Ann Wieland   
*Samuel Kenneth Williams   
Kate Lynn Zakrzewski   
*Kelsey Josephine Zenti  
College of Pharmacy
***With Highest Distinction      **With High Distinction      *With Distinction
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Master of Business 
Administration
Dakota Allen   
Muralidhar Venkata Annavajjula   
*Christopher M. Artman   
Mahi Lakshmi Ashwath   
Evangelia Maria Assimacopoulos   
*Daniel Ziewacz Babb   
Ellen Riggs Badger   
Courtenay Baker   
Emery Patrice Banguid   
*Brett Vincent Barnes   
*Peter Barth   
*Harold Benson Parayakattil   
Beth Alice Bewley-Randall   
Teddi Dee Mast Blair   
*Kimberly Bormann   
*William Scott Borseth   
*Alyssa Marie Borst   
*Joseph William Boswell   
Jeffry Brady   
Don Brathwaite, Jr.   
*Jonathan Bunjer   
*Kirsten Kay Carew   
*Nikki Cavan   
*Nathan Paul Childress   
*Ching Man Choi   
*Ryan James Chrystal   
*Amanda Kelly Cleland   
Caroline E. Cleveland   
Aaron Collmann   
Eric Thomas Conlon   
Nicholas Lee Costa   
Ryan Michael Crowley   
Dustin Damon   
Kyle Davies   
Nicole Rae Davis   
Amy Lynn Day   
*Lauren Marie Dorzinski   
Catherine Elizabeth Dragisic   
Sundara Reddy Durgempudi Tripura   
*Trevor Dursky   
*Michael Edmond   
*Allan Joseph Englehardt   
*Joshua L. Entler   
Cathryn Rose Fischer   
Kimberly Nadine Floss   
*Daniel Matthew Froeschle   
Sachit Garg   
Michael Shawn Garton   
*Christopher Dean Geerts   
Christina Geweke   
Hannah Magdalena Geyer   
Chirantan Ghosh   
Anthony Colton Giannelli   
*Holly Gilbertson   
Michael Alexander Glass   
Curt Graff   
*Kevin Nicholas Greening   
Greg S. Hall   
*Namit Handa   
Corey Thomas Hardt   
Eric Heininger   
*Christian Helmholz   
*Randal Lee Helm   
*Kelly Henderson   
*Paul Edwin Henning   
Marcela Hernandez   
Zachary N. Herrin   
Audrey Anne Morris Hestbech   
Sambit Hota   
Levi James Howze   
Matthew Richard Hubbell   
*Shaun Brandon Humes   
*Christopher Mathew Hunter   
Eric M. Hynes   
Philip M. Ianno   
Adewale Idowu   
Laura Judge   
Sri Raghuram Kalluri   
Donald Modu Kamara   
*David J. Kaney   
Jeremy Steven Kauten   
*Shivani Kharbanda   
Diana Kozlova   
Subodh Shamrao Kulkarni   
*Matthew Ryan Kurtzman   
Jonathan Voon Lee Lam   
Jeffrey D. Landry   
Marie Ann Lane   
Jessica Lansing   
David Anthony Leiphon   
*Dan Joseph Lengeling   
Luke Lavern Leonard   
*Katherine Ann Lindaman   
Kwan Lik Li   
*Wilson Ting Fai Li   
Shannon Marie Luchterhand   
*Kayla Rose Lynch   
*Caitlin Mae MacDonald   
Sravani Manne   
*Jade Elizabeth Manternach   
*Melissa McConnell   
*Katelyn McCormick   
Nicole Foss McCormick   
*Allie McFarlane   
*Khine Myatnoeaung McGowan   
Shawn Patrick Meaney   
*Danielle Marie Melchiori   
*Imran Memon   
Gilbert Kobina Mensah   
*Ana Maria Michelsen   
Wu Mo Man Mandy   
Brian C. Moore   
Kaylan Christine Moore   
*Janelle Louise Morio   
Rachel Pearl Morris   
*Murugan Nambiar   
Chaitanya Jawahar Nayak   
*Brandon Timothy Neil   
Angela Akwaji Njob   
Lucas Field Northway   
Matthew Obinna Nwaneri   
Marc A. Odegaard   
*Zeb K. Ollendick   
Adam Palmer   
*Ryan Parker   
*Manas Avinash Pawar   
Shaun David Pearson   
Brandan K. Penaluna   
Isabel Patricia Peris   
*Spencer Lee Pflum   
Andrea Polanco   
*Kathryn Powers   
*Nikola Prom   
*James John Regennitter   
Quinlan Hoage Riser   
Elizabeth Anne Rodl   
*Randall James Rogers   
Heather Lynne Roman   
*Jami DeAnn Roskamp   
*Angela Ann Ross   
Austin E. Rounds   
Denise Lynn Rusk   
*Samantha Jo Saemisch   
*Bradley Carl Sandor   
Curtis Scheuerman   
Bethany Marie Schneider   
*Elizabeth Ann Schrum   
*Aaron Joseph Scibona   
Brian J. Seifert   
*Lili Shang   
Cory Patrick Shannon   
Archit Sharma   
Tejasvi Sharma   
Matthew Alan Shattuck   
Cory Shultz   
Ashley Sill   
*Kalyn Simon-Chapek   
*Jordan Jared Simpson   
*Ankur Singh   
Andrew Michael Smock   
Clayton Craig Soelberg   
Ny-Oka Louise Sokol   
Tippie College of Business 
Graduate Management Programs
    *With Distinction
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Chakradhar Somalaraju   
Jacob Allan Sorensen   
Jess Sorensen   
Michael Sorensen   
*William Kingsley Spencer III   
Erica St John   
*John von Maur Staak   
Ryan Steele   
John Michael Steffen   
*Shawn Stickley   
Haywood G. Stowe III   
Tim Strazzo   
*Contessa Lynch Sutton   
Allen Tessmer   
Jill Ann Thomas   
Whitney Susan Thome   
*Erica Smith Tietz   
Hsiang-Ching Tsao   
*Gregg Tuyls   
Mitchel Jay Ubben   
Ifeanyi Ugoh   
*Michael Ulrey   
*Suresh Veluchamy   
Kanagadurga Venkatachalapathy   
*Dongxu Wang   
*James Weakley   
Austin T. Weaver   
Stephen Welling   
Morgan Lane Wentland   
*Karl Wetzsteon   
Emily Taylor Wirkus   
Nicholas Addam Woodley   
*Jason Daniel Woodruff   
Timothy Wuchter   
*Daniel John Yaeger   
Chelsea Young   
Jason Craig Zylstra   
Moises da Silva  
College of Public Health
Public health is an interdisciplinary field made up of a wide range of professionals, including physicians, pharmacists, social workers, 
nutritionists, environmental scientists, health educators, biostatisticians, epidemiologists, health service administrators, and many 
others. What unites public health practitioners is the shared goal of preventing disease and injury and promoting healthy practices 
among entire populations.
The College of Public Health includes the Departments of Biostatistics, Community and Behavioral Health, Epidemiology, Health 
Management and Policy, and Occupational and Environmental Health. The college offers the undergraduate Bachelor of Arts in Public 
Health and the Bachelor of Science in Public Health. Four graduate degrees are offered: Master of Health Administration, Master of 
Public Health, Master of Science, and Doctor of Philosophy. Several public health combined-degree options are available with other UI 
colleges, including Business, Law, Liberal Arts and Sciences, Medicine, and Pharmacy, as well as the College of Veterinary Medicine at 
Iowa State University. An interdisciplinary program in human toxicology also is available.
There are opportunities for distance learning and certificate programs in public health. The Undergrad to Grad Program allows 
incoming undergraduates to earn both a bachelor’s degree and a master’s degree in five years. More than 25 research centers and 
institutes based in the college provide focused research on critical public health topics and deliver outreach and service activities in 
every Iowa county and beyond. Approximately 450 degree-seeking students are enrolled in the College of Public Health. The college 
is accredited by the Council on Education for Public Health.
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Bachelor of Liberal 
Studies
Daniel Atwood   
Ann Banks   
Naina Cheyenne Barnett   
Kathleen L. Bates   
Bethany Michaela Bono   
Diane R. Buffo   
Cassandra Cruz   
Wendy C. Danger   
Tabetha Ann Gerdner   
Kennedy Jo Gesell   
Christopher John Harbeck   
Jasmine Danielle Harris   
Matthew Thomas Jansen   
Mycailah Grace Johnson   
Erin Michelle Knight   
Alex Johnson Lavidge   
Cale Lehman   
David Lawrence Leventhal   
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Lyttle   
Chris Mahlstadt   
Gregory Dale Nicoson   
Gregory Murray Patterson   
Abby Lee Ramsey   
Shawn Rogers   
Jordin Marie Romano   
Jacob Tanner Sandholm   
Jessica Sandoval   
Megan Joice Sharma   
Maranda Stephens   
Dawn Thomas   
Bobbie J. Tremmel   
Madison Kelly Tudeen  
Bachelor of Applied 
Studies
Sarah Lynne Baley   
Caitlin Jean Bishop   
Lisa K. Carstens   
***Marti DeLay   
Rick Deerberg   
Angela Sue Friedmann   
Jonathan Robert Jacobson   
Jessica Eileen Jakoubek   
Selita Jansen   
Amber R. Johnson   
Jenissa K. Johnston   
Drake Jared Klemme   
Amy Marie Meyer   
Lucy S. Miller   
Cody Allen Murphy   
**Dionne M. Pamon   
Ronnie James Petersen   
Patrick Jason Prescott   
Robert Lee Royal   
Brianda Salamanca   
Peggy Rae Schwab   
William Paul Shaw   
Kathryn Sibigtroth   
Kirsten Cae Stille   
Lucas J. Walker  
University College
University College, created in 2005, serves an important role at the University of Iowa, and is the academic home for a number of 
courses and degree programs that span the university. 
The college provides educational opportunities for students that are both credit and noncredit through the continuing work of 
service units: Distance and Online Education, Center for Conferences, and the Summer Writing Festival. Many other nonacademic 
departments from across campus also offer coursework through University College. 
Two undergraduate degrees, the Bachelor of Applied Studies (BAS) and the Bachelor of Liberal Studies (BLS), are offered through 
University College. Both degrees, which may be completed entirely online or through a combination of on-campus and online 
coursework, draw on courses from other undergraduate colleges. The BAS and BLS are designed for working adults balancing 
professional growth and busy lives, providing a flexible pathway to an undergraduate degree. A number of undergraduate  
certificate programs are also offered and can be added to either degree program.
Student success is also an important mission of University College and is supported in numerous programs within the college, 
including Orientation Services, On Iowa!, Success at Iowa, First-Year Seminars, Excelling@Iowa, Supplemental Instruction, Tutor Iowa, 
and Early Intervention. These programs contribute to a student’s personal measure of collegiate success, both academically and in 
providing an enriching undergraduate experience. 
This program is printed on recycled paper and can be recycled after the commencement ceremony. The University of Iowa is committed to integrating sustainable practices into all university 
programs and activities while ensuring a memorable and positive experience at every event. Please note, all graduates have been provided with their own copy of the commencement program. 
Programs are available to order at: COMMENCEMENT.UIOWA.EDU/COMMENCEMENT-PROGRAMS. 
The University of Iowa prohibits discrimination in employment, educational programs, and activities on the basis of race, national origin, color, creed, religion, sex, age, disability, veteran 
status, sexual orientation, gender identity, or associational preference. The University also affirms its commitment to providing equal opportunities and equal access to University facilities. For 
additional information contact the Office of Equal Opportunity and Diversity, 319-335-0705.
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